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A bstract
In perturbative particle physics, theoretical developments over the past few 
decades have greatly improved the understanding of the structure inherent 
in scattering amplitudes. Their structure is much simpler than the tradi­
tional sum over Feynman diagrams ever suggested. We make use of many 
of the developments of the last thirty years to present a new method for 
dealing with rational one-loop amplitudes of massless theories in a recursive 
formalism. On-shell recursion in massless gauge theories relies on continu­
ing momenta into the complex plane to induce poles over which amplitudes 
factorise, introduced by Britto, Cachazo, Feng and W itten (BCFW). We 
consider the factorisation of rational one-loop amplitudes in massless theo­
ries. Double poles arise which require modification from the normal BCFW 
prescription. We setup a modified factorisation tha t deals with specialist 
double poles and their pole-under-the-pole (PUP) counterparts in the pure 
Yang-Mills n-point one-loop amplitude with single negative helicity. It is 
separately supplemented by the normal on shell recursion for the rest of 
the single poles in the amplitude. Our result matches that of Bern et al, 
but with the PUP terms in a form that allows applications to pure gravity 
amplitudes. The gauge-gravity relations developed by Kawai-Lewellen-Tai 
(KLT) allow graviton scattering calculations to be formulated in terms of 
products of different orderings of partial gauge theory amplitudes. We de­
velop a similar n-point recursion for the pure graviton one-loop amplitudes 
with single negative helicity, that agrees at n =  5,6 with calculations by 
Dunbar, Ettle and Perkins. The double pole and PUP are KLT combina­
tions of the simple interchange amplitudes seen in the Yang Mills case.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The total number of particles in the universe is not a conserved quantity. This is 
revealed with the help of quantum mechanics, which reveals the ephemeral and fleeting 
nature of particles. This was pioneered by Dirac who understood how relativity implied 
the necessity for anti-particles [1]. For example, the vacuum of space is not empty 
due to particle anti-particle pairs popping into and out of existence from quantum  
fluctuations in spacetime. It is has been experimentally demonstrated to  a very high 
degree of accuracy in many cases that the true nature of a particle is governed by 
the laws of quantum mechanics. They describe particles as having an infinite tower of 
discrete energy states that may be occupied.
The particles themselves are the only pieces of nature that can be manipulated 
experimentally, whether they are mediating force carriers or parts of subatomic nuclei. 
The study of the behaviour of particles is and always has been to smash them together 
and observe the properties of the constituent remnants as best as possible. The more 
energetically the products can be made to collide at, the larger the possibilities of 
studying new physics. The study of particle physics is always breaking new ground 
with experiments at the frontier of energy scales, such as the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) in Cern, Switzerland.
In theoretical developments since Dirac’s work the discrete energy states of a particle 
are reinterpreted as excited states of a field. The viewpoint on particles as being 
fundamental has changed to fields th a t extend over all spacetime. When the fields are 
treated with a local framework they give rise to particles, if treated consistently with
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a quantum field theory. Studying particle interactions on a fundamental level requires 
formulating field theories in this local fashion, including particles as quantisation of the 
fields. Therefore, quantum field theory contains the necessary mathematical framework 
to describe the fundamental characteristics of the quantum nature of particles, and 
the dynamics of their interactions. It defines the universe as excitations of fields and 
provides the basis for modelling the required infinite number of degrees of freedom. 
During the 20th century, quantum field theory was successfully developed into the 
best description of nature at the fundamental level so far; the Standard Model of 
particle physics. The predictions of the Standard Model went hand in hand with 
the testing and discovery of experimental phenomena, with both leading the way at 
some point. Many complicated simulations are now possible due to the progression of 
technology throughout the last century, applied at ever rising energy scales to match 
experimental requirements. This makes the Standard Model a combined success of 
many theoretical insights verified by experimental evidence as the encompassing theory 
of particle physics.
Currently, the Standard Model combines three of the four fundamental forces of 
nature; the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions. The theory th a t deals with 
the strong force is called Quantum Chromo-Dynamics (QCD), that grew out of work 
pioneered by Yang and Mills [2]. The strong interaction is confined to an area the 
size of a large nucleus, while “color-less” particles are oblivious to the strong force at 
these scales. It binds quarks together inside hadrons, in pairs called mesons, or triplets 
called baryons, that make up the constituents of sub-atomic nuclei. The binding force 
is mediated by the gluon, (of which there are eight types) that carry a combination of 
“color” and “anti-color” charges. The weak interaction deals with radioactive decay, 
that affects all fermions; particles whose spin is half-integer. It is mediated by the W 
and Z bosons, which due to their relatively high mass, occurs over very short distance 
scales. Electromagnetism deals with the forces between electrically charged particles, 
mediated by photons and responsible for most of the phenomena in everyday life -  
besides gravity. It is not currently described by local interactions in the Standard 
Model. Nevertheless, it is as an effective theory th a t still stands up to almost every 
experimentally tested observation with aplomb.
The individual forces of the Standard Model can be described by three gauge sym­
metries; SU(3)c  x SU(2)l x U(1)y • The weak isospin T3  is the conserved quantum
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number that transforms between the left-handed doublets of fermions only, and hence 
named a chiral symmetry. This is the SU{2)i  part of the Standard Model, tha t gov­
erns the transformations of the W +,W~  and W°  bosons. The weak hypercharge Y  
is the generator of the symmetry U { \ ) y , corresponding to the B°  boson. These four 
bosons would be massless, but the weak interaction requires a massive boson to re­
strict its influence to short distances. To realise the massive particles in nature, a 
spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry is required, provided by the Higgs mech­
anism [3,4]. It breaks the SU(2) l  x  U(1 )y part of the gauge symmetry in a certain 
regime to form the eletroweak interaction with U(1)em  gauge symmetry, combining 
the weak force with electromagnetism. The Higgs field is an S U (2) doublet with four 
real components, inducing this chiral symmetry breaking via setting three of the four 
components to zero. The final degree of freedom describes the massive manifestation 
of the Higgs boson through the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. Below 
energies of around lOOGeV, spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs; and the and 
B°  undergo mixing via the weak mixing angle to result in the observed Z°  boson 
and photon (7 ) of Quantum Electro-Dynamics (QED). This symmetry breaking, of 
SU{2) l  x U(l )y  —»• U{\)em,  gives mass to the W +,W~  and Z°  bosons while leaving 
the U( 1 ) symmetry of electromagnetism intact; so the photon remains massless.
The mass of the scalar Higgs particle is then responsible for giving mass to the 
other fundamental bosons tha t have been measured already. Furthermore, the Higgs 
field is the medium in which all massive particles permeate to gain mass through their 
interaction with it. The massive scalar Higgs particle has long been missing from 
experimental results. Although its unknown mass allowed a large number of production 
channels for investigation, the Higgs decay cascades in most cases to  the Standard 
Model particles of QCD. Therefore no direct detection of the Higgs boson is possible; it 
may be inferred from excesses in certain branching ratios away from the “background” 
of QCD. Finding the Higgs boson has been the major target of the CMS and ATLAS 
detector experiments at the LHC during its last two year run. The results published 
from both CMS and ATLAS collaborations have identified a new particle with mass 
at around 125GeV [5,6], which is within the expected mass ranges and consistent with 
the Standard Model for it to be the Higgs particle. The latest results from CMS [7] 
have further verified it has spin 0 , thus it is the first elementary scalar to be found in 
nature. However, more refined tests with electron-positron colliders would hopefully
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prove the new particle is indeed the fundamental  Higgs boson missing from the Standard 
Model. If it is not, the experimental community have found a new particle tha t needs 
explanation outside the current Standard Model generalisations that contain the Higgs 
boson. The theorists therefore are still very enthused in model building for particle 
interactions and not just for QCD (see Chapter 4).
The final symmetry of the Standard Model concerns the strong force, governed 
by the S U (3 )c  part of the gauge group. The charges associated with this group are 
named for three colors which are red, green  and blue,  including three anti-colors that 
are mediated in combinations of pairs by massless gluons. The theory deals with quarks 
of varying mass that exist in six flavours (up, down, charm, strange, top and bottom), 
which carry one of the three types of color or anti-color. The quarks combine to form 
color neutral hadrons such as red — antired  or red — green  —  blue combinations. The 
S U (3 )c  gauge group defines a local  symmetry that once gauged, gives rise to QCD. 
The eight gluons are unlike other gauge bosons as they interact with themselves. QCD 
is therefore a non-linear theory known as a special kind of non-Abelian gauge theory, 
which cannot be solved analytically.
However, QCD is of phenomenological interest for a variety of reasons. One is 
confinement: physical states are only ever observed in a color singlet; free quarks or 
gluons are never observed. It is not clear why QCD should be confining, but it is 
the current opinion that it is due to gluons carrying charge combinations themselves. 
When separating a quark anti-quark meson, gluon fields or “color tubes” behave like 
rubber bands between them that increases in potential energy with their separation. 
At some point it is more energetically favourable to pull a quark and anti-quark out 
of the vacuum and the distant original quarks pair off with one each of the generated 
pair. This hadronisation is seen in detectors at the LHC for example. As protons are 
accelerated to high enough energies, their head on collisions pull apart the constituent 
quarks which creates new, high energy hadrons. These cascade down to lower energy 
hadrons, by pulling new quark anti-quark pairs out of the vacuum. These “jets” of 
hadrons are seen in the detectors as sprays of particle tracks, which are difficult to 
resolve from the initial interaction point. It is difficult to even deduce the number of 
jets for some interactions. The quantum  process of hadronisation is poorly understood, 
but is also an active experimental avenue of research and essential for identifying the 
number of jets in detectors [8 - 1 0 ].
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Another interesting property of QCD is asymptotic freedom. At very high energies, 
the strength of the interactions between quarks is weak, characterised by the coupling 
constant a s. For q s 1, a Taylor expansion series in the coupling can be used 
to  determine an exact formulation of QCD when expanded to infinite order in the 
coupling. Practically, this cannot be achieved, but for small enough couplings these 
processes can be approximated to within experimental uncertainty using the first few 
orders of the expansion. This requires expanding the Lagrangian interaction terms 
proportional to a s in a power expansion such that interactions that happen at higher 
order in the coupling will be a correction to the a s terms. The energy scale that the 
coupling becomes small enough to use this method is determined experimentally to be 
~200MeV. We assume throughout the thesis to work in the high energy regime far 
above this scale. Below this energy the strong coupling is larger than one and one must 
resort to other techniques.
One such alternative includes the lattice approach; by putting spacetime on a four 
dimensional lattice with spacing a, while predictive results rely on taking the continuum 
limit a —> 0 at the end. Lattice QCD has come a long way in providing predictions on 
relevantly phenomenological quantities since its inception in the 70’s with Wilson [11]. 
The pace of technology in supercomputers has helped drive the predictive power in the 
field, in areas like hadron spectroscopy [1 2 ].
One can also attack the problem by studying a dual theory in the weakly coupled 
regime to which the strongly coupled theory of interest can be related. This is usually 
via the A dS/CFT correspondence; which is an extremely popular axea of work, built 
upon the original insights of Maldacena [13] and later W itten [14]. Both of these con­
trasting approaches are interesting and productive areas of research in their own right, 
as ways of tackling the non-perturbative regime of QCD and other phenomenologically 
and mathematically interesting theories.
Perturbation theory deals with the approximation of a quantum  mechanical system 
by adding corrections to the solvable system, by “perturbing” the original simplest 
Hamiltonian. The perturbations axe typically a weak disturbance to the simple system, 
so a character expansion in a small parameter a s, will determine a quantum  mechanical 
process to a desired degree of accuracy in 0 ( a s). It was highlighted earlier that particle
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interactions are characterised by a weak coupling at energies above ~200MeV, which 
lends perturbation theory as a valid application to high energy QCD.
The process of scattering particles off each other is computed in terms of matrix 
elements, as a function of the coupling of the theory. The matrix tha t takes us from 
an initial state |i) to a final state |/ )  is known as the S-matrix, while the scattering 
cross section is a quantity built up of all possible ways tha t the process of getting from 
initial to final state occurs. The individual S-matrix elements absolute value squared 
|Si/ | 2  are the transitional amplitudes or probabilities of tha t process occurring. The 
scattering process decomposes into an integral over Lorentz invariant phase space with 
leading initial state factors, multiplied by the absolute value squared of the S-matrix. 
A quantum mechanical amplitude, is then just the elements of the S-matrix |Sj/ | 2  for 
some state |z) to some state |/ )  for specific momenta, which in principle have to be 
summed over all possible final states. This quantity is the one tha t theorists strive 
to calculate for interesting theories and large numbers of particles to as high a degree 
of accuracy as possible. An amplitude contains then, the description of the dynamics 
of the properties inherent in the initial and final states of the interactions, such as 
momentum, intrinsic spin, or color. The amplitudes at next to leading order is where 
the bulk of this thesis is concentrated.
The QCD part of the Standard Model Lagrangian will be used to motivate the 
types of interactions needed for deriving a high energy effective theory expanded in the 
coupling constant a s. The coupling expansion in a s from the well known Feynman path 
integral procedure [15], can be used to derive Feynman rules; a set of encoded diagrams 
for quantum mechanical processes. In Feynman rules, each vertex of interaction or 
propagating particle between vertices corresponds to an algebraic expression to be 
evaluated. Connections of the vertices and propagators without any closed loops create 
Feynman diagrams that encode at 0 ( a s) the leading order (LO) contributions to quark- 
quark, quark-gluon or gluon-gluon interactions. The next to leading order (NLO) 
terms of 0 ( a 2s) form Feynman diagrams with a loop in them, or contributions from 
real emissions. At higher orders there axe more loops, while each loop corresponds 
to an internal virtual state of momentum that has to be integrated over. Summing 
all possible graphs at each order, to as many orders as possible, provides theoretical 
predictions that give us the most precise tests of QCD to date.
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For most phenomenological predictions summing Feynman diagrams to NLO is 
enough to be accurate within 10%. However, to calculate the typical interaction seen 
at an LHC detector of two protons to W and Z bosons plus up to four jets of hadrons, 
just at NLO, is the limit of current technology [8 ] for real QCD. Focusing on the NLO 
calculations, rather than the entire cross sections of particle scattering is the focus 
for many theoretical field theorists. So developing the toolkit for the study of QCD 
through the interactions of quarks and gluons is crucial. The evolution of quantum 
states via scattering amplitudes in QCD at high energies, requires modelling primarily 
gluon-gluon —)> gluons plus qq pairs. For high energy processes such as those that 
occur at the LHC at full beam energy, the gluons have much higher energy than the 
equivalent mass carried by any of the quarks. Therefore, one can treat the lighter 
quarks as approximately massless. The typical centre of mass energy for the last two 
years at the LHC reached 8 TeV, while during the current shutdown the beam energy 
is being upgraded to fire beams capable of 7TeV each. In this type of interaction there 
are many gluons and quarks with a significant fraction of the centre of mass energy. 
The LHC produced many top quarks per day during its experimental runs at 8 TeV 
per beam. Also a new particle around 125GeV [5,6], was discovered as a new scalar 
boson. Resolving th a t from the QCD background data, of which the detectors are 
almost saturated, is an arduous task. Furthermore the mass for the new particle was 
exactly in a range dominated by the cross sections of decays from other Standard Model 
interactions that are dominant in certain channels of production, including W +W ~  and 
tt  for example.
Therefore an explicit understanding of all interactions between gluons and quarks 
and how they scatter is essential. Writing down the Feynman rules is easy enough, but 
putting the toolkit into practice, particularly for QCD becomes an issue. Since gluons 
self interact via exchange of colour charge there are many terms tha t are generated 
just for one Feynman diagram. As the number of external gluons grows, the number 
of diagrams accelerates out of control such that for a gg —* 8 # process a t LO over 107  
Feynman diagrams are generated. Furthermore, the intermediate stages of evaluating 
all the algebraic expressions from the diagrams are gauge-dependent, and are individ­
ually much more complicated than the gauge invariant answer at the end. It has been 
the focus of many research groups to develop new computational tools to overcome 
these obstacles, particularly for QCD.
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Yang and Mills’ work [2 ] first popularised the study of non-Abelian gauge theory, of 
which the case with gauge group S U (3) was later shown to describe QCD. Consequently 
the study of the color force interactions is known widely as Yang-Mills theory. These 
non-Abelian theories were proven to be renormalisable in four dimensions by t ’ Hooft 
in 1972 [16]. Since then, the study of Yang-Mills theory in the perturbative regime has 
been driving to a deeper understanding of the symmetries and simpleness of scattering 
amplitudes as a whole, despite the arduous calculations needed to reach them. It 
is unclear if there is a better formulation of quantum field theory or perturbation 
theory which captures the symmetries in the intermediate steps using different variables 
or states. However, the current route of development prefers to use gauge-invariant 
intermediate steps at every level of the calculation. Keeping as many symmetries 
manifest at every stage of the calculation simplifies the overall computation of scattering 
amplitudes.
Furthermore, most techniques developed for efficient calculation are born from work­
ing with theories with particles that have so called “super” partners. In a theory with 
supersymmetry, all bosons gain fermionic super partners, while the original fermions 
gain bosonic super partners, such that the entire particle content of the original theory 
is doubled. Despite the lack of experimental evidence, it is one of the most accepted 
frameworks for beyond the Standard Model physics [17]. Its origins were born out of 
considering discrete spacetime symmetries depending on quantum numbers being con­
served, that were possible to formulate using anti-commuting generators. Those were 
symmetries such as charge, parity and time, under the name CPT, and invariance un­
der Poincare transformations. Coleman and Mandula published a theorem in 1967 [18] 
th a t suggested the only conserved quantities were Lorentz scalar or commuting gen­
erators; the most trivial tha t can combine spacetime and internal symmetries. By 
allowing anti-commuting generators that transform in the spinor representation of the 
Lorentz group, Haag, Lopuszanski and Sohnius weakened the conditions in 1975 [19], 
th a t led to the postulation of supersymmetry. The extension of the Poincare algebra to 
anti-commuting generators or fermionic supercharges, allowed the interplay of trans­
lations in spacetime with the mixing of fermions and bosons. Theories of extended 
supersymmetry increase the copies of supersymmetric transformations (with 4N super­
charges), that constrain the field theory content and interactions. In four dimensions, 
the spinor’s four degrees of freedom with a maximal eight number of supersymmetries
demands 32 supersymmetric generators. This automatically generates a massless field 
of spin 2 called the graviton. Other theories of supersymmetry include for example, a 
chiral multiplet for N  =  1, hypermultiplet for K  =  2 and vector multiplet for N  =  4. 
Theories of particle interaction with more supersymmetry are the prime testing ground 
for generating efficient techniques, due to their simplified S-matrix compared with that 
of QCD.
The focus of the research outlined in this thesis is to continue to develop the m ath­
ematical tools needed to study the computation of NLO scattering amplitudes. In 
particular, the use of complex momenta and a new approach to deriving on shell recur­
sion relations at NLO plays a fundamental role. We shall apply our techniques in both 
Yang-Mills theory and pure Einstein gravity for amplitudes with a single negative helic­
ity, where we use the graviton to mediate the force of gravity in a local context similar 
to the gluon in Yang Mills. The mathematical developments we outline in Yang-Mills 
are extended to graviton scattering to derive a previously unknown n-point recursion 
relation. It agrees with explicit results at n =  5 ,6 , for NLO graviton amplitudes with 
a single negative helicity.
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2  firstly outlines the essentials 
of Yang-Mills theory. We then describe how the Feynman rules are derived from the 
vertices and propagators allowed in the theory. Finally, we present the construction of 
amplitudes via perturbation theory, dealing with infinities at NLO and the traditional 
techniques of Passarino-Veltman reduction. Furthermore, we discuss the techniques for 
reducing the rank of tensors in loop momenta for numerators of NLO integrals to a 
known “scalar” set of integrals with an example.
Chapter 3 builds upon more modern simplifications and techniques of development 
general to the field of research. Firstly we introduce the color decomposition of both LO 
and NLO amplitudes, then we substitute the use of Weyl spinors for the original four 
momenta via the spinor helicity formalism. We adopt a particular gauge choice tha t 
is utilised throughout the thesis, with an application through an example to compute 
the simplest infinite set of LO n-point amplitudes.
In Chapter 4 we build upon the concept of supersymmetry from the Introduction 
and also motivate graviton scattering, with comments on theories of supersymmetric
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gravity as possible candidates for perturbative quantum models. We highlight the su­
persymmetric decomposition of NLO amplitudes, which significantly aids computations 
in beyond LO QCD. We also motivate a particular highly supersymmetric perturbative 
quantum  gravity model in terms of gravitons, and describe how models of graviton scat­
tering are built out of products of Yang-Mills amplitudes. There is also an analogous 
supersymmetric decomposition for gravity amplitudes that will be utilised at NLO.
Chapter 5 provides an overview of the various analytic properties of amplitudes. We 
dicuss the multi-particle pole, collinear and soft behaviour of amplitudes at both LO and 
NLO level. We explain the application of unitarity based methods at NLO, which reuses 
the knowledge of on shell LO amplitudes to determine the parts of NLO amplitudes 
containing branch cuts. We illustrate the methods of recursion based algorithms for LO 
amplitudes and rational parts of NLO amplitudes with examples. Finally we highlight 
some issues when applying on shell recursion at NLO due to the double poles induced 
for complex momenta.
Chapter 6  introduces the notion of non-standard factorisations to deal with double 
poles and sub-leading or “pole under the pole” (PUP) terms in recursive techniques for 
the NLO Yang-Mills amplitude 4^1 ‘loop(a“ , b+, c+ , . . . ,  n +). We define a new computa­
tional setup based on techniques described in Chapter 3, and a sum over NLO diagrams 
to be integrated over. The full calculation of the five-point case is demonstrated to fully 
explain the method. Then the case is applied to the n-point NLO amplitude, as devel­
oped in work pioneered in publication with supervisors [20]. The double pole and PUP 
pieces are eventually expressed in terms of simple MHV amplitudes, tha t demonstrate 
the pole behaviour of loop splitting amplitudes for complex momenta.
Chapter 7 re-applies the non-standard factorisations concept using the same method 
as described in Chapter 6  this time in the pure graviton case; M 1 ' loop(a- , 6 + , c+ , . . . ,  n + ). 
Much of the same methodology and techniques learnt from Chapter 6  are utilised to 
demonstrate the calculation of the five-point non-standard factorisation. This high­
lights how the simplifications of the double pole and PUP contributions are achieved 
in gravity tha t differ from the Yang-Mills case. To discern n > 5-point non-standard 
factorisations, an off-shell generalisation to a Yang-Mills current with a wandering 
negative helicity is derived, tha t will feed into the calculations for gravity. Then we 
derive the n-point recursion relation for the NLO pure graviton amplitude. The section 
on the n-point non-standard factorisations methodically identifies the types of terms
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generated a t the double pole and PUP level in terms of the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye rela­
tion [21]. The final result contains all the double pole and associated PUP behaviour 
in terms of products of the simplest gauge theory amplitudes, with sums over various 
perm utations of legs. A better understanding for the behaviour of double poles in loop 
splitting amplitudes in pure gravity is demonstrated, as was achieved in Chapter 6 .
Chapter 8  highlights the progress in the field of determining perturbative field theory 
techniques so fax, while reiterating the new developments made in Chapters 6  and 
7. The future of recursive techniques is discussed, when considering rational NLO 
amplitudes and beyond. Appendix A contains the details on handling loop integration, 
in both Yang-Mills and gravity. This is followed by Appendix B with the tedious 
simplifications by reorganisation of the off shell current with a wandering negative 
helicity leg in pure Yang-Mills.
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Chapter 2
Gauge Theory
In this chapter, gauged symmetries in an Abelian theory such as Quantum Electro- 
Dynamics (QED) is introduced, before moving on to the full description of the non- 
Abelian generalisation. We describe another one of the fundamental forces of interac­
tion; namely that of the color force in Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics (QCD) with gauge 
symmetry SU (N C) with N c the number of colors. We then describe how scattering 
amplitudes are built using traditional Feynman diagram techniques. Furthermore, the 
issues with diagrams at next to leading order (NLO) in the gauge coupling with infini­
ties are discussed. Finally, the integration that appears at NLO is described in terms 
of traditional techniques for dealing with large rank tensors in numerators of the inte­
grands. The Passarino-Veltman reduction is described with an example to reduce the 
integrands to a known set of simpler master integrals.
2.1 Yang-M ills theory
As highlighted in Chapter one, part of the success of the Standard Model is down to the 
development of gauge theories. One includes the gauged symmetry of SU (N )  which 
forms a special kind of non-Abelian gauge theory first formulated by Yang and Mills [2] 
for SU (2). The procedure presented up to (2.15) follows [15,22].
Yang and Mills developed a formulation of a more generalised gauge theory than 
the existing field theory of the time, QED. Although their aim was to describe a theory 
of hadron interactions, their work did describe a fundamental theory; those of quark
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interactions. They were described via the transfer of a new type of charge that comes 
in three colors. Both QED and Yang-Mills theory use the idea of gauging, or localising 
a symmetry transformation. The simplest global transformation of some complex field 
ifj can be written as
—» e i a if), (2.1)
where a  is independent of space-time coordinates. This global symmetry can be pro­
moted to a local symmetry by insisting the transformation hold with a  now a function
of the spacetime coordinates x. QED is invariant under local phase rotations, and so 
exhibits a local, or Abelian 1/(1) gauge symmetry with the transformation,
i>(x) -> e“ (* V ( z ) . (2 .2 )
The dynamics of QED stem from this local symmetry behaviour and define the gauge 
covariant derivative
DpiJj =  (dp +  ieApj'ip , (2.3)
where the vector Ap is identified as the photon field and e is the gauge coupling.
The generalisation by Yang and Mills to non-Abelian symmetry groups is the fun­
damental difference to tha t of QED. These interactions desribe a non-Abelian gauge
theory, of which the simplest example was given the name Yang-Mills theory. Non- 
Abelian gauge theories of which Yang and Mills developed the first example in 1954 [2], 
deal with non-commutative groups such as SU (N).  For a non-Abelian group G , a local 
gauge symmetry is defined as
U =  eiaa{x)Ta , (2.4)
with the generators T a of the gauge group satisfying the commutation relation
[Ta, T b] =  i f abcT c , (2.5)
where f abc are the structure constants for G. The normalisation is taken such that
tr  T aT b = l Sab
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The theory is described by complex fields 'ip and gauge fields A®, whose dynamics 
are governed by the gauge covariant derivative
Dni> = — igT*1 A*)ip , (2.6)
where g is a coupling constant and the gauge fields A M =  T aA “ live in the adjoint 
representation of G. Indices a, b can be raised or lowered trivially (f abc = f abc), whereas 
raising or lowering the Greek indices (i,v  corresponds to the usual Lorentz signature 
= diag(- + + + ) .
So under the gauge transformation (2.4),
U D ^  (2.7)
and the gauge field transformations of A M are also fixed. They are applied by
A„ -> UAJU~l +  - U d ^ U - 1 , (2.8)
or in the component form,
A “ - > A “ + <^9Ma a +  / abc^ a c . (2.9)
The field strength tensor = F£„Ta can be constructed as the commutator of 
two gauge covariant derivatives;
[D^.Dy] =  i g F ^  , (2 .10)
where
Fiiv =  d^Av -  dvA [L -  ig[Ah , A v] , (2-11)
or in component form
F ^ ^ d p A l - d v A l  + g r^ A lA l .  (2.12)
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Under the gauge transformation (2.4)
i V  -> U F ^ U - 1 , (2.13)
therefore tr  is a gauge invariant quantity, lending itself for use in a lagrangian.
A non-Abelian gauge theory can then be described with the lagrangian,
£  =  - i  tr  , (2.14)
dependent on the coupling g and the mass m, which for the non-Abelian group SU{Nc) 
describes QCD for the number of colors N c =  3. In the lagrangian (2.14), the fields 
become the gluon fields, of which there are eight due to the TV2  — 1  =  8  generators 
of SU(3). The ip ip f  and ip ip f  where /  denotes the six ‘flavours’ of quark and 
anti-quarks (u , d, c, s, t and b). The sum over /  in the lagrangian yields;
£ q c d  =  — x tr  FIIUF^IV +  ^ 2  -  m f )ipf , (2.15)
1 f
where the (it, j  =  1 , 2 ,3, a = 1 . . .  8 ) generators in the covariant derivative (2 .6 ) are 
now the SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices x | .
Interactions in Yang-Mills theory concerned with QCD will constantly be referred 
to throughout as obeying this model, however the bulk of calculations will be conducted 
without including the quarks. In the absence of quarks the theory is still interesting, as 
the non-Abelian nature of the theory allows the gluons to self interact since they carry 
color charge, hence the terminology “pure” Yang-Mills. This will be the focus of study 
for the hard scattering events in high energy processes where the coupling o;s =  <?2 / 4 7 r 
is small enough tha t interactions between the gluons dominate. Here one can use 
perturbation theory, and easily generate Feynman rules for the pure gauge interactions 
of Yang-Mills theory. From this point one could generate all the required diagrams 
for any interaction using the standard Feynman diagram techniques. However, more 
efficient techniques that make use of gauge invariant building blocks rather than gauge 
dependent diagrams will be covered through Chapters 3-5.
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P
(i,a
p,c
P,a Ksmsmasu p,c p ,a a, d
(a) The gluon propagator (b) The three-gluon vertex (c) The four-gluon vertex
Figure 2.1: The Feynman rules for pure QCD. Figure 2.1a highlights the flow of color and 
momentum for the propagator. Figure 2.1b is the three-gluon vertex V3 , with all indices 
and momenta labelled. Figure 2.1c indicates the four-gluon vertex V4 with indices for color 
and the metric.
2.2 Feynm an vertices
The basis for the modern techniques are still built on the bedrock of the Feynman 
vertices, which are essential in building diagrams that represent the particle interac­
tions. The Feynman rules can be derived from the lagrangian of QCD (2.15), by the 
textbook of Peskin and Schroeder [15] for example. Expanding the lagrangian in terms 
of its component fields, and gauge fixing (conventionally in the Feynman gauge £ =  1) 
defines a Feynman path integral. Although one must fix a gauge to define the gluon 
propagator, ghost terms must be introduced that cancel the unphysical degrees of free­
dom which would otherwise propagate in covariant gauges. The ghost fields will be 
neglected from the Feynman rules below as they can be decoupled from the theory 
with an axial gauge choice, albeit at the cost of increased technical difficulties.
We need not include the quark/anti-quark interaction via a gluon exchange (i.e. 
the vertex coupling of a gluon to two quarks), since we will be using pure Yang-Mills 
throughout. Therefore we only need the gluon self-interaction vertices and the propa­
gator, defined for all momenta outgoing. The three ingredients needed to determine the 
Feynman rules for pure QCD are shown pictorially in figure 2.1, and taken from [23]. 
Firstly, the gluon propagator in figure 2.1a is given by
(2 .16)
where the ie factor is required be able to handle the integrals where poles in p° =
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± ( E  — it) exist. There is a Feynman prescription for handling the poles by closing 
contours (that run below one pole and above the other) in the complex plane. The 
choice of closing the contour in the upper or lower half of the plane is determined by 
the time ordering of the propagation. One must also fix the gauge, where there exist 
many R.$ gauge choices one can take. This breaks gauge invariance, however all final 
physical results after summation of all Feynman diagrams are independent of the gauge 
choice. Secondly, the three-gluon vertex in figure 2.1b is,
V3 =  g f abc [<r (P -  k y  +  < r  (? -  p Y  +  gO^k -  q f \
and finally the four-gluon vertex in figure 2 .1 c is
Vi =  —*<72 [ /abe/ crfe { Y ip9 v °  -  f ° 9 v <‘)
+ f a e e f b d e ^ g p p  _  g p p g p p )
+ j a d e  f  bee { g p p g p e  _  .
(2.17)
(2.18)
All possible relevant Feynman graphs for any high energy gluon scattering process, 
such as those in high energy collisions in CMS and ATLAS experiments at the LHC, 
can be built out of these rules. Unfortunately, the task of computing even leading 
order (LO) gg —» ng processes becomes computationally intensive; 220 diagrams for 
n = 4, increasing to 2485, 34300, 559405 and 10525900 diagrams through n  =  8 , from 
Table 1 in [24]. Furthermore, the self interactions of non-Abelian gauge bosons are so 
complicated that even the individual diagrams manifest a massively inflated number of 
terms generated from increasing indices. Also, the number of kinematic variables used 
to define all the required information from the outset generates arbitrarily complicated 
intermediate expressions. This illustrates the reason for the proliferation of computing 
time for modelling these types of gauge theory interactions.
It is surprising then, tha t the final expressions take a very simple form, especially 
when expressed in a more efficient framework. Even at NLO in perturbation theory, 
the final expressions do not grow in complexity as radically as the number of diagrams 
and terms to compute. This seems to hint that the way interactions of gauge theories 
are calculated through building Feynman diagrams from the lagrangian is not the best
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way to present scattering amplitudes. Therefore gauge theories have hidden structure 
that is not yet understood. Nevertheless, many computational techniques have been 
developed that will be discussed in the following chapters.
For the most part, the simplest next-to-NLO (NNLO) calculations match simple ex­
perimental processes to within a few per cent. Therefore the concentration on perturba- 
tive calculations is to categorise each order in the S-matrix elements, up to experimental 
precision. As soon as one wishes to calculate NLO corrections in the perturbative ex­
pansion, there are infinities that fortunately can be regulated. These divergences are 
dealt with using renormalisability and dimensional regularisation.
2.3 Scattering am plitudes and their divergences
Perturbation theory allows the expansion of the Feynman path integral as a power 
series in the coupling constant g , from which one can determine the Feynman rules. 
These allow a basis of possible Feynman diagrams to be constructed and from then on, 
perturbative gauge theory is relatively simple. One simply draws all possible Feynman 
diagrams that contribute to a scattering amplitude to a desired order in the coupling 
a s = <7 2 / 4 7 r, to define the S-matrix elements. The diagrams are then sums of shorthand 
graphical interpretations of algebraic expressions to be evaluated. The LO contributions 
at 0 (a s) in the perturbative expansion are classed as tree-level diagrams since all 
momenta along internal lines are determined by momenta of the external gluons. Higher 
order contributions allow for independent momenta arising in closed loops that have 
to be integrated over. They form the perturbations away from the solvable (classical) 
solution that is determined by the Hamiltonian of the theory. All NLO and higher 
corrections are then known as one-loop at 0 (f*2), two-loop at 0 (0 ^), and so on, that 
is continued to ones desired degree of accuracy. However, these internal momenta 
dependent integrals tend to diverge in general, such th a t a cut-off e in both IR or UV 
energy divergences is required.
As mentioned in Chapter 1 , QCD exhibits UV asymptotic freedom, discovered in 
1973 from the computation of the running of the coupling under the renormalisation 
group, by Gross and Wilczek [25], and independently by Politzer [26] and ’t Hooft. 
See [15] section 17.2 for a thorough treatm ent of the QCD coupling by renormalisation. 
Asymptotic freedom allows calculations using perturbation theory to be performed in a
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high energy regime where the coupling constant a s = g2/47r is guaranteed to be much 
less than one. UV divergences occur in the building blocks of figure 2 .1 , which are 
reabsorbed into a renormalisation of the lagrangian such tha t all amplitudes are then 
finite in the UV. Hence the coupling a s requires renormalisation defined at some mass 
scale /i to remove the UV divergences. The running of the coupling is determined by 
the universal beta function, taken from [27]
2d2a s{fjL)
which has the expansion
M^ — J F  =  /3 (M m)), (2.19)
P(a,)  = - a 2,(f3o + 0 i a 3 + O (a l )) ,  (2.20)
where j3o and (3\ are calculated order by order in the coupling. Neglecting and higher 
coefficients, to one-loop order [27];
M m) =  , ,  r ad Mw 2 / 2 '  - (2*21)
where fio is a dimensionful param eter that is a constant of integration. This introduces 
a second arbitrary mass scale no upon which the coupling is dependent. For QCD, the 
running coupling at one-loop is given by a rewriting of (2 .2 1 ), to eliminate fio in favour 
of the experimentally observed A q c d  ~  2 0 0 MeV,
Mm) =  „ , , 2 / \ 2  ' ■ (2-22)
fo W / 2 /A qcd)
where /3o was first calculated for SU (N C) pure gauge theory in [25], and for QCD with 
N c = 3 is
A  ( 2 - 2 3 )
for n f  quark flavours. The param eter A q c d  marks the energy scale where a s becomes 
greater than one as mentioned in Chapter 1 . Therefore fall off of the coupling as the
energy scale /i increases is clearly evident, revealing asymptotic freedom. The value of
the coupling is normally determined at the mass of the Z°  boson fi = m z o, which is a 
convenient reference scale to guarantee a s(mz o) is in the perturbative domain.
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QCD has IR singularities due to collinear or soft emission of gluons, dependent on 
the long range interactions or hadronisation of quarks. However, one can calculate IR 
safe or factorisable quantities due to asymptotic freedom and stay in the short-distance 
regime. The long range interactions correspond to hadronisation of quarks into jets, 
which are not amenable to perturbative study. Jet production and the analysis of 
parton distribution is an essential part of understanding the hadronisation process. 
Parton distribution functions determined from data  th a t obey the DGLAP evolution 
equations [28-31], provide information on the long range dynamics. These factorise 
from the perturbative regime of QCD, which perm its the emphasis on analysing the 
pure gauge theory interactions. IR  divergences are dealt with via so-called dimensional 
regularisation, where divergences are replaced by powers of 1/e. Reduction of dimen­
sional tensor integrals in loop calculations to order e is a common technique applied 
to the NLO loop integrals. A possible schematic setup of these integrals to reduce the 
order of loop momenta in the numerator is by Passarino-Veltman reduction.
2.4 Passarino-V eltm ann reduction
Traditional techniques for computation of one-loop integrals include Passarino-Veltman 
reduction, based on work by Passarino and Veltman [32], a n d ’t Hooft and Veltman [33], 
with numerous treatm ents of the method in [34]. The reduction procedure deals with 
4-dimensional integrals of the following form [35],
where n  is the number of external particles with momentum k j , where pi = Yl)=i kj, 
and po = pn = 0 by momentum conservation. The m f  are internal masses along the 
loop dependent propagators, which are more commonly zero m f  =  0. The numerator 
contains a function of loop momenta The special case where the numerator
(P(7) =  1  is known as a scalar integral. These are the known master integrals to which 
the original integrals are targeted.
Of course, in general T(7) is a polynomial function of various contractions of exter­
nal momenta hi, polarisation vectors and the loop momentum £. Prom simple power 
counting, the n-point integral / n [T(7)] manifests UV divergences for tensor integrals of
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rank r  contained in T(Q for r > 2n -  4. In QCD, the highest rank of an n-point one- 
loop diagram is r = n, hence only one-, two- three- and four-point one-loop integrals 
can be divergent in the UV region. Integrals of five-point or higher are then UV finite, 
while the former divergent integrands require regularisation. It is conventional to em­
ploy dimensional regularisation [16], where the computation is performed in D = 4 -  2e 
dimensions, and the limit e —> 0 is taken at the end of the calculation. The integration 
therefore becomes D-dimensional and the measure is changed accordingly,
S e  dPi
(2tt)4 ^  (2tt)d ' (2'25)
W ith t  now a D-dimensional vector, the integrals cannot in general diverge. Therefore, 
this modification regularises UV divergences in one-loop computations.
For propagators in the integrand going on shell simultaneously, non-integrable sin­
gularities are introduced. The most important examples of these are through soft and 
collinear singularities [36], however these can also be dimensionally regularised [37]. 
One can therefore define one-loop integrals in UV-divergent, renormalisable theories 
which contain massless particles with a single param eter e =  (4 -  D )/2.
It turns out that any one-loop integral / n [T(/)] can be written as a linear combi­
nation of scalar integrals via the Passarino-Veltman prescription. Furthermore, in the 
limit D —> 4, any n-point one-loop amplitude A nloop can be expressed with a basis of 
integrals. In a massless theory, the basis is made of so called bubble, triangle and box 
scalar integrals,
j4 i-l°oP =  £  CiI'n + K  + 0(e) ,  (2.26)
i = 2,3,4
up to 0(c).  The Ci can be computed in four dimensions, independent of R n th a t is a 
rational part (i.e. no logarithmic or 7r2  terms) which is a remnant of the dimensional 
regularisation procedure. For amplitudes th a t contain no branch cuts, only the rational 
function of kinematic invariants R n survives. Keeping terms in higher order in e in leads 
to independent pentagons, and tadpoles only contribute in dimensionally regularised 
theories if one allows internal masses. All valid branch cuts allow complete knowledge 
of a one-loop amplitude purely from the rational coefficients q  and the basis of loop 
integrals, when working in (4 — 2e)-dimensions. One loop amplitudes of this type are
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deemed entirely cut-constructible, explained in the unitarity section. In practice this 
is more difficult than evaluating the procedure in four dimensions. For most practical 
calculations, the Ci in (2.26) are computed in four dimensions, an example of which is 
shown in the unitarity section in Chapter 5. This forces the rational terms Bn  to be 
computed separately.
The scalar integrals are known, so depending on what the theory of concern is, one 
will require a procedure for finding the rational term Rn  and rational coefficients of the 
integrals c* to determine any one-loop amplitude. The details for the tensor reduction 
of the numerator fP(^) and the set of scalar integrals complete the chapter.
2 .4 .1  T h e  r e d u c tio n  b y  e x a m p le
Let us demonstrate the procedure of Passarino Veltman reduction with an example, 
taken from Appendix A.2 of [35]. Consider the three-point integral of rank one tensor 
in the numerator with internal masses set to zero (for simplicity), so that the integral 
takes the form of the triangle version of (2.24). Projecting on to a basis of the external 
momenta pi,
/
j 4  p ffj, 4
( ^ ) ^  +  pi)2(,  + P2)a = E ^ - .  (2-27)
whilst recalling pi =  i kj- Contracting both sides of the equation with firstly p% 
and then p% procures two linear equations to  solve for the two unknowns C^\  and Cz-p,
/
/
d4£ £ ■ pi ^  2
=  C 3 ; l P l  + C 3 ; 2 P l  • P 2  ,
(27r4 ) P(£  +  p \ )2{£ +  P2 ) 2
= C3;lPl •P2 +  Cz,2V2£'P2 ^  2
(2.28)
(27t4 ) £2(£ +  pi)2(£ +  P2 ) 2
Using
£'Pi  = \  {{£ + Pi)2 ~ £2 ~ P i )  > (2-29)
the RHS can be substituted into (2.28). This allows for the re-expression of the integrals 
by cancellation of the numerators including £ dependent propagators with integrals of
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one rank lower. These integrals contain the superscript (j ) indicating the (£ +  pj )2 
propagator that was cancelled,
C3;lP? +  C3;2Pl P2 =  / ^ [ l ]  -  / f i l l  - P ? / 3[1], 
C’3;lPl -P2 +  C3;2pl =  /<2)[1] -  4°>[1] - p | / 3[l].
Then a matrix equation can be formulated for the unknowns
(2.30)
P i  P i  P 2 \  ( C s A  _  , 2 „ n
2 ) { c j -  4 % 1  - / f m  - P| / 3[11 ' (231)
’
kP2 p i  p W  Kc w J  -  i m )
where to find the solution, the m atrix to be inverted is known as the Gram matrix A y. 
For this simple case, the solution is
( C3;A =  1 /  p \  - P l - P 2 \  ( i ^ M - I ^ M - p l h i l ] ]  , ,
p Ip I -  (pi •p 2)2 \ - P 2  -Pi  p j  )  \ 4 2)[i] -  4 0)[i] -  p 2h \ i } )
where the leading factor is known as the Gram determinant. The rank of the tensor 
integral was successfully reduced from one to zero, as a linear combination of scalar 
bubbles and triangle integrals. Caxe must be taken for cases where n > 4, since a 
basis must be choosen with four linearly independent momenta for which the Gram 
determinant does not vanish, and therefore UV finite. There will be some cases for 
n < 4 where the Passarino Veltman scheme will break down, however [34] has an 
alternative way of making the reduction for vanishing Gram determinants.
To evaluate integrals with tensors of higher rank, one must follow the same set of 
steps but project onto all possible Lorentz objects in the basis. So, for example
= cn;00<r + Y , c ™PiP'j
i n[e^te»} = ^ i c n,ooiglfU/ p / 1 +  Y ,  cW fcPi" P j P k } (2-33)
i = l  i , j , k —l
where the curly braces indicate total symmetrisation of the indices. In the case of two 
powers of £, one must also project on to the metric g^u. However for n > 4, DCn-oo 
becomes irrelevant, since it is also linearly dependent on the four chosen vectors. In
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the case of three powers of £, one needs to contract with g ^ p ?  and with PrPsPt 
obtain a set of linear equations for the coefficients Cn;ooi and Cn-ijk• Beyond rank 
three projection with products of metrics is also included, and so the list for the basis 
accelerates. Therefore this process becomes more complicated as the power of £ grows, 
with the basis and various contractions growing rapidly. However, the reduction process 
guarantees to reduce the rank of the tensor in the numerator by one. From whatever 
rank tensor the integral is, one can iteratively repeat the process of projecting integrals 
on to combinations of external momenta in this fashion and building the set of m atrix 
equations to find the Gram determinant. One can repeat this procedure until only a 
linear combinations of scalar integrals remain.
2 .4 .2  T h e  sca lar  in teg ra ls
Scalar integrals fall into categories of bubbles Z2  [1], triangles T3  [1], and boxes ^ 4  [1] - The 
list of integral functions tha t can occur can be categorised as a set of functions with 
the argument 7(£) dropped and there are no internal masses. The analytic results or 
computations are not included here, but are in Appendix I of [38], whose notation we 
shall adopt,
rr    r jAm  r 3 m  j 2 m h  j 2 m e  r i m  r Om jZ m  j2 m  r i m  r  l (n  cm\
n  I 4 : r , r ' 4:r;i ’ 4:r;i ? 4:i > 4 ' 3 :r ,r '' ,i> 3 :r;i> 3 :i ’ •*2:r;tj • v • /
The superscripts of this set J n define how many external masses exist, with clusters 
of external momenta labelled in clockwise direction for r  —> r' —» r" starting from i, 
depicted pictorially in figures 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. The two mass boxes split into two cases, 
one hard and one easy, denoted by whether the masses are adjacent or not, respectively. 
The explicit computation of the integrals axe detailed in the Appendix of [38].
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Figure 2.2: The box contributions, including the four-mass, three-mass, two-mass hard 
and two mass easy, the one-mass and zero-mass integrals.
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Figure 2.3: The three-mass, two-mass and one-mass triangle contributions.
i +  r
12:r;i
Figure 2.4: The two mass bubble contribution
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Chapter 3
Organised am plitudes
In this chapter we describe the modern techniques for computing scattering amplitudes 
in massless non-Abelian gauge theories, th a t build on the standard techniques outlined 
in Chapter 2 . Those include the consideration of color-ordered partial amplitudes for 
leading order and NLO, the spinor-helicity formalism and how this is used in a specific 
gauge to build the simplest tree-level amplitudes.
3.1 Color ordered am plitudes
Firstly, the factorisation of the color information for pure Yang Mills at both tree- 
level [24,39-42] and one-loop [43,44] is outlined, which is the first step towards healing 
the proliferation of Feynman diagrams.
3 .1 .1  T ree leve l
From the vertices of Yang Mills theory (2.17), (2.18), one finds either linear or quadratic 
factors of the gauge theory structure constants f abc. These can be unpacked into traces 
over products of generators of the theory. The generators of SU (Nc) in the fundamental 
representation are represented by T a, where the index a =  1 . . .  N% — 1 refers to the 
adjoint color index carried by the fermions, and N c is the number of colors. The 
structure constants are then rewritten as a trace from their definition (2.5),
3.1 Color ordered am plitudes
Unpacking this definition in two connected three-gluon vertices (2.17) for example, the 
Tc internal leg is replaced from the second vertex via f ^ T 0 = —i[Td, T e]. This process 
is exhausted to leave all Feynman diagrams having vertices with a large number of 
traces over products of generators describing color information of the external gluons 
only. The traces appear in the form t r ( . .. T a . . .)  t r ( . .. T a . . . ) . . .  t r ( . .. T a . . .) ,  which 
can be rearranged in to a single trace with 1/NC suppressed terms using the S U (N C) 
Fierz identity [43],
t r (TaX )  t r (TaY)  = tr(X F ) -  -Jr tr(A ) t r ( F ) . (3.2)
™c
By making the substitutions of equations (3.1) and (3.2), suppressing the 1/NC terms 
where appropriate, all possible permutations of a single trace are left. This color 
information can now be factorised out to leave color-ordered Feynman rules [42] for 
massless QCD as follows.
Indices contracted together in the gluon propagator (2.16), leave us with the sim­
plified color-ordered version
- V “'> (3-3)pz
where we have used the Feynman gauge choice of £ =  1. The color-ordered three-gluon 
vertex is simply,
v3 =  - - %  [<T(p -  k y  + <r(q -  pY  + g ^ ( k  ~ qY]
V2 (3.4)
and the color-ordered four-gluon vertex is
V. =  + < r g T \ )  ■ (3 5)
All color-ordered partial tree amplitudes A n can be built out of the color-ordered 
rules (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). Then by combining the traces over generators into a sum,
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the color decomposition for a full n-gluon tree amplitude A n is [39-41],
(T^ Sn /Zrt
The leading g is the gauge coupling given by a s = g2/An and the a G Sn/ Z n are all 
possible distinct cyclic permutations of color orderings that appear in the trace. A n is 
a  function dependent on the momenta ki and helicity A; of the gluons and contains one 
cyclically arranged configuration, such that kinematic singularities are restricted to the 
cyclically adjacent momentum channels, i.e. S1 2  =  {k\ +  fo)2- The remaining partial 
amplitudes are now the focus of our attention, since after calculation one can recover 
the full amplitude via (3.6).
By construction these partial amplitudes A^ree( l Al . . . n An) are much simpler, as 
they only receive contributions from a particular color ordering. They also benefit 
from a number of important properties and relationships. They are individually gauge 
invariant, so we have free gauge choice between different partial amplitudes. The num­
ber of partial amplitudes to be computed is reduced because they exhibit symmetries 
such as parity, where all helicities in an amplitude can be flipped simultaneously. They 
observe reflection of the arguments:
< ree( l Al .. . n Xn) = . . .  l Al) . (3.7)
They also permit dual Ward identities, which provide relations between partial ampli­
tudes where two negative helicities are adjacent or not for example [42]. Given these 
relations and symmetries, the calculations of partial tree amplitudes still require much 
work.
3 .1 .2  L oop  lev e l
At one-loop, the color stripped decomposition includes non-planar graphs. For the 
planar pieces the leading color structure still incorporates a sum of traces, but now 
multiplied by a factor of N c:
Grn;i =  N c Tr(Taa^  . . . T a^ n)) . (3.8)
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Non-planar graphs contribute sub-leading color structures given by
Grn;c =  iVc T r ( r a<r(1).. , T a^ c~ 1)){Ta° ic).. .T “a(n)) , (3.9)
where c > 1 . Equations (3.8) and (3.9) combine to form the one-loop color-ordered 
decomposition formula [43], using [x\ as the largest integer less than or equal to x
[ n /2 j + l
(3.10)
C = 1  C f € z S n / S n -tc
where Sn is the set of all permutations of n  objects, and 5 n;c is the subset leaving Grn;c 
invariant. It turns out that non-planar partial amplitudes A]^c°P for c > 1 can be 
expressed as sums over permutations of leading color planar amplitudes A*7jioop [44]. 
So we will only compute yl^’11oop( lAl,2*2, . . .  , n Xn), the planar also known as primitive, 
partial amplitudes at one-loop, where the n; 1 subscripts will be dropped throughout.
For the purposes of the work discussed, we will not consider calculations beyond 
one-loop, hence further generalisations are not required. Calculating any two-loop 
amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills theory is beyond most of current technology, other than 
to simplify the calculation by considering only a low number of points or theories with 
more symmetries built in, namely supersymmetry (see Chapter 4). Staying with pure 
Yang-Mills theory, a compact representation for tree-level and one-loop amplitudes via 
the spinor helicity formalism follows.
3.2 Spinor helicity  form alism
Here we review the notation to be used throughout the thesis when presenting calcula­
tions of partial amplitudes and primitive one-loop amplitudes. A thorough exposition 
of the spinor notation can be found in [45-52] tha t we shall utilise. In general the four 
momentum k f  upon which the amplitudes are dependent are contracted with either 
polarisation vectors or other four-vectors in Lorentz invariants such as Sij = (ki +  k j)2. 
For on-shell or massless momenta sij = 2ki ■ k j , that we shall indeed restrict ourselves 
to in this formalism, for lowercase letters (k 2 =  0 ).
The restricted Lorentz group, denoted 50^(1 ,3) refers to the symmetries preserved 
in the flat metric, i.e. direction of time and orientation of space. This is locally iso­
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morphic to the Mobius group S L ( 2; C) x S L ( 2;C). This observation was developed 
by Penrose into twistor theory [53]. The SO^ (1,3) group has vector representations 
tha t may be classified as (m ,n), where m  and n  are half-integers describing the spin of 
the representation. One can then decompose four momenta kM into a choice of two or 
bi-spinor representations.
It is conventional to use Dirac spinors, which decompose into ( | ,0 )  and (0, | ) ,  
th a t are the left- and right-handed chiral Weyl spinors, respectively. The complexified 
Lorentz group can then be used to project four-vectors on to a ( 5 , 5 ) bi-spinor paa 
where a ,d  =  1,2. One can then map from Minkowski coordinates ( t , x , y , z )  into this 
representation using
) .  on)
where the four-vector Pauli matrices are defined as
(cr^)aQ =  (l,<r) and (aM)ad =  (1 ,- t r )  (3.12)
and a  is the three-vector Pauli matrices. Since de tpac* =  p2 = 0, then pa& may be 
factorised as two Weyl spinors. The spinor indices (a, a ) highlight the distinctive two 
component label for each chiral spinor, to be identified as follows.
The positive and negative energy solution to the massless Dirac equation, u±(p) and 
v±(p) respectively, are identical up to normalisation conditions u±(p) =  where
the ±  sign identifies the helicity. The helicity states can be defined by acting with the 
chiral projection operators
u±(p) = \ ( 1 ±  75M P ) , (3.13)
where the positive and negative helicity states are identified as positive and negative 
chirality spinors A*, A* [54],
(Ai)a = [u+(pi)]a , (A;)« =  [M p i)]d • (3.14)
Now the bi-spinor is defined as
i^njaaPf  ~  (Aa)i(Ao,)i , (3.15)
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where AQ, and Aq are holomorphic and anti-holomorphic spinors in the left- and right- 
handed half-integer spin representations. This reflects the property that a massless 
four-vector, when expressed as a bi-spinor, is simply the product of a left- and right- 
handed Weyl spinor.
W ith this notation, one can build Lorentz invariant spinor products using shorthand 
“( , )” and “[ , ]” identifications [54],
(ij) = (i~ \ j+) =  u- (p i )u+(pj) = eaP(\i )a{\ j)p ,
  . _  (3.16)
[ij] = (i+\j ) = u+(pi)u-(pj) = e (Ai)a(Aj)^ ,
where the e are S U (2) antisymmetric tensors. These are used for raising and lowering 
the spinor indices, given by
= (_°i  J )  and e° p = ( i  q1)  ’ 3^'17^
such that =  6 Likewise the same occurs for the case with dotted indices. The
spinor products behave anti-symmetrically
(ij) = ~( j :*)» [ij] = -[.?*]> (**) =  M  =  °> (3-18)
and one can use the projection operator
l i * ) ^  1(1 ± 7 5 ) 6 ,  f t  =  |*+)(i+ | +  |i_ )(*~|. (3-19)
to define Lorentz invariant products:
(ij)\ji] = tr  Q ( !  -  ' kj = (h  +  kj ) 2 = sij • (3.20)
This can also be shown from the bi-spinors of two momenta p and q, by noticing that 
(o-^)aa =  (o^)aa and application of (3.11),
p“"9ad =  2 p -9 . (3.21)
We denote sums of cyclically adjacent momenta as
Pi,j = Pi +  Pi+1 +  • • • +  P j - 1 +  Pj (3.22)
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with indices mod n  for an n-gluon amplitude. The general invariant mass of the vector 
is of which (3.20) is a special case.
We will also use spinor strings such as
< a - |P j# ->  =  [a|/yf>> =  £  [ap](p6> (3.23)
PGi,j
which vanishes for i =  l , j  = n  and a,b ^  i , j  in an n-gluon amplitude, where
[a\i +  j\b) = [ai](ib) +  [aj](jb) ,
(3.24)
(a\(i + j ) ( k  + l)\b) = (ai)[i\k + l\b) -I- (aj)\j \k  +  l\b) .
As well as antisymmetry, there are other useful identities, the Gordon identity;
(t± |7,‘|i±> =  2*<‘ , (3.25)
Fierz rearrangement;
<i+ |y * |j+)< fc-V |;+ ) =  2 [ik](lj) , (3.26)
and charge conjugation of current;
(i+\ r \ j +) = ( r h n n  ■ (3 -2 7 )
However, the most useful identities that can be derived from those above, used for
practical manipulations are;
(i\pq\j) +  {i\qp\j) = 2 v  ■ q{ij) , <*bp|i> =  p2(u ) ,
(i\j\p\(j\p[i] = (2/ci • p)(2kj ■ p ) -  p2(2ki • k j ) , (3.28)
and lastly but by no means least the Schouten identity for spinors;
(ij)(kl) = (ik)(jl) + { i l){kj) , (3.29)
which can be identically expressed for the anti-holomorphic spinors.
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3 .2 .1  C o m p lex  m o m e n ta
The notion of complex momenta in quantum  field theories is by no means a new one. 
As we shall explore in Chapter 5, complex momenta are vital ingredients in deriving 
recursion based relations and as parts of one-loop amplitudes via generalised unitarity 
cuts.
Complex momenta are extremely useful in computing non-vanishing three-point 
amplitudes in a massless theory, despite =  0 imposing collinearity for all three 
massless momenta of legs i, j  and k. Recall from (3.15) that for real momenta the 
null spinors obey A =  ±A*, such that spinor products are complex square roots of the 
Lorentz invariants [42]
(ab) =  ± y/srf)e‘l<t>ab , [ab] =  ±y/sabe~ ^ ab. (3.30)
So, for vanishing the spinor products must vanish too. However, under continuation 
to complex momenta (3.30) no longer holds. To illustrate this, let us consider the 
momentum conservation upon a three-point amplitude, or equivalently the three-point 
vertex for spinors (where the a, (3 indices are dropped) [55],
A i A i  =  A2A2 +  A3A3 . ( 3 .31)
For complex momenta, either the holomorphic or anti-holomorphic spinors are chosen 
to be proportional. For the choice of holomorphic spinors A,
A i  =  C 1 A 2 , A3 =  C 2 A 2 , ( 3 .32 )
which imposes that
(12) =  (23) =  (31) =  0 , (3.33)
for some complex c\ and C2 . However, this does not prevent a definition of the three- 
point amplitude in terms of the anti-holomorphic spinors, although all momenta invari­
ants still vanish. Indeed, for the case of the three-gluon tree-level amplitude with two 
positive helicities and one negative, it is expressed in one term with anti-holomorphic
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spinors only [55],
^ ( 1 ^ + 3 - )  =  - ^ .  (3.34)
Therefore the parity reversed analog for two negative helicities and one positive is [55]
^ ( r 'r ’3+ ) =  i ( | | j '  ( 3 ' 3 5 )
These are the two simplest kind of tree amplitudes, known as maximally helicity violat­
ing (MHV) for the holormorphic version and MHV or googly for the anti-holomorphic
version. They are built from the color-ordered three-gluon vertex and polarisation vec­
tors to be defined in the next section. One can build n  > 3-point amplitudes using 
these simple three-point amplitudes and their generalisations in section 3.5.
3 .2 .2  P o la r isa tio n  v e c to r s  for m a ss le ss  p a r tic les
From the standard Feynman rules, scattering amplitudes are expressed as products 
of external momenta and polarisation vectors for the external particles. The massless 
polarisation vectors for gauge bosons can be expressed in terms of Weyl spinors. Using 
the Gordon identity; one can define circularly polarised gluons for definite helicities ±  
in the bi-spinor notation [45],
for a gluon with momentum paa, where q is an arbitrary reference momenta, not pro­
portional to p and whose choice does not affect the partial amplitude.
The polarisation vectors obey the relations
(p, q)paA = o , (p , ?)?““ =  o , ^  ^
«aa (pl, = 0 ,  «)£*'"“ (p,g) =  - 1  ,
using (3.21) and (3.26), while the latter relation in (3.37) identifies the renormalisation.
Any A n contains contractions of £ (pi, q) • pj and pi • pj for gluons with momenta 
P i ,  p j  and reference spinor q. These products, along with propagators P;2 .j, are all 
th a t is required to build A n. One common method at tree-level and one-loop, uses 
the Cachazo, Svrcek and W itten (CSW) construction built from MHV vertices. We
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shall incorporate the non-null extensions to momenta when required, in an axial gauge 
to illustrate the prescription with an example. The details of this construction are 
described once the choice of gauge has been made.
3.3 A xial gauge rules
We consider an extension to off-shell momenta which lends our choice of gauge to an 
axial one as used by Schwinn and Wienzierl [56]. Any massive four-vector K , can 
be expressed as a sum of two null vectors: K b and reference vector q, on which the 
final amplitude is not dependent. One can associate a massless four-vector K b to any 
four-vector K  by [57]
so that if K 2  =  0 (null condition) K  = is retrieved (and 2 K'9 ■ q =  2K  ■ q, always 
holds). Via the projection onto K b the on-shell spinor formalism can be utilised in its 
spinor notation
(3.38)
\K±)  -> |K b± ) , 
( K ±  | -» (K b± \ .
(3.39)
We can then use the following abbreviations
(ab) =  ( K i - \ K t + ) , [o4] =  (K* +  |tf{ -> .
( a - \ b ± c \ d - ) = ( K ia- \ I f l ± ! f ic\ K \ - )
(3.40)
where the massless spinors can be promoted to their full off-shell momenta using (3.38). 
Furthermore, the gluon polarisation vectors can be expressed in a similar way (for K 2 ^  
0), by using the projection on to K b. This essentially generates the same polarisation 
vectors as before, now expressed as four-momenta [56]:
that satisfy the same relations as (3.37).
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To incorporate off-shell momenta into the axial gauge one requires a modification 
of the expansion of the sum of polarisation vectors. The polarisation sum is [56]
£  q)e~x(K,q) =  -g„„ +  2* ^  ^  . (3.42)
A = + / -  9
Since the gluon propagator in the axial gauge is given by [56]
V  2Kq ) ’ ( '
one can identify (3.42) up to a factor of K ~ 2 with the gluon propagating in the axial 
gauge if one introduces an unphysical polarisation into the sum:
.y/K*
2 Kq
So the full propagator can be expressed in terms of the polarisation vectors [56],
= <3-44)
2  (Et ev +  eiie t  +  £° £°) (3.45)
and the color-ordered propagator is dependent on the scalar propagator times a sum 
over polarisations as desired. The additional £° can be absorbed into a redefinition of 
the four-gluon vertex. The four-gluon vertex must have at least one external leg with 
negative helicity m _ , which we can choose to identify with the reference momentum 
q. This will cause the contribution from those diagrams to vanish, due to leading 
(■mq)/ \mq] factors. Therefore, with a judicious choice of reference momentum q for our 
off-shell continuation we will only be using three-gluon vertices in our calculations.
From the properties of the polarisation vectors (3.37) it follows tha t V3 ( a ~ , c ~ )  
and V3 (a+ , 6 + , c+ ) vanish. One need only use the color-ordered three-gluon vertex (3.4) 
along with the polarisation vectors (3.41) to build a vertex with two negative helicities 
and one positive, and its parity flipped version. These are the only two vertices that 
will be used,
V4(a-,t-,c+) = iM ^ = j <a6>3
i“? I H  (6c) (c o )’
.M W 2  .. M 3V3  yCl ,b ,C ) * \ / l \  Tkir 1(aq)(bq) [bc][ca}
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and are identical to the three-point maximally helicity violating, MHV (3.35) and MHV 
(3.34) amplitudes respectively. As highlighted via the equality, the vertices and hence 
all amplitudes are independent of the choice of reference spinor q which can itself be 
complex.
3.4 C SW  construction  from axial gauge
Cachazo, Svrcek, and W itten (CSW) proposed a prescription [58] for building n-point 
color-ordered partial tree amplitudes out of MHV diagrams, tha t grow no faster than 
n 2. In the CSW construction [58], one constructs partial amplitudes A n by stitching all 
possible orderings of lower point MHV amplitudes together. By our choice of gauge and 
reference momenta, (and for the following example) we need only the simplest three- 
point MHV amplitudes. Also, we shall use examples later with off-shell three-point 
vertices (3.46) and off-shell MHV currents in Chapter 6 .
The general construction for A n obeys the following rules:
1. Use off-shell three-point MHV vertices (in terms of an arbitrary vector q) or 
m  < n-point MHV vertices.
2. Join the vertices together, helicities ±  to =F (as the helicities are always considered 
outgoing and flip from the point of view of an incoming vertex). Between vertices 
a scalar propagator i / P 2 for momentum P  is used.
3. For cases of non-null momenta, we can promote massless spinors K to four 
momenta K^  via,
I =  (3.47)
4. Build A n using all possible arrangements of scalar propagators between vertices, 
while summing over possible internal helicity arrangements.
The final result is q independent, but for a judicious choice of q early on, significantly 
simplifies the computations.
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Figure 3.1: Contributions to the partial amplitude Ai(l , 2  , 3+ ,4+) include three dia­
grams of which two vanish by gauge choice and judicious choice of vector q.
3.5 n-point M H V  am plitudes as an exam ple
Using the rules defined in the section above, we shall build the simplest four-gluon 
tree-level partial amplitude as a starting point to illustrate the process of computation 
in the CSW construction. Let us first consider the all positive helicity tree amplitude, 
A n( \ +, 2+ , . . . ,  n + ), which must sum all diagrams tha t are allowed by attaching at least 
the MHV vertices only. However, there is no way of ending the process without a spare 
external negative helicity, and so these amplitudes axe zero by construction.
For the case of one negative helicity, then one can repeat the process as before with 
entirely MHV vertices and construct diagrams where the external vertex with the 
attached contributes a (lq)2 to every diagram. We are free to choose \ q = X\ and all 
these diagrams vanish and these amplitudes do not contribute.
The first general n-point tree amplitude result that was derived are the MHV am­
plitudes [59], of which the three-points (3.46) are the simplest case. We will build the 
four-point color-ordered amplitude A ^ ( l ~ , 2 _ , 3+ , 4+) as an example using the CSW 
prescription for computing scattering amplitudes. The possible cyclically ordered di­
agrams available are included in figure 3.1. The two propagators l / k 2 and 1/p2 in 
diagrams one and two readily reduce to the special case of a Lorentz invariant, using 
(3.20). We sum over possible internal helicity configurations, but since we shall make 
the choice Xq =  Ai, this requires that vertices with k\ in them must enter on a diagram
with an ( h) vertex. As mentioned before, the choice of reference momentum for q
causes the final four-vertex to vanish due to leading {\q)/\lq] factors so we ignore the 
final contribution.
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The contributions from diagram one and two in figure 3.1 are then
. r + +* =  ( l2)[(-k)q\2 i3  [43](kq)2 <lp)[4g] 2  i3  [(-p)3](2q ) 2
 ^ [1 q][2q] &  (Zq)(4q) +  [ 1  q)\pq] p> <3q)((-p)q) ' (3.48)
If we choose an orientation for k = k\ +  and p = k2 +  ks as off-shell momenta 
products, we can promote the and pb spinors to their full momenta via the ^-capping 
procedure used in (3.47). Also, we choose the negative contributions of p and k to 
only affect the A spinors, which introduces a minus sign in the second term. Then the 
calculation left to evaluate is,
* ( 1 -  2- 3+ 4+) = <12> i3 1431 U ! + 2|o)2 + 14#  *3 <2g)'[3|2 + 3|l)
4( ’ ' ’ } [l9][29] S l2(39)(49>l?l +  l?) +  [19] S23 (39) [«|2 +  3|9) '
(3.49)
Now plugging in our choice for q to reduce the calculation further, we can take \ q =  A4  
which will cancel the final term altogether. There is no dependence on A9 or Xq in the 
final amplitude due to the contractions of polarisation vectors having no overall spinor
weight in Xq or Xq. Thus one can freely assign any suitable momentum choice to either
part of q. Also, the restricted helicity configuration due to Xq =  Ai leaves us with,
A a(\~ 2~ 3+ 4+) — — ------- — [4I1 +  2I1)2
’ ’ ’ j [14] [24] s\2 (31) (41)
(12)4 [24] [43] (23) (34)
“  '  (12) (23) (34) (41) [21] [14] (12) (31) (3.50)
(12)4=  1
(12) (23) (34) (41)
This is the four-point MHV tree-level partial amplitude, and the parity flipped 
MHV version is found by changing () —> [] and i —> - i .  The n-point MHV tree- 
level amplitudes follow this simple pattern  of denominator with cyclic combinations of 
spinors. This carries the “spinor-weight” of identifying the gluons with positive helicity, 
while the negative helicity gluons have inverse “spinor-weight” in the numerator to 
counterbalance the denominator. We review the simplest results for n-gluon tree-level
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amplitudes:
A{ 1 ± , 2 + , . .. , n +) = 0,
. 4 ( 1 + . . . .  , r , ■ ■ • n+) =  , /  , (3.51)(12)(23)... (n -  l ,n ) (n l)
where the indicate continuation of cyclically ordered positive helicity gluons.
This class of MHV amplitudes was first conjectured by Parke and Taylor [59], and later 
proven by Berends and Giele [60]. The n-point MHV amplitudes can be easily found 
by ( ) —>[] and i —> - i  also, which means the parity flipped all-minus and single-plus 
tree amplitudes vanish too. This machinery has managed to reduce the summation over 
potentially millions of Feynman diagrams for massless QCD, resulting in six classes of n- 
point tree amplitudes, (albeit four vanish) in a compact notation. Finding amplitudes 
with more exotic helicity configurations can be complicated, but once one is found 
more are accessible via the dual Ward identities. Further enhancement to theories with 
supersymmetry follow, introducing some of the benefits this brings to tackling QCD, 
especially a t one-loop.
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Chapter 4
U tilising supersym m etry in 
Yang-Mills and Gravity
Although the main motivation touted previously in the introduction was to better un­
derstand perturbative QCD, techniques for developing scattering amplitudes in other, 
simpler theories have proven most useful. In this chapter, we highlight the benefits 
of constructing Yang-Mills amplitudes with more symmetries; specifically supersym­
metry. Many of the efficient calculations of scattering amplitudes were first developed 
in the context of maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [44], tha t has a much 
simpler structure than real world QCD. They are sufficiently non-trivial however, in 
revealing many interesting mathematical structures governing the behaviour of the S- 
matrix. Specifically, we will discuss the conformal and dual conformal symmetries 
of N =  4 supersymmetric-Yang-Mills (sYM) theory and highlight the progress of the 
study of the S-matrix in this theory. Later, we will also see how a supersymmetric 
decomposition is useful in calculations of one-loop QCD.
Furthermore, we shall promote our theories from Yang-Mills and gluons to de­
scribing graviton interactions, tha t require an understanding of amplitudes in maximal 
supergravity, using the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations [21]. The motivation for 
analysing on-shell amplitudes of graviton scattering is predominantly to test the per­
turbative finiteness of quantum  gravity. I t ’s non-renormalizablility is well known due to 
the dimensionful nature of Newton’s constant, Gn  =  Mpj2. String theory is one avenue 
that cures the UV divergences by introducing a length scale at which particles are no
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longer point like. One can take the approach that a non-point like theory may not be 
necessary to describe a perturbatively finite quantum theory of gravity. The hope is 
tha t with enough symmetry, there may well exist a perturbative expansion of a point 
like theory of quantum gravity. In particular, the testing ground for probing on-shell 
UV divergences is maximal N =  8  supergravity tha t admits particles of a t most spin 2. 
We highlight the current state of the finiteness debate and possible counterterms. We 
also discuss a one-loop decomposition of the pure graviton scattering amplitude.
4.1 Supersym m etric field theories
As we established in the Introduction, combining the translations of spacetime and 
internal symmetries into supersymmetry is currently the only way to extend the space­
time symmetries of particle physics [17].
The maximal number of symmetries Nmax th a t can be accommodated by a field 
theory or supergravity model originate from two requirements. Firstly, in the necessity 
of the symmetry transformations to act on the possible multiplets of physical states 
for the theory. Secondly, it must reflect the core description of the underlying theory. 
Nmax is then defined by either working in a renormalisable field theory in flat-space or 
in general relativity that permit different values of Nmax, despite the supersymmetry 
algebra admitting any number of symmetries.
The minimal range of spins contained in any supersymmetric multiplet increase 
with N. Specifically, applying more than one symmetry transformation to one boson 
would not result in going back to the original boson due to the supersymmetry algebra 
delta functions. Furthermore, the new bosons have different spin. Any multiplet in 
N-extended supersymmetry contains particles of spin at least as large as [61].
This dictates that theories of N  > 4 admit spins > |  and theories of N  > 8  
admit spins > f . At a certain upper threshold that happens to be spin | ,  particles 
require coupling constants of negative mass dimensions. This makes field theories 
non-renormalisable. Thus Nmax =  4 for renormalisable flat-space field theories, which 
admits one unique multiplet whose spins span 0 < s < 1. Furthermore, since gravity 
cannot consistently couple to particles of spin > Nmax =  8  for supergravity, also 
with a unique multiplet that admit spins of particles 0  < s < 2 .
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Both of these maximally supersymmetric theories have been studied extensively 
due to their special properties, despite their albeit physically irrelevant particle inter­
actions. N =  4 super-Yang-Mills (sYM) is particularly special as we shall highlight, not 
least because it is not only renormalisable but perturbatively finite and has a uniquely 
determined spectrum. Hence the theory contains no free parameters.
4 .1 .1  N  =  4 sY M
Since the N  =  4 sYM spectrum contains particles of spin one, the superfield is restricted 
to a gauge multiplet. Therefore there is no m atter multiplet and one only considers 
interactions of the non-Abelian gauge field A fl with itself and its superpartners. The 
spectrum is composed of sixteen on-shell states, eight bosons and eight fermions. The 
bosonic states include the two helicity states of the gluon £?+/_ and six real scalars S a b , 
(or three complex scalars) which transform in the adjoint representation of S U (4). The
 A
fermionic superpartners are four gluinos Ta  and four anti-gluinos T , that transform in 
the anti-fundamental and fundamental representation of SU  (4) respectively. Uniquely, 
these sixteen on-shell states can be arranged into a PCT self-conjugate multiplet (see for 
example textbook [62]), described by one superfield 4>. The superfield is dependent on 4 
Grassmann variables rjA , transforming in the fundamental representation of SU  (4) [63],
= G+ + r)AT A +  ^r]Ar}BSAB +  ^r]Ar)Br]CeABCDTD +  . (4.1)
Assigning a helicity value of |  to r)A gives the to tal superfield a helicity of +1. The 
supersymmetry generators are expressed in terms of the original two component Weyl 
spinors Aa , and the Grassmann variables rjA [63],
Qa =  A , QaA =  *<*3 ^ 4  ’ ( 4 > 2 )
where the anti-commutator gives us the momentum generator [63],
{,Qa > QocB} = <Sz|AaAd =  S^Paa . (4.3)
There are the further Lorentz and S U (4) generators, listed in [64] that combine to fulfil 
a representation of the super Poincare algebra.
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4 .1 .2  T w isto r  sp a c e
However there are further symmetries to explore, as N  =  4 sYM is also superconformal 
and even dual superconformal, which is related to the overwhelming evidence [65] 
that N  =  4 sYM theory is integrable in the planar limit. The (dual)-superconformal 
symmetry has a natural manifestation for amplitudes in (momentum)-twistor space, 
where the symmetry generators are all first order differential operators. By making the 
substitution for Aa into another two component object fia [45],
^ 1 (4-4)
Thus the amplitude is homogeneous under twistor coordinates (A,//), th a t satisfy an 
incidence relation [45]
Va +  2/adA“ =  0 , (4.5)
which geometrically identify between spacetime and twistor space. A fixed y  determines 
a spacetime point and a line in twistor space, while a point in twistor space with fixed 
(A, fi) defines a two dimensional plane of spacetime whose tangent vectors are all null. 
Two lines in twistor space exist on the same two dimensional plane, which satisfy the 
same incidence equation for different points in spacetime so two lines y  and y' are null 
separated.
As detailed by W itten [45], amplitudes in twistor space are localised on an algebraic 
curve of degree d +  1  equal to the sum of the number of negative helicities plus the 
number of loops. They also have genus g less than or equal to the number of loops, 
similar to curves represented in the first part of figure 4.1. Specifically, the MHV 
amplitudes reduce t o d = l , ^  =  0 ; a  line in twistor space with the particles of the 
interaction lying along the line, which occur “locally” on one spacetime point. This 
leads to the MHV diagram construction in twistor space as an analogue to the CSW 
prescription by intersecting different lines in twistor space; see the second part of figure 
4.1. This prescription is identical to joining MHV vertices in spacetime; see the last part 
of figure 4.1. In this way curves of greater degree or equivalently non-MHV amplitudes 
are degenerate with some union of MHV twistor lines.
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Figure 4.1: Firstly, an amplitude in twistor space of degree d, which is a union of MHV 
amplitudes, or d = 1 curves in twistor space. Two lines intersecting in twistor space is an 
MHV vertex in spacetime. Thus amplitudes can be written as connected lines in twistor 
space.
The twistor space setting is more natural for the superconformal symmetry to man­
ifest, where the symmetry generators are all first order. The conformal group in­
cludes Lorentz transformations, translations and conformal inversions. All variables in 
the scattering amplitudes in N  =  4 sYM theory must be invariant under the super­
conformal transformations. The parametrisation of {A*, Xi,rji} defines the on-shell su­
perspace upon which all tree-level amplitudes are superconformally invariant under the 
original physical superconformal algebra. There is an extended dual space {Ai,Xi,6i} 
that makes the dual superconformal symmetry manifest under a new set of region mo­
menta. It scales under conformal inversions x f —)■ —x ^ /x f, and in transforming to 
a new copy of momentum-twistor space it has its own incidence relation similar to 
(4.5). It has its own parametrisation and its own entirely new superconformal algebra, 
(see [64] for a comprehensive list of all the generators) where all tree-level amplitudes 
behave covariantly under the new superconformal transformations. T hat is the natu­
ral home of Wilson loops, whose relationship to scattering amplitudes is an especially 
active area in recent years, e.g. [64,66-69]. Thus the theory is dual superconformally 
invariant.
4 .1 .3  S u p er a m p litu d e s
The PCT self-conjugate nature of the superfield in N  =  4 allows all n-particle scattering 
amplitudes to arrange themselves into a single superamplitude. The general form for 
the superamplitude is
A  _  « 4> (S ,  A ft*) * » > (£ , a ?nf )  -
A " ~  <12) (23) • • • (n — 1, n) <nl) •F" l A’ A>’" '  ^
where the first delta function comes from the momentum conservation of paa, and
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supersymmetry provides its counterpart g-symmetry as the second delta function: 
The fact this extra delta function appears gives some insight into the 
vanishing of certain pure gluon scattering amplitudes. There must be at least eight rj 
variables in (4.6), which will cause all component amplitudes with less than two nega­
tive helicity gluons to vanish purely by supersymmetry. It determines the vanishing of 
certain pure gluon tree-level amplitudes in all gauge theories because such amplitudes 
are common to every gauge theory regardless of the m atter content. This reveals that 
all gauge theories exhibit effects of N  =  4 supersymmetry, even if they are not super- 
symmetric. In N  =  4 sYM the statem ent continues to hold beyond tree-level due to 
this extra delta function, while in other theories such as pure QCD for example, the 
all-plus amplitudes do not vanish at loop level.
The denominator carries the helicities of the superparticles such that the function 
D5n contains no overall helicity. The final supersymmetry generator listed in (4.2) further 
constrains lPn by generating a translation of tja proportional to Aa. Therefore, there is 
an invariance under [64]
?«(»*) =  3>nfoi +  [Arfl). (4.7)
This symmetry can be used to fix any two of the r)j,r)k to zero, by choosing
This becomes important when considering recursion relations among tree-level ampli­
tudes in N =  4 sYM theory.
The simplest example of a superamplitude is the MHV class with two negative 
helicities, for which CPTZ(A, A, 77) =  1 [70],
a  MHV _  ( S i  ^ f K )  ^  ( I C i  qn
(12) (23) • • • (n — 1, n )(n l)  ' 1  ’
The MHV helicity configuration is encoded in the second delta function, since the delta 
function of a Grassmann variable is the variable itself. So one can expand the super­
amplitude in terms of the 77 variables like the superfield. Thus the components of the 
superamplitude can be found by multiplying out the various Grassmann polynomials.
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To illustrate a small number of the terms,
A™™ = (m)4(m)i A ( G i , G 2 , G t , G i , . . . , G Z )  + . . .
-  (4.10)
+  (m)4t e ) 3t e M ( G r , r 2, r 3, . . . , g +) + . . . .
In the expansion of the Grassmann delta function, the 771772 products yield the coefficient 
(12), and so the first term in (4.10) provides the MHV gluonic contribution for gluons 
one and two of negative helicity. The latter term  is an MHV amplitude with two 
fermionic states of which the coefficient yields (12)3(13).
Thus there is no need to specify which of the particles are special in the numerator 
for the superamplitude, as it includes all possible MHV amplitudes including those with 
mixed helicity configurations and also those where fermions or scalars are involved.
4 .1 .4  S u p er sy m m e tr ic  w ard  id e n tit ie s
There are also supersymmetric ward identities (SWI) among different superamplitudes 
or in general gauge theory amplitudes, first realised from N =  2 supersymmetry. One 
example, given in [42] is
A( l~ ,2p ,3+,  4 + . . . , i i + ) =  ( | £ | )  P ^ (1 - ,2 J ,3 +  4 + , . . . , n + )  (4.11)
where no subscript indicates gluons, s is for a scalar particle and P  is for a particle 
with helicity hp. There is also a implicit continuation of positive helicity gluons in 
while hp is 0 for a scalar, \  for a fermion and 1 for a gluon. The relation can 
be similarly derived from the two component amplitudes highlighted in the expansion
(4.10).
4 .1 .5  O n e-lo o p  S U S Y  d e c o m p o sit io n  for Q C D
Color-ordered QCD at tree-level is “effectively” supersymmetric, that has been high­
lighted before. Thus, one only needs to consider diagrams of the interactions between 
the gluons, and any superpartner contributions would only enter at loop level. How­
ever, pure QCD at one-loop can be described by interactions of other supersymmetry 
multiplets which are much simpler to calculate than pure gluons in the loop [71-73].
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The following is a decomposition of one-loop QCD, to determine the contribution of a 
gluon or fermion in the loop by substitution for supersymmetric one-loop calculations.
Decomposing the color-ordered one-loop amplitude requires sums over contributions 
from a variety of supersymmetric multiplets including N =  4 sYM, the chiral N =  
1 m atter multiplet and a scalar loop computation. Maximal N  =  4 sYM contains 
(combining the doubling up of states earlier) one gluon, four gluinos and three scalars 
in its multiplet,
A™=4 =  4 1  +  44 1/2! +  3 4 ° ) , (4.12)
rJl
where An represents the loop contribution to an n-gluon amplitude with internal 
particles of spin J  in the loop. J  = 0 is the non-supersymmetric (complex) scalar 
contribution. The chiral =  1 m atter multiplet contains one fermion and one complex 
scalar,
A N =  1 c h ir a l =  A [ \ /2 ]  +  ^ [0 ] ( 4  1 3 )
A rearrangement of these m atter multiplets can give us the contribution to the pure 
QCD one-loop amplitude [42],
9 =  (9 +  4 /  +  3s) -  4 ( /  +  s) +  s =  4 = 4 -  4 4 = '  +  4 ° ) , (4.14)
by calculating the simpler contributions from the supersymmetric theories (4.12,4.13) 
and a non-supersymmetric scalar term. Despite the lack of supersymmetry, the scalar 
contribution does not carry any spin information around the loop, and so the calculation 
is still simplified significantly.
Furthermore, to consider just a quark in the loop, one can combine the chiral N =  1
contribution and the scalar contribution in the following way [42],
/  =  ( /  +  » ) - «  =  4 = 1<*ira‘ - 4 01- (4.15)
There also exists a relation between the N  =  1 vector multiplet tha t contains a 
gluon and a fermion, and the N =  1 chiral multiplet, given the knowledge of the
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simplest non-trivial N  =  4 contribution. Thus,
(9 +  / )  — (9 +  4 /  +  3s) -  3 ( /  +  s ) , (4.16)
and therefore the calculations satisfy the relation,
v e c to r    ^ N = 4  o > iN =l c h ir a l
" n  n (4.17)
such that one need only know the [NT =  4 calculation, one of the N  =  1 multiplet 
calculations and the scalar calculation to complete the desired contributions to one- 
loop QCD.
4.2 Super gravity theories
As mentioned earlier the maximally supersymmetric theory that admits a graviton in 
four dimensions is N  =  8  supergravity. However, part of the original revolution of 
supergravity was its generalisability to various numbers of dimensions. Particularly, a 
cause of initial excitement was eleven dimensional maximal supergravity, which was the 
first candidate for a theory of everything. The excitement was due in part to the fact it 
was the smallest number of dimensions large enough to contain all the gauge groups of 
the Standard Model and largest number of dimensions consistent with a single graviton. 
It is possible to dimensionally reduce the theory on an S 7  to maximal supergravity in 
four dimensions. However, its drawbacks such as an unrealistically large cosmological 
constant and the unsuccessful attem pts to assimilate massless neutrinos into the theory 
by generating massless chiral fermions from a compactification, lead to disinterest for 
some years. These days it is seen as an effective theory, describing the low-mass degrees 
of freedom of a fundamental underlying theory.
Other alternative areas of research include loop quantum gravity [74-76], that aims 
to make this consistent with the Standard Model, but has yet to be realised. There 
are recent studies on causal dynamical triangulations that evaluate the path integral 
over space-time geometries using a lattice regularization with a discrete proper time, 
whose transfer matrix uniquely determines a theory [77,78]. In two dimensions, this 
has been shown to provide a lattice regularisation of Horava-Lifshitz gravity [79]. Some
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other areas includes those based upon extended theories of gravity [80], compactifica- 
tions of higher dimensional theories [81] and brane-worlds [82]. Recently, the study 
of superstring theory or M-theory and its compactifications to lower dimensions has 
revived supergravity’s popularity [81]. Supersymmetry is the driving force behind the 
developments, since it controls the dynamics and allows precise predictions based on 
non-renormalisation theorems, normally relating strong- to weak-coupling regimes.
4 .2 .1  T h e  fin iten ess  o f  N  =  8 su p e r g r a v ity  d e b a te
N =  8  supergravity in four dimensions provides tantalising hints that it is perturbatively 
no more badly behaved than maximal N =  4 sYM. It is a current area of research to 
determine possible counterterms by symmetry constraints [83], checked by multi-loop 
calculations of graviton scattering amplitudes [84]. Isf =  4 sYM is known to be finite to 
all loop orders in perturbation theory in four dimensions. However, in D > 4 it does 
diverge, with the critical dimension D c depending on the number of loops,
Dc{L)ji=tSYM = 4 +  -jr {L > 1). (4.18)
Through every computation to date [84], the ultraviolet behaviour of N =  8  supergrav­
ity obeys the same relation,
D c{L)x =8sugra  =  4 -I- — (L =  2 ,3 ,4 ). (4.19)
Divergences in the critical dimension in N =  4 for L > 1  are all associated with the
D 2F 4 term, where F  is the field strength that captures the covariant nature of the
divergences that survive in Yang-Mills theories. However, the corresponding countert­
erm in IN’ =  8  supergravity has dimensionful coupling such tha t order by order L-loop 
counterterms have the form D 2 (l + 1 - p) BP, where R  is the Riemann tensor that captures 
the covariant nature of divergences in theories of gravity. Terms involving R 2 and R 3 
at one- and two-loops respectively have been analysed and shown pure supergravity 
to be finite at both these orders [83]. In pure supergravity the first potential coun­
terterm  R 4 appears at three-loops, that was ruled out by analysing the UV behaviour 
of the three-loop four-graviton amplitude [85,86]. Further calculations in this manner 
are underway to test higher-loop possible counterterms. Currently, there axe several
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arguments [87,88] th a t favour the existence of a counterterm at seven loops of the form 
T>8R 4. This is because it would correspond to the divergence of the four-loop four 
graviton amplitude in critical dimension D c = 5.5, where it is only known not to di­
verge in D — 4 [83]. When the divergence in the five-loop amplitude is computed either 
the equality of (4.18) and (4.19) will break down or the required term  for describing 
the five-loop divergence in the critical dimension must have higher order derivatives, 
namely 2)1 0 /24. This has two more derivatives on it than the proposed seven-loop coun­
terterm  in D  = 4: D 8R 4 [83]. Thus if a T)1 0 i ? 4  counterterm in the critical dimension 
is found it suggests there is no seven-loop counterterm of the form D8 R 4. Hence the 
UV behaviour of the five-loop calculation will shed light on the potential seven loop 
divergence of N  =  8  supergravity in four dimensions [83].
4 .2 .2  K L T  R e la t io n s  for G ra v ity
Currently, no consistent quantum field theory for gravity has been constructed. How­
ever, the Maldacena conjecture [13] relates the weak coupling limit of gravity in anti 
de-Sitter space to a strong coupling limit of N =  4 sYM theory. Further relationships 
including one between the weak coupling limits of both gravity and gauge theories [89] 
in the semi-classical regime has proven extremely useful. It has allowed gauge theories 
to be used as the direct ingredients for computations in perturbative quantum  gravity. 
At the semi-classical level, or tree-level in perturbation theory, there is the remarkably 
suggestive property th a t heuristically,
gravity ~  (gauge theory) x (gauge theo ry ). (4.20)
Thus, tree-level amplitudes in gravity can be written in terms of a bilinear combination 
of tree-level gauge theory amplitudes. By the fortune of generalised unitarity, one can 
extend this to the multi-loop level by cutting the gravity loop level amplitudes into 
products of gravity trees. Then the gravity-gauge relations can be applied to write 
everything in terms of tree-level gauge theory amplitudes, identical to cuts that appear 
in gauge theory loop amplitudes.
The original gauge-gravity relations for tree amplitudes were found by Kawai, 
Lewellen and Tye [21]. They recognised that the world sheet integrands for tree-level 
amplitudes in closed type II superstring theory matched the square of the integrands
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from the open superstring tree-level amplitudes. As the string tension goes to  infinity, 
closed type I I  superstring theory in D  = 4 is N  =  8  supergravity, while the open string 
setup is 3sT =  4 sYM. Hence in the perturbative or low energy limit of the string theo­
ries, the KLT relations express any N =  8  supergravity tree amplitude as a product of 
two copies of N  =  4 sYM,
[N =  8 ] =  [!N =  4]L ® fNT =  4\r  . (4.21)
The Fock space of N =  8  supergravity naturally factorises into a product of left- and 
right-moving N  =  4 sYM Fock spaces.
The KLT relations satisfy a unique association between a pair of the 16 (color 
stripped) massless states of N =  4 sYM [90] (centred around the zero helicity column in 
the bottom  half of table 4.1) and one of the 256 =  162 massless states of the supergravity 
multiplet, (organised in the top half of table 4.1). For example, the eight helicity 
anti-gravitino states are products of helicity — 1  gluons and and helicity — \  anti-gluinos 
in two possible ways,
ipA = G  (8 > , '1Pa+4 = ® ^  • (4.22)
where A  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .
N =  8  supergravity
h - 2 32 - 1
1
2 0
1
2
1
3
2
2
#  of states 1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1
field h ~ V\r % %ijk ^ijkl %-ijk vtil3 h +
N  =  4 super-Yang-Mills
h - 1 12 0
1
2
1
#  of states 1 4 6 4 1
field G~ S a b G+
Table 4.1: A table of the on-shell states for the two maximally symmetric multiplets of 
N = 8  supergravity and N = 4 sYM, organised by helicity.
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There is no relation between the full color dressed amplitudes A n on the gauge 
theory side in the open string to the closed string side, thus the KLT relations refers 
to the color stripped partial amplitudes A n only. For the supergravity tree amplitudes 
M^ree, the powers of the gravitational coupling k are stripped away, where k is related 
to Newton’s gravitational constant by /c2  =  32ttGn . The partial gravity amplitudes 
M n are then related to 3Vtn by [90],
M ^“ ( l , 2 , . . . , n )  =  ( | ) " “ 2 M ^ ( l , 2 , . . . , n ) .  (4.23)
The first few KLT relations have the form [90],
M jree( 1 , 2 ,3) =  i ^ ree(l, 2 , 3 ) ^ r“ ( l , 2 ,3 ) ,
M4tree(l,2,3,4) =  - i s 1 2 4 ree( l ,2 ,3 ,4 ) 4 ree(l,2 ,4 ,3 ) ,  (4.24)
M‘ree( 1 , 2 ,3,4,5) =  is 1 2 s3 4 4 lee(l. 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) 4 r“ (2, 1 ,4,3,5) + 3>(2,3),
where T(m) indicates a sum over the m! permutations of the m  arguments of T. The 
n-point version of the KLT relation will be beneficial later on, and so we present them 
now.
The KLT relations between gravity and gauge amplitudes as presented in appendices 
of [91], in the field theory limit for an arbitrary number n  > 3 of external particles is
JVC*( 1 . 2  n) =  i ( - l ) " +I [ < “ ( 1 , 2 , . . .  ,n ) £  f ( h , .. . . , / , - )
perms
X ^nre6(*'i.- ■ l , h
+  3> (2 ,3 , . . . ,n -2 ) ,
(4.25)
where ‘perm s’ are € ^ ( 2 , . . . ,  n / 2 ), G T(n / 2  +  1 , . . . ,  n — 2 ),
j  = n / 2  — 1 , j '  = n / 2  — 2 , giving a total of (n / 2  — 1 )! x (n / 2  — 2 )! terms in the square 
brackets. Here n  is assumed to be even; the case of odd n  is completely analogous. The
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functions /  and /  are given by
j -1 3
i j )  =  s ( M j )  J I  s ( M m )  +  ^  g { i m , i k )
m =  1 fc=m+l
/ ( / i , . . .  ,/y ) =  s { l i , n -  1 ) ] s(lm, n  — 1 ) +  d i h J m )
IT,
m —1
k = 1
(4.26)
where
otherwise.
(4.27)
The form as presented here picks out leg 1 as special; it does not appear in any of the 
products or permutations by virtue of (4.25). Also, one of the Yang-Mills gauge theory 
amplitudes A ( . . .  , i j ,  1, . . .) will always come multiplied by a factor of s u j  which will 
be beneficial later on.
Recently, there has been developments including new KLT-type relations, that de­
scribes a color-kinematic duality satisfied by gauge theory amplitudes presented by 
Bern, Carrasco and Johansson [92]. The BCJ relations use Jacobi identities to replace 
color factors in Yang-Mills by a copy of kinematic numerators to generate a variety of 
supergravity amplitudes. They will not be used here but have been fruitful in comput­
ing many parts of supergravity multi-loop amplitudes [93].
4 .2 .3  O n e-lo o p  S U S Y  d e c o m p o sit io n  for g r a v ito n  a m p litu d e s
In a one-loop graviton scattering amplitude there may be one of five states circulating 
in the loop; a scalar, a Weyl fermion, a vector, a gravitino or the graviton itself. These 
can be targeted individually from string based rules, but it proves more convenient to 
calculate the contributions from supersymmetric multiplets instead, as we described 
for QCD at one-loop.
By the same convention as before we identify the contribution for a particle of 
spin J  to the graviton scattering amplitude as Mn \  where represents a real 
scalar contribution. A supergravity theory can in general admit minimally coupled
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m atter multiplets. The contributions from the various supergravity multiplets can be 
summarised as [94]
M *=8 =  +  8M & W  +  28il41] +  56A41/2) +  7 0 ,
M K = 6 m a tter  =  M (3/2] +  m \\] +  1 5 M h /2 ]  +  2 0 M ? [0] ,
M N = 4 m a tte r  =  M ?[l] +  4 M h /2 ]  +  6 M j[0]  ^ ( 4 > 2 8 )
M N = 1 m atter =  M U /2] +  2 M [0]
Thus the inversions can be used to construct the amplitudes for specific particles in the 
loop as follows
JUT scalar OfoflO]n n i
iu r [ \/2 ]    **74= 1 m a t te r  _  * *  s c a la riV1n lvln >
[1]   * * 7 4 = 4  m a t te r  _  a **74= 1  m a t te r  . * *  s c a la r
7i lvln ^ iV1n "t lvln ’
^ [ 3 / 2 ]    j^ j7 4 = 6 m a t te r  _  Q j^ 7 4 = 4 m a t t e r  _|_ q j j^ 7 4 = \m a t t e r  _ j^ js c a la r
= M * = 8  -  8 M * =6matter +  2 0 M * =4matter -  16M * =lmatter +  M*caZar ,
(4.29)
where the final relation is the contribution to the pure graviton scattering amplitude.
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Chapter 5
A nalytic Properties of 
Am plitudes
In this Chapter, we describe the analytic properties of amplitudes with applications to 
deriving new results in cases of tree-level and one-loop. Scattering amplitudes at both 
tree and loop level have a number of properties that have driven techniques for making 
calculations easier. In general, the analytic properties are not only powerful consis­
tency checks on results but can also be used to derive information about amplitudes. 
For example, recursive algorithms for any number of external legs provide powerful 
non-trivial relations. General forms for some amplitudes can be derived in this way, 
combined with what symmetries they must obey and that they be gauge invariant 
also. We present the splitting and factorisation properties of amplitudes, leading to the 
unitarity method and recursive relations for both tree-level and one-loop amplitudes.
5.1 M ulti-particle poles, collinear and soft lim its
5 .1 .1  T ree lev e l
The tree-level amplitudes display well understood factorisation properties tha t occur as 
kinematic invariants vanish, known as a pole where P? ■ —> 0  for Pij  defined as the sum 
of null momenta from i to j  (3.22). As mentioned in Chapter 3 via our color-ordered 
restriction to partial amplitudes, we are restricted to poles in channels of cyclically
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adjacent momenta. Channels containing a sum of three or more null momenta are 
referred to as a multi-particle pole, whereas if only two momenta contribute to the 
channel then it is a collinear pole.
For tree-level amplitudes as P f r —» 0, a multi-particle pole can be expressed as [42]
£  4 ? ? (1 ,  •••>'■.- r i , r ) 4 r A ' ™ +1(r +  1 , . . . ,  n, P r f ) , (5.1)
A hr-
where the intermediate state has momentum P\,r with helicity A, while r can take 
values from 3 —> n  — 3. The helicity A is reversed when going from one side of the pole 
to the other, due to the convention of always writing the helicity as that of an outgoing 
particle.
The MHV tree-level amplitudes (3.51) do not have multi-particle poles. This is be­
cause apart from one negative helicity guaranteed from the internal state A, one must 
have at least three negative helicity states from the parent amplitude to distribute down 
to the two factorised descendant amplitudes for those to be MHV amplitudes them­
selves. Therefore, for the special cases of MHV and MHV amplitudes, only collinear 
poles exist.
Any collinear pole a t tree-level reduces more simply to a tree-level amplitude with 
one less leg, multiplied by a splitting amplitude Split^ 6  governed by the helicities of the 
two momenta going collinear, and the helicity A of the connecting leg with momentum 
K.  As two neighbouring legs (i , j),  (with helicities A i and A j  respectively) of any 
tree-level amplitude become collinear the resultant pole is [42],
.. , « \  A  •..)  ^ 4  Y , s Piit*_rn * . i x‘, i x‘ (• • ■, A  • • •), (5.2)
A = ±
where the intermediate null state K  is the sum of the momenta of the collinear legs 
K  = Pi + Pj. The collinear limit is defined by pi = z K  and pj = (1 — z)K .
The form of the splitting amplitudes in (5.2) can be derived from the collinear limits 
of the known five-point MHV amplitudes. As an example [42], we consider the p± || p§
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limit of the tree-level five-point amplitude
^ ree( l  ,2 ,3 + ,4 + ,5 +) =  ^ 12)(23)<{34)<45>(51> ’ (5'3*
to derive one of the splitting amplitudes. Thus, in the limit of particles P4 and p$ going 
collinear
4 ree( l - ,2 - ,3 + ,4 + ,5 +) ■ ■■-■   x i 1^2>
^ T ^ ) < 4 5 )  (12)(23){3K)(K1) '
=  Splitti ee(z ,4 + ,5 +) x < “ ( l - , 2 - , 3 + , J?f+ ) . (5'4)
W ith application of various limits on the five-point amplitude, and parity flipped ver­
sions where required, all g —» gg splitting amplitudes can be derived, which are given 
by [24,59,60,95],
Split t_ree(2 , r ,  j - ) =  0 ,
tree  /  •+ - +  \  _  _________\ ________S p l i t _ ( 2 , r ,  j + ) =
Splitt^ ee(2 ,?+ , j  ) =  *= — r, (5.5)
y/z{  1 -  Z){lj)
Split t_ree(2 :,«+ , j “ ) =  -■
z 2
y/z( 1 ~ z)[ij]
Supersymmetric ward identities for amplitudes can be used to obtain splitting ampli­
tudes for factorisations involving fermions.
The behaviour of gluon amplitudes as one of the momentum vectors pi goes to zero 
is known as the soft limit. The behaviour of this limit factorises out a soft factor [42],
( . . . ,  a, i+ , ft,. ..) ^  Softtree(o ,i+, , a, 6 , . . . )  (5.6)
where the soft factor is,
(5 J)
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which is dependent on the neighbouring states, a and 6 , and of the soft gluon i+. For 
legs with negative helicity i~ going soft, one swaps (} with [] in (5.7) and gains a minus 
sign. The neighbouring states a and b are precisely color-ordered in the original partial 
tree-level amplitude, however the soft behaviour is independent of their helicity and 
also independent of whether they are gluons or quarks.
5 .1 .2  L oop  lev e l
One-loop amplitudes factorise to lower leg one-loop amplitudes in an analogous way to 
the tree-level amplitudes. However, both the splitting amplitudes for collinear limits 
and factorisation over multi-particle poles at one-loop are not as simple as at tree- 
level. Loop level factorisation does not discriminate against loop momenta flowing on 
either side of the vanishing propagator, and so one must sum over the possibilities of 
it appearing on either side of the channel. The factorisation properties of one-loop 
amplitudes provide powerful consistency checks on calculations, see [44,96,97]. Also, 
these axe the only factorisations tha t can occur for real momenta. Cases of complex 
momenta developing poles are addressed in Chapters 6  and 7 to introduce new non­
standard or complex factorisations.
For multi-particle poles, the one-loop amplitudes factorise as the channel {pi+Pi+\ +
. . .  +  Pi+r-1 ) 2  =  K 2  —> 0 for real momenta via the following prescription [97],
^ 1-loop ^  ^
A = ±
• • • .K + r- 1 , -+1 ( K - \
+  4 ?5 (P i, • • • .Pi+r-1.
+  A r+l(Pii ■ • ■ ,Pt+r-l» ~ K ^ J ^ 2 An-r+liK  A,Pi+r, • ■ • ,Pi- 1  )cTFn( K 2 \ p i , . . . ,pn)
where Fn is the one-loop factorisation function, and the factor cp is given by
(5.8)
_  i r (i + e)r2(i -  Q
r  (4jr)2~e T(1 -  2e) ’ 1 '
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dependent on Gamma functions with factors of e remnant from the integrals computed 
in D  =  4 — 2e dimensions. The two cases where the loop momenta is entirely confined 
to either side of the channel contribute to the first two terms of (5.8), as tree-level 
amplitudes multiplied by one-loop amplitudes. The factorisation function Fn , reflects 
that momenta on either side of the pole still interact at one-loop, since it is a  function 
of all the momenta p i , . . .  ,pn . It con contain logarithmic terms containing momenta 
from both side of the pole.
The behaviour of a one-loop amplitude in a collinear limit is analogous to the tree- 
level case, in that an n-point amplitude is reduced to a sum of ( n — l)-point amplitudes 
dressed by splitting functions as two external legs go collinear. As with the multi- 
particle poles at one-loop, one must include lower point tree-level amplitudes multiplied 
by one-loop splitting functions and lower point one-loop amplitudes multiplied by tree- 
level splitting functions.
The collinear limit for a color-ordered one-loop amplitude can then be written as 
[97],
where the collinear limit is defined by p i  = z K  and p j  =  (1 — z ) K  with K  = P i  + P j ,  
as in the tree-level case. K  and A are the momentum and helicity of the internal state 
respectively. For particular multiplets, i.e. a chiral theory of N =  1 supersymmetry, 
the loop splitting amplitudes vanish, to leave only the former term  in eq. (5.10).
Defining Splitloop is much more subtle (see [97] for a thorough treatm ent), since 
individual diagrams may not smoothly factorise as momenta become collinear in an 
IR divergent massless theory. Splitloop will receive corrections once renormalised for 
UV divergences, but first one must take account of the singularities in an IR divergent 
theory. Consider an IR singularity containing a logarithmic term  [97],
c r V ^ r M r  = -cp
I tree (5.11)
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In the collinear limit (5.2), ki = z K  and kj —» (1 — z )K ,  sending
^ In(-Sji)  -> i  ln(—(1 -  z)sKi) . (5.12)
The limit introduces a ln (l — z)/e  factor that does not belong to either set of terms in 
(5.10) and so cannot be interpreted as a factorising contribution. Thus we distinguish 
non-factorising terms contributing to the one-loop splitting amplitude [97],
Splitloop =  ( l  +  ^  Splitfact +  Splitnon_fact, (5.13)
where the latter term  includes contributions from diagrams whose loop integrals gener­
ate singularities. The former term is dressed with a factor tha t accounts for n s scalars, 
rif fermions in an N c-co\ot gauge theory, flowing in the loop for the g —> gg factorisable 
loop splitting amplitudes. Those are given by [97]
Split ±ct(2 ,i+ , j - ) =  Split ±ct( z , i ~ . j +) = 0 ,
SpUt$-(*,i+.i+) = - ^ 3 ^ ( 1  -  . (514)
sPiit!?c,(z,j+,j+) = .
The non-factorising contributions are proportional to the tree-level splitting func­
tions, such that
SplitaoAn-fact(z ,iAi, j AJ) =  cr  x S p lit^ 6 ( z , iXi, j Xj) x rs ( i , j ) , (5.15)
where rs  collects all contributions of singularities and their coefficients (see Table 1 
of [97]) from the kind of substitutions in (5.11). For the g -» gg loop splitting functions, 
the non-factorising contributions are [97],
Split“°An" fact' ‘'{i,j) = crSplit^ff (*, j ) e2  \ z (  1 -  z )(-S i j )
r2 l
+  2 1 n 2 ln (l — z) — —
6
(5.16)
Combining (5.14) and (5.16) into (5.13) yields the entire contribution to the g —» gg 
loop splitting amplitudes. As is the case at tree-level, these loop level splitting functions
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can be extracted from the collinear behaviour of known results for one-loop gluon 
amplitudes.
5.2 U nitarity
We now present the unitarity method, which makes use of recycling knowledge of tree- 
level amplitudes to  calculate dispersive parts of one-loop amplitudes. We describe the 
optical theorem and use Cutkosky rules to compute the discontinuity of amplitudes by 
replacing propagators by delta functions, known as cutting the amplitude. The proce­
dure is then turned around in the unitarity method, such that given the discontinuity 
in some channel it is possible to reconstruct the dispersive loop integrals using entirely 
on-shell information.
We present unitarity in various dimensions along with generalised unitarity, that 
allow representation of dispersive integrals in ultimately simple forms that are some­
times reduced to algebraic exercises. Some examples will be used to illustrate the use 
of this method, to read of coefficients from the basis of scalar integrals in (2.26).
5.2.1 Optical theorem
The conservation of probability is a fundamental requirement of any consistent field 
theory, and as such implies unitarity of the scattering matrix S^S =  1 . By analysing 
the non-forward part of the scattering matrix, T  = - i ( S  — 1), unitarity implies that
- i { T  - T ]) =  T tT . (5.17)
This will lead to a powerful statement about the relation between absorptive and dis­
persive parts of amplitudes encoded in the LHS and RHS of (5.17) respectively. See [15] 
for a full treatm ent.
Firstly, one can think of the LHS of (5.17) in terms of initial pini incoming and final
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Pfin outgoing states,
-*  (<Pfin|r|pini) -  (Pfinl^lpini)) =  ~i  ((pfinl^bini) ~ (Pini|T|pfin))
-  -i(27T)4(5(4) (^ (P f in  -P in i))
X  [M(pini )• Pfin) V^t (pfin ^  Pini)]
+  P in i ) )  Disc M ( p firl; P in i)
(5.18)
where we have used
(Pfinl^lPini) =  (27t)4<5(4) ( ^ ( p f in  ~ Pini)) M (pini -> pfin). (5.19)
to replace T-matrix elements with invariant matrix elements M (of real momenta) 
multiplied by momentum conserving delta functions.
Therefore, the LHS of (5.17) represents a discontinuity of an amplitude, which 
comes from a branch cut in complex momenta. The RHS of (5.17) can be found from a 
loop amplitude via a cut. This can be shown by inserting an entire set of intermediate 
states {(?*} [15],
1 =  n /  ( ^ 4 ^ (+ )^  “  (5 -20)
into the RHS of (5.17), so that
( P fm |I ’, T |p i„ i )  =  ^  ( E l  /  ( ^ r ) 1 ’5^ ' “  m ,?d
=  ( 2 t t ) 4 ^ 4) ( j > fi n “1“ P in i)^  ^  ^ f  r fL IP S  JVt (pfin  ^  ^ Q i) i
i
(5.21)
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E/n2 1  m Pini PiniPfin PfinI
Figure 5.1: The optical theorem: the imaginary part of a forward scattering one-loop 
amplitude arises as a sum over contributions of products of on-shell tree-level amplitudes 
from all possible intermediate particles i.
where dLIPS is the multi-particle Lorentz-Invariant-Phase-Space measure,
dLIPS =  n  d V (+)(?i -  ™?)S(4) f p f in  +  Ptai -  X )  « )  • (5-22>
Combining the LHS and RHS again from (5.18) and (5.21) we arrive at the optical 
theorem
- iDisC M(pfin; Pini) = j  rfLIPSM*(pfin 9i)^t(Pini “ > Qi) , (5.23)
i
depicted pictorially in figure 5.1. The sum over i on the right hand side goes over all 
possible physical states qi, intermediate between the process described by T t and T.
For any amplitudes JVC of real momenta, the relation can be expressed in the sum 
of Feynman diagrams, which provide the discontinuities in the vanishing of loop prop­
agators in the ie prescription. This relation must hold order by order in perturbation 
theory, despite the discontinuity in a m atrix element being related to a product of 
m atrix elements on the right hand side. This means tha t at O(ofg), the left hand side 
represents a discontinuity of a one-loop amplitude, while the RHS is a product of on- 
shell tree-level amplitudes. They are connected via two on-shell propagators, which 
is enforced by the momentum conserving delta functions. One must also sum over a 
discrete sum of all the allowed particle types to calculate the one-loop contribution.
5.2.2 C utkosky Rules
A consequence of the optical theorem is that discontinuities of loop amplitudes may be 
found by “cutting” them. This is embodied by the Cutkosky rules [98], tha t are used 
to replace propagators (in Minkowski space using Feynman’s ie prescription) by delta
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functions. Then instead of computing Feynman integrals the problem is reduced to a 
LIPS integral. The rules are as follows:
1. For a given kinematic invariant, pick out the two internal propagators separating 
the external states in tha t kinematic invariant from the rest of the diagram.
2. Then “cut” each propagator, which means replacing each one by a delta function:
» 27r<5<+V )  > (5-24)
where (+) indicates a restriction to the future light-cone.
3. Perform the integral in Lorentz invariant phase space over the two intermediate, 
now on-shell states £\ and £2 using
dLiPS(4>, -h\Pe) = d4eiS{+)(e21)d4e26{+){el)si4)(e2 -£ i  + Pi) (5.25)
to identify the discontinuity in the branch cut, where Pe is the momenta across 
the cut.
The Cutkosky rules tell us that we can turn  the cutting process around, and sew 
two on-shell diagrams together to create one-loop Feynman integrals,
D isc ^ -100" =  Y , f  dL IPS(4, -* i;P < M ttee(* i,. . . ,  - 4 K reeM i ,  • ■ ■ M )
spin
. f  d £ 1 d £2  1  1  .tree/p p \ /itree/ p p \ (5.26)
spin 1 z
where cflLIPS(^2 ) ~ £ \; Pi) is defined in (5.25), and one must sum over the types of spin of 
the internal states, which are taken to be D-dimensional. We discuss what this means 
for the notion of our physical state to extend in D-dimensions, and how we approach 
the calculation as we explain the unitarity method.
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5.2.3 U nitarity m ethod
The Cutkosky rules [98] apply at the level of diagrams. Consider a cut of a one-loop 
amplitude where diagrams with one or both of the required cut propagators missing 
are omitted. The sum of all possible tree-level diagrams on either side of the cut are 
on-shell tree-level amplitudes. This determines the coefficient of a single Feynman 
integral. Therefore, cuts in all kinematic invariants must be considered to generate all 
the required Feynman integrals in any one-loop amplitude. Thus, the application of 
unitarity as an on-shell method of calculating one-loop amplitudes turns the cutting 
step around. Instead of cutting one-loop amplitudes, tree-level amplitudes axe sewn 
together to form the coefficients of integrals that arise at one-loop.
Unitarity was first used as an efficient tool to calculate the supersymmetric or 
cut-constructible parts of QCD loop amplitudes in [44]. Supersymmetric one-loop am­
plitudes axe known to be entixely determined by their branch cuts [38]. So knowing all 
cuts available for a given kinematic point, the entire supersymmetric contribution to a 
one-loop amplitude can be determined:
Im^ ,o o P = E E  I  =  (5.27)
cuts spin i z  i
We highlight that the final result is in terms of linear combinations of a set of cut 
integrals with rational coefficients C{.
The unitarity method has then recycled perturbative techniques from tree-level, 
as the integrals left to compute retain the use of the on-shell spinor formalism and 
compact tree-level amplitudes in their coefficients C{. We do not want to explicitly 
compute these integrals, but one can make use of the previously defined basis of scalar 
integrals (2.34). This basis is what the integrals are ultimately targeted via tensor 
reduction techniques, such that one can read off their rational coefficients c* in (2.26). 
In practice, applying a full Passarino-Veltman style reduction (C(Ji —» ]>Y cd l [ ]^) no  ^
always necessary; appropriate paxtial-fractioning of the integrand with respect to the 
loop momentum accomplishes the same goal in many cases.
Calculations such as (5.27) are of most benefit where the cut momenta exist in 
D  =  4 dimensions. As pioneered by Bern, Dixon, Dunbar and Kosower in [44] where the 
N =  4 and N  =  1 supersymmetric contributions to Yang-Mills theories were computed 
via cuts that utilised four dimensional on-shell tree-level amplitudes. Furthermore, in
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N =  1 super Yang-Mills (sYM) theory one-loop amplitudes are entirely determined 
by cuts in integrals contributing to boxes, triangles and bubbles, while N =  4 sYM 
theory only receives contributions from boxes. In general, the cut momenta should be 
in 4 -  2e dimensions, but four dimensional tree-level amplitudes suffice to determine 
all of the integrals’ coefficients C{. Hence the cut-constructible pieces are the simplest 
to determine for supersymmetric theories.
In theories such as pure Yang-Mills, one receives contributions a t one-loop that 
are not proportional to any logarithms or dilogarithms; the rational terms Rn  that 
are a remnant of working to O(e). Hence these terms are not found by four dimen­
sional cutting techniques. The supersymmetric decomposition of one-loop QCD (4.14) 
showed that besides supersymmetric contributions one requires a scalar loop contribu­
tion, which yields rational terms as well as box, triangle and bubble integrals. Despite 
no supersymmetry, the scalar loop is still simpler than  the full gluon amplitude, as the 
scalar does not propagate spin information. One can still utilise unitarity to determine 
the coefficients of these integrals for the scalar contribution. However, one must work in 
4 — 2e-dimensions [99-101] or use on-shell recursion [102-106], or consider other analytic 
approaches [107,108] to determine the rational terms.
5.2.3.1 A n exam ple o f unitarity
In this subsection, we introduce a basic example of unitarity in cutting a loop amplitude 
to generate the required Feynman integrals [38] from a LIPS integral utilising on-shell 
tree-level amplitudes. As we have noted, N  =  4 sYM can be characterised in terms of 
only box integrals in the set of integrals from (2.34),
and so we consider the unitarity cut of an N =  4 multiplet of the leading color MHV 
amplitude for n  legs, first calculated in [44]. The Cutkosky rules are applied at the 
amplitude level, such that the sum of all diagrams on either side of the cut correspond to 
a product of two tree-level amplitudes. The double cut used in the one-loop amplitude 
is given by the integral over a two body phase space of the two possible orientations 
of products of MHV tree-level amplitudes, depicted in figure 5.2. These are summed 
over each intermediate helicity configuration that contributes, while the convention of
(5.28)
i G 3"n
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m.
m
m.
m
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: The two arrangements of negative helicities on either side of the cut, using 
MHV tree-level amplitudes. There is one helicity configuration non-vanishing in (a), while 
(b) allows both cases.
using outgoing helicities for all states requires intermediate particles reverse helicity on 
crossing the cut.
The first case to consider is the two negative helicity gluons on the same side of 
the cut, depicted in figure 5.2(a). We see the intermediate helicity configuration falls 
to the only non-vanishing case, such tha t the tree-level amplitudes sewn together are 
MHV also. We note also that, there are no helicity configurations one can assign for 
intermediate fermions or scalars (using particle/anti-particle assignment) such that the 
tree-level amplitudes on either side of the cut do not vanish. Thus for case (a) we can 
use pure gluon MHV tree-level amplitudes, where we shall denote the negative helicity 
arguments in the subscript. We consider cut in the channel indicated in figure 5.2(a) 
of momenta (kmi +  kmi+i +  . . .  +  km2- \  +  km2)2, where m\ < j  < k < m^. The cut 
can be expressed as the Lorentz invariant phase space integral,
J  dLlPS(-el t e2) A f ^ UHV( - e l t ml! . . . ,m2, l 2)Al^ * w(~l2,m 2 + 1 , . . .  ,*m -  Ml)
• , tree MHV /, o n> /, (m , -  1, m ,) ( ^ 2 )2 (m2, fft2  +  1)
(5.29)
which turns out to be the same result as that from case (b) in 5.2, even though that 
must include contributions from gluons, fermions and scalars in the N =  4 multiplet. 
Despite an n-leg computation, only a few factors depend on the loop momenta and 
therefore the Feynman integral is simple to construct. Using the on-shell condition
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£\ = £\ = 0  allows us to promote the ^-dependent denominator spinor products to 
scalar DroDaeators.pr pagat ,
1 [3 /4] [2/4] (5.30)
(£xy) 2 4  -y  ( 4  -  y)2 '
Furthermore, applying the reverse Cutkosky transformation (5.26) invokes the two 
propagators such that we are left with a cut hexagon with a loop-dependent 
numerator.
The hexagon integrand can be broken up into a sum of four cut box integrands via 
a partial fraction decomposition. The resulting boxes can be decomposed to a set of 
scalar boxes triangles and bubbles using Passarino-Veltman reduction. T hat leads to 
the contributions from the triangles and bubbles vanishing, to leave the result for the 
N =  4 sYM one-loop MHV amplitude in terms of tree-level MHV amplitudes multiplied 
by scalar boxes. These axe dimensionally regularised for both IR  and UV divergences.
5 .2 .4  G en era lised  U n ita r ity
The unitarity method as presented currently, selects only those contributions in a one- 
loop amplitude with two propagators present. In terms of the Feynman integrals gener­
ated, one must sum over a large variety of cuts to account for all the integrals where only 
the two propagators present are determined by the discontinuity in a certain channel. 
This can also be thought of in terms of the scalar integral basis. Only those unitarity 
cuts whose result contains both cut propagators contribute to the coefficient of those 
integrals. As discussed in the previous subsection, analytic simplifications are required 
on cut expressions to  isolate contributions to coefficients of different integrals. The 
procedure sorts terms into contributions to any integrals with the propagator denomi­
nators present in the cut channel, and removes contributions to lower point integrals. 
Requiring the cut across additional propagators beyond the original pair reduces the 
number of integrals that can contribute. Cutting more than just a pair of propagators 
goes under the name “generalised unitarity” that isolates a smaller subset of integrals 
to consider. This means two tree-level amplitudes in a single cut get split into more 
tree-level amplitudes with less external legs that will ultimately be simpler, hence there 
is less work to perform to extract coefficients of the integrals.
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Figure 5.3: The maximal cuts for a box that isolates the integral’s coefficient precisely, 
as the product of four on-shell tree-level amplitudes.
The ultimate refinement of this procedure is cutting enough propagators such that 
an integral from our basis in (2.26) is entirely isolated. It is also known as extracting 
the leading discontinuity of an amplitude [109]. This is possible for the boxes, using 
maximal generalised unitarity, which involves the cutting of all four propagators £f 
for i =  1 . . .  4. This isolates the coefficient of a single box integral as a product of 
four tree-level amplitudes, as illustrated in figure 5.3. Furthermore, when considering 
supersymmetric theories one can take the cut momenta to be in four dimensions, such 
that the four delta functions freeze the loop momentum entirely [1 1 0 ],
dDt  f i t j)
(2 n)D e i q e 23el J '  '  eD^ e 4 soi~ s
(5.31)
The four dimensional delta functions uniquely determine a discrete set of simultaneous 
on-shell equations, that are summed over. Hence the coefficients of the box integrals 
are reduced to the algebraic exercise of multiplying four tree-level amplitudes, summed 
over the solutions of various helicity configurations A, for the cut momenta £*,
04 =  \  Y , 4 T M 1. • • • . « •  • • .  V i T M s .  • • • • V X T M i ,  • • • .  ^ f A) .
A = ±
(5.32)
where the external momenta are here implicit, and Yli n i  = n + 8 . The sum is restricted 
to two solutions, hence the fractional normalisation, including those for which f(£i) 
may vanish. The frozen loop momenta (5.31) leads to direct extraction of the loop
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coefficients using entirely four dimensional on-shell tree-level amplitudes. Since it is 
possible to use massless three-point amplitudes in the sewing process, one must use 
complex momenta so tha t these cuts do not vanish. Then the process is ultimately 
recycling the spinor-helicity method algebra for simple tree-level amplitudes at one- 
loop level.
In the maximal approach of generalised unitarity, a larger set of cuts including 
quadruple, triple and double cuts are required; but each one is simple and directly yields 
the coefficient of a single integral. Firstly, all possible quadruple cuts are computed 
for each type of box integral. Then one moves to three mass triangles, isolated using 
triple cuts, as used in [111]. Integrands coming from triple cuts in general also contain 
contributions to those same cuts appearing in some of the box integrals. These must 
be removed, along with box-like terms tha t vanish upon loop integration, to extract 
the coefficient of the three mass triangle. One way of achieving this, is using the 
decomposition of Ossola et al [112]. The remaining terms come from two- and one-mass 
triangles, and finally bubble integrals tha t make use of the standard cuts. The one- and 
two-mass triangles can be written as sums of bubble integrals, and so also fall under the 
umbrella of standard cut techniques. Further developments include direct extraction 
of loop integral coefficients [113] as one example; unitarity with massive propagators 
[114,115]; while bringing rational terms into the fold of generalised unitarity was used 
here [116-118].
For dimensionally regularised theories, unitarity cuts be must be evaluated where 
the loop momenta flows in 4 — 2e-dimensions. If one expands the amplitude in powers 
of e as before, keeping terms of higher order than O(e0), rational terms R n will contain 
invariants (—s)~e. These will give rise to a term,
1 -  e ln ( - s )  +  . . .  , (5.33)
which is discontinuous for s > 0  and hence detectable via a unitarity cut in the s 
channel. Rational terms can then be obtained on truncation to O(e0). In general a D- 
dimensional unitarity procedure will provide the result to all orders in e, however this is 
beyond what is needed for practical applications. The spinor helicity formalism cannot 
be utilised as readily in D-dimensions, although being on-shell is beneficial. Hence 
.D-dimensional unitarity is more of a computational effort than the combination of four
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Figure 5.4: One of the five arrangements for the quadruple cut integral with massive leg 
* 12-
dimensional unitarity with additional techniques for rational parts, to be discussed in 
the following section. However, this method has been utilised in spinor integration 
methods [119-121], and is very useful when one needs to compute a process to high 
order in e such as a loop splitting function.
The application of generalised unitarity works equally well beyond one-loop too; 
some applications can be found in [122-132].
5 .2 .5  A  B o x  e x a m p le
As an example [55], we compute the coefficient of a box integral in the pure gauge 
theory amplitude A5 ‘loop( l _ ,2 _ ,3 + ,4 + ,5 +). The possible box integrals will include 
precisely one massive external leg, Kij = ki +  k j , and three massless external legs. 
There are five boxes available for the arrangements of the massive leg * 1 2 , * 2 3 ) * 3 4 ) 
* 4 5  and * 5 1 . The amplitude is symmetric under reflection (12345) —> (21543), which 
relates the coefficients of the one-mass boxes between the integrals of * 5 1  to * 2 3  and 
that of * 4 5  to * 3 4 .
We shall compute the coefficient of the first one-mass box integral with massive leg 
at * i 2 )
using maximal generalised unitarity. When all four propagators are cut, as shown in 
figure 5.4, and the loop momenta is restricted to four dimensions, we are left with one 
four-point tree-level amplitude and three three-point tree-level amplitudes.
j l m  _
■‘ 4:1 — I dA~2H 1 (5.34)
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We see that we are restricted to complex loop momenta for non-vanishing results
to exist, as possible solutions require distinct param etrisation for both the holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic spinors. Specifically, the on-shell conditions on the top left vertex 
require tha t either
Xe2 oc A3  or \e2 oc A3  , (5.35)
while the on-shell conditions of the top right vertex require that
\e2 oc A4  or \ £ 2 oc A4 . (5.36)
However, we must maintain that for generic external momenta, momentum invari­
ants such as s3 4  do not vanish. Therefore we combine the compatible solutions th a t 
are permitted:
Xg2 oc A3  and Xg2 oc A4  , or X^2 oc A4  and A^ 2 oc A3  , (5.37)
which in turn forces neighbouring three point vertices to be of alternating type (from 
MHV to MHV) as we circle the diagram. The helicity ordering is further constrained 
by the helicities attached at the massive leg, which requires negative helicity states for 
both cut momenta at th a t vertex, since we require a non-vanishing four point amplitude. 
These two requirements entirely fixes the contribution of the cut to the case depicted 
in figure 5.4, which means we must pick the first case in (5.37).
This such a configuration only exists for internal gluonic states, the massless quark /an ti­
quarks and scalars/anti-scalars circulating in this setup give a vanishing contribution. 
Hence we will use entirely pure gluon tree-level amplitudes to write the coefficient of 
the box integral, however we must first evaluate the on-shell conditions to solve for I 2 
explicitly. Three of the on-shell conditions,
4  =  0 , ^  =  (^2 + fc3)2 =  0 , el = (t2 - k i f  =  0,  (5.38)
allow us to satisfy the first case of (5.37), by expanding out the possible param etrisation 
for 12  that is non-vanishing from the relations in (5.38);
.• .^  =  a 2(3|7 ', |4]. (5.39)
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Using a fourth condition for 12 , a 2 is fixed
*4 =  (* 2 -tf4 5 ) 2  =  0 , 5 4 5  -  a2[4|5|3) =  0, (5.40)
to be < 2 2  =  (45)/(35). The coefficient of the box integral with massive leg K 12 is 
then [55],
c , 2  =  2 < ee(-^4  - 1 ~ 2 - , e fW * ™ Mr . 3 + , 5 + . l i )
( 12> ; [43]; (4 ( -^ 2 ) ) 3  [5 (-4 )] ;
2  < (-f 4 )l><24><^(-4)>  [(-<i)3][<2(-<i)] <(“ ^)4){44> [5/4 ][/4(-<3)]
=  1 (12)3 [5 |4 4 |3 ] 3
2<4|44|1>(2Ki|3](4K 2 ^ 4 |5 ]
(5.41)
We can eliminate all loop momenta dependence using momentum conservation at each 
vertex and the solution for £2 (5.39), to simplify the expression to [55],
C12 =  - 7;
(12)'
2  (23)(34)(45)(51)S34S45 =  3+ 4 + 5 ^ 3 4 * 4 5 . (5.42)
This is the coefficient to the box integral defined in (5.34) with massive leg K \2 which 
is given by [55],
j l m  __
■*4:1 —
—2 icr 
S3 4 5 4 5 - S 3 4
+
- S 4 5 S 1 2
+ Li2( i _ £ H ) + L i 2 f i _ £ H )  +  i ln2 ( f H )  +  ^ [ + o ( E)£1 2 ^ 
S45 /
(5.43)
545/
where cp is from (5.9). This and the other required box integrals with masses at legs 
i < 3 4  and K 45 can be found in [97]. The resulting coefficients of those procure the exact 
same tree-level amplitude with the correct momentum invariant prefactors to  cancel 
those coming from the denominators of the corresponding box integrals as in the first
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c a se  w e  e v a lu a te d . T h u s  th e  en tire  g lu o n -lo o p  c o n tr ib u tio n  to  th e  five  p o in t  o n e -lo o p  
a m p litu d e  is  [55],
H en ce  w h e n  w ork in g  in  N  =  4  sY M  th ere  are  n o  c o n tr ib u t io n s  fro m  tr ia n g le s  or 
b u b b le s , a n d  th is  is th e  en tire  a m p litu d e . T h e  M H V  o n e -lo o p  a m p litu d e  b e a r s  a  very  
s im ila r  re sem b la n ce  to  it s  tr e e - le v e l co u n te r p a r t , a lb e it  w ith  a  su m  over  c y c lic  p erm u ­
ta t io n s  an d  reg u la ted  a g a in s t  IR  an d  U V  d iv erg en ce s .
5.3 O n-shell recursion
W e h a v e  se e n  th e  b e n e fit  o f  co n tin u in g  to  c o m p le x  m o m e n ta  to  d e fin e  th e  th r e e -p o in t  
a m p litu d e , an d  it s  a p p lic a tio n s  in  u n ita r ity  b a se d  m e th o d s  in  th e  p r e v io u s  s e c t io n s . 
M ore s ig n if ic a n tly  h ow ever , c o m p le x  k in e m a tic s  h a v e  b e e n  e x p lo ite d  to  p ro b e  g en er ic  
fa c to r isa t io n  s in g u la r it ie s  o f  o n -sh e ll a m p litu d e s . T h e  u se  o f  th e  fa c to r isa t io n s  o f  a m ­
p litu d e s  to  r e c o n str u c t  th e m  v ia  a  sh ift  in to  th e  c o m p le x  p la n e , w a s d e v e lo p e d  for  
tr e e - le v e l a m p litu d e s  b y  B r it to , C a ch a zo , F en g  a n d  W it te n  (B C F W ) [133]. N o w  th e  
B C F W  recu rsio n  r e la t io n s  are w id e ly  u sed , w h ich  w e sh a ll o u t l in e  w ith  a n  e x a m p le  by  
p ro v in g  th e  n - le g  M H V  tr e e - le v e l a m p litu d e s .
F u rth erm o re , lo o p  le v e l ra tio n a l te r m s  c a n  b e  fo u n d  b y  k n o w led g e  o f  th e ir  fa c to r i­
sa t io n s  an d  d e te r m in e d  v ia  o n -sh e ll recu rsio n  a lso . W e m o t iv a te  th e  n e e d  to  d e a l w ith  
th e s e  n o n -s ta n d a r d  fa c to r isa t io n s  a n d  e lu c id a te  th r o u g h  th e  v e r ify in g  o f  th e  o n e -lo o p  
p u re  Y a n g -M ills  a m p litu d e s  w ith  a  s in g le  n e g a t iv e  h e lic ity  in  th e  fo llo w in g  C h a p ter .
4 - ' oop (1 - ,  2 “ , 3+  4 + , 5 + )  =  4 ree (1 - ,  2 “ , 3 +  4 + ,  5+
) cr
+  c y c lic  p e r m u ta t io n s  > 4- tr ia n g le s  +  b u b b le s .
(5 .4 4 )
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5 .3 .1  T ree-lev e l a m p litu d e s  b y  recu rsio n
W e n ow  s tu d y  th e  B C F W  d e fo r m a tio n  o f  a n  a m p litu d e , su ch  th a t  it  d e p e n d s  u p o n  
a  c o m p le x  p a ra m eter  2 , in tr o d u c e d  b y  th e  s e le c t io n  o f  tw o  m o m e n ta  to  b e  d e fo rm ed , 
ty p ic a lly  b y  h a t t in g  th e  v a r ia b les
Pa(z) = P a -  zq,
Pb(z) = P b  +  zq,  (5.45)
su ch  th a t  m o m e n tu m  c o n se r v a t io n  is  s t i l l  m a n ife s t . T o  m a in ta in  o n -sh e ll c o n d it io n s  for  
a rb itra ry  2 , w e require:
Q2 = Q ■ P a  =  Q ■ Pb = 0. (5.46)
T h e se  eq u a tio n s  are b e s t  so lv ed  b y  tu r n in g  to  th e  sp in o r  n o ta t io n , su ch  th a t  w e ca n  
e x p ress  q =  XaXb a n d  th e  d e fo r m a tio n  b e c o m e s
Xa   ^ Xa 1 
Aa —> Aa — z \ b ,
Xb —> Xb +  zXa , (5.47)
Xb X b .
In  th is  ca se  for h a tte d  pa a n d  pb th e  d e fo r m a tio n  is  k n o w n  as th e  [a ,6 ) -sh if t  [133]. 
U n d er  th e  A(pa,pb) - »  A(z)  d e fo r m a tio n  th e  sh if te d  a m p litu d e  A(z)  ca n  b e  s tu d ie d  
u sin g  c o m p le x  a n a ly s is . W e ca n  co n s id er  th e  fo llo w in g  co n to u r  in te g r a tio n
/ =  f  — A(z)  (5.48)
J c  z
w h ere  th e  co n to u r  C  is p u sh ed  to  in f in ity  an d  h en c e  e n c irc le s  a ll p o le s . T h u s  if  A(z)  
is  r a tio n a l, h a s s im p le  p o le s  a t  2, a n d  v a n ish es  a t  la rg e  (21, th e  b o u n d a r y  c o n tr ib u ­
t io n  v a n ish es  an d  w e ca n  u se  C a u c h y ’s th e o r e m  to  r e c o n s tr u c t  th e  u n sh ifte d  tr e e - le v e l
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amplitude A(z = 0) as a sum of residues,
/  =  i4(0) +  ^ R e s  = 0 .  (5.49)
z i
Hence this is only useful if we can interpret the computation of the residues, and 
therefore an understanding of the singularity structure of the amplitude is essential.
We use factorisation properties of amplitudes to determine the residues in terms of 
known lower point amplitudes. At tree-level the factorisation of amplitudes occurs along 
collinear or multi-particle poles, see (5.1) and (5.2). The residues highlight instances 
where particular kinematic invariants vanish, K f j ( z )  —> 0 where K f -  = (ki + ki+i +  .. .+  
k j )M. For example on a multi-particle pole with two partitions of momenta (<Sc,5:r) 
with one of the shifted momenta either side,
A T i i h  S S c K f j )  A T r + A i - K i j T ’ki 6  S*) (5.50)
The shifted amplitude A(z)  contains poles for values of 2  where K f j ( z )  =  0. Only 
the propagators containing one of ka or kb will be 2  dependent. So for K i j  containing 
kb, the shifted momentum along the channel is K-lj{z) = K-k  +  z \ aXb. Then the 
2 -dependent propagator is
k l j {z) = K l j  + z ( \ a\Kid \ \ b\. (5.51)
So the poles at Z{ that cause the internal propagator K f  -{z) to vanish are given by,
Z i =  -  • (5.52)\b\Kij\a) ■
We evaluate the residue at A ( z ) / z  for any Zi such th a t the intermediate propagator is 
put on-shell,
-  Res
1  1
K i A * Y ‘
1
W .
i ,3
(5.53)
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X  Sc. —o
Figure 5.5: The factorisations that occur for tree-level recursion, summing over all i 
partitions of momenta on the left, £* and right and internal helicity configurations a.
and reverts to its form in the unshifted kinematics. Hence the residues will be the 
products of lower point amplitudes defined at z = Zi, defined pictorially in figure 5.5,
A(z  =  0) =  -  £ R e s  ( ^ U )  =  , (5-54)
Z i  '  '  i,cr 1 s c
w h ere  th e  p ro p a g a to r  is  n o t  e v a lu a te d  o n  th e  p o le , to  recover  th e  u n sh ifte d  tr e e - le v e l 
a m p litu d e  in  te r m s o f  k n o w n  low er p o in t  a m p litu d e s . T h e  s u m m a tio n  over  i o n ly  
in c lu d es  fa c to r isa t io n s  w h ere  th e  leg s  ka a n d  kb are sp lit  a cro ss  e ith e r  5 c  or 5 $ .
5.3.1.1 Exam ple o f tree-level recursion - M H V  am plitudes
W e sh a ll p rove th e  n -p o in t  recu rsio n  r e la t io n  for tr e e - le v e l MHV a m p litu d e s , w h ic h  is 
a  p a r ticu la r ly  s im p le  e x a m p le  [55] to  il lu s tr a te  th e  m e th o d . T h e r e  e x is t  o n ly  co llin ea r  
p o le s , d u e  to  th e  r e s tr ic te d  a ss ig n m e n ts  o f  h e lic ity  to  y ie ld  n o n -v a n ish in g  a m p litu d e s  
o n  e ith er  s id e  o f  th e  p o le . In d eed  for a n y  c h o ice  o f  tw o  sh ifte d  m o m e n ta , th ere  w ill o n ly  
b e  tw o  p o ss ib le  p o le s  g e n e r a te d  in  th is  se tu p . S u p p o se  w e  a p p ly  th e  [n , l ) - s h i f t ,
Ai =  Ai +  z \ n
An =  An -  zXi (5.55)
to the n-leg MHV amplitude,
A tree  M H V /  \ _  •____________________U n )_____________________  ( r  c c 'j
ln ( )  ( ( 1 2 > + z ( n 2 » ( 2 3 ) . . . ( n - l ,n ) ( n l ) ' 1 J
The two z-dependent collinear poles tha t are possible, occur in the momentum invari­
ants, (k\ +  k ^ ) 2 and (fcn_i +  kn)2. The three-point amplitude on the latter pole is
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an MHV amplitude which vanishes under the shift, hence the former pole is the only 
invariant to consider, as highlighted via the one shifted spinor product in eq. (5.56),
z  =  =  ( r ' 7 )
1 2  [ l |# i 2 |n) [1 2 ] ( 2 n) (n2 ) K '
that induces the pole in A(z).  The quotient A ( z ) / z  behaves like 1 / z 2  as z —> oo, so 
the integral around the contour a t infinity vanishes as required,
0 =  . m hv(2 )j ^ p l d z . (5.58)
Thus we can utilise (5.54) as the amplitude at the pole z =  0 is equal and of opposite 
sign to the residue at the pole (5.57). So by using the fact tha t intermediate states 
going on-shell cause the amplitude to factorise over the diverging propagator, we have 
the un-shifted amplitude in terms of the residue at z = z \ 2 ,
A T  =  -  E  A T i ( K  1 2 . 3 +, • ■ • ,r, • • • ,n -)R es
A = ±
Atree( i + 2 + ) - £ - A )
z  12
= (Kh,  3+, ■ • •, r, - ■ ■ ,n- )— 4 ree(i+.2+, -AT2) ,512
(5.59)
where the sum over the helicity of the intermediate state A reduces to one non-vanishing 
contribution in this case. Inputting the MHV amplitudes, we evaluate the hatted 
variables according to the shift (5.55) at the residue (5.57),
^tree _ i ( j h y H 1 2 ]!
=  I
( # 1 2 3 )<34)... (n -  l ,n ) ( n # i 2 ) * 1 2  [ 2 ( - # i 2 ) ] [ ( - # 1 2 )1] 
0 n )4[12]3
=  I -
[ 2 | ^ i 2 | n ) s 12[ l | X i 2 | 3 > ( 3 4 ) . . . ( n - l , n )
{jn)A
(5.60)
(12)(23)(34)... (n — l ,n ) (n l)  '
Thus we have proven the n-point MHV tree-level amplitude recursively, matching the 
form (3.51).
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5 .3 .2  T h e  tr e e - le v e l S -m a tr ix  o f  IN' =  4 s Y M  th e o r y
Recursion relations have been developed in many theories, those with more supersym­
metry with the most success. Particularly, we present the general construction for the 
entire tree-level S-matrix in N =  4 sYM theory [134].
Consider the BCFW  recursion procedure, in a [n, l)-shift. The behaviour of A(z)  
for large 2 : depends on the helicity of the shifted legs, such that for particles ( l ,n )  [64],
A{-\— A(+- 1-) ~  z , A ( — ) ~ z ,  A ( —h) ~  2 3 . (5.61)z
By the arguments of Arkani-Hamed and Kaplan [135], it can be shown that in certain 
cases, cancellations among diagrams contribute to a soft enough large 2  behaviour for 
the (+ + ) and (— ) cases, such that the 2  dependence becomes A (z) —>■ z ~ l . Impor­
tantly, one can make use of the g-symmetry (4.7) to shift the 77 variables for any two 
legs to zero, thus one can shift the two 77 variables related to the shifted legs. Hence the 
full superamplitude with the shifted 77 variables can be related to the ( + + )  amplitude. 
Recall that the ^-symmetry (4.7) relates 77 and A variables, so to preserve the symmetry 
then one must shift 77 whenever A is shifted. Hence the full 2 -dependent shift for the 
recursion to perform in N  =  4 theory is [134],
A i ( * )  =  Ai -  z \ n ,
A71(2) ~ An — 2A1 ,
(5.62)
f)n{z) =  r)n +  2771 .
W ith this modified shift, the £ parameter from (4.8) of the q transformation required 
to set 771 and fjn (z) to zero is independent of 2 ,
FA = ^ n i z ) - * n ( z ) r ) f  =  A ^  -  \ nr)f
*  l m U z ) \  I m f i n ]  ’ 1  • j
Thus 771 =  r)n = 0 is kept throughout, and the shift is valid for the full superamplitude. 
The recursion is setup as a sum over residues over factorised amplitudes on diverging 
propagators as before. However, rather than summing over internal states, one must
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instead integrate over the Grassmann variable associated to the internal line joining 
the two sub-amplitudes. The recursion relation for K =  4 super Yang-Mills theory at 
tree level is then constructed as [64],
  r (j j^j «
An =  Y l j  - p r AL{HzPi) , 2 , - - - , i - l , - H z Pi))AR{P(zPi) , i , . . . , n - l , h ( z Pi)).
i  1
(5.64)
We will not prove any cases here as the MHV case is a single term  computation very 
similar to that calculated before for the tree-level recursion example in pure gluon 
amplitudes, but instead refer readers to  [134] where the explicit derivations of all tree- 
level amplitudes in N =  4 super Yang-Mills is presented starting from three point 
vertices and terms of recurring structure in an R  invariant. The solution to N =  
4 Yang-Mills is not a restriction though, as the tree-level gluon amplitudes are the 
same in any gauge theory. The simplicity of the expressions arising from the recursive 
structure applies to all gauge theories and not just the maximally supersymmetric 
solution presented by Drummond and Henn [134]. Furthermore, the entire tree-level
S-matrix for massless QCD has now been categorised utilising these techniques [136], 
with computer code packages.
The recursive technique used here can be extended to supergravity [137]. Again 
it can be made manifestly supersymmetric of which maximal N =  8  is the simplest 
[138], admitting an explicit solution [139]. Also, pure graviton amplitudes have been 
considered using recursion relations [140,141].
Various shifts on multiple legs have proven useful [142], as they can lead to improved 
behaviour of the shifted amplitudes as 2  —> oo [102]. The BCFW  deformation was 
extended to Yang-Mills amplitudes with massless external quarks as well as gluons 
in [143-146]. Recursion relations were utilised for tree-level amplitudes containing 
massive external particles, such as electroweak vector bosons, Higgs bosons, heavy 
quarks and squarks in [147-151]. Even Abelian theories such as QED can also be 
solved recursively [152].
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5 .3 .3  R ecu r s io n  for ra tio n a l te r m s  a t o n e - lo o p
Beyond tree-level there are three concerns in continuing with recursion. Firstly, there 
are non-rational functions such as logarithms and dilogaxithms; secondly, the ampli­
tudes may include poles of higher order for complex momenta and finally; the ampli­
tudes may not vanish asymptotically with z. However, techniques have been developed 
tha t make use of unitarity methods [99-101] and on-shell recursion [102-106] combined.
If we consider the parts pertaining to branch cuts Cn in our one-loop amplitudes as 
having been dealt with previously in the unitarity section, then the rational part R n 
can be found if sufficient knowledge of its singularity structure is known. The rational 
terms R n make up the contribution to one-loop amplitudes with all logarithmic and ir2 
terms set to zero. By shifting into the complex plane, R n (z) may be found as a sum of
similar to the tree-level case of (5.54). The factorisation of one-loop amplitudes (5.8) 
provides the possible simple poles over which residues are constructed corresponding 
to the diagrams in figure 5.6, under a suitable shift. Other deformations such as 
shifting more than two spinors [1 0 2 ] may be required to ensure proper large 2  behaviour. 
Knowledge of the three- and four-point rational terms and tree-level amplitudes lead us 
to the formula (depicted pictorially in figure 5.6) for an n-point rational contribution 
to a one-loop amplitude [106],
where there are sums over the internal intermediate helicity A of state K,  and i parti­
tions of momenta Sc and S ji containing at least one of the shifted momenta on either 
side. The recursion relation also receives contribution from a one-loop factorisation
residues
(5.65)
(5.66)
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• Sjii +
+ Set 1
Figure 5.6: The factorisations that occur for the rational terms Rn at one-loop on-shell 
recursion. For a particular shift, the factorisations include those with lower point tree-level 
amplitudes connected to lower point rational terms, and the swap for the shifted momenta 
attached to the opposite functions. The one-loop factorisation function Tn contributes only 
in amplitudes with multiparticle poles. Sums over i partitions of momenta on the left Li 
and right 3^, and internal helicity configurations A are required.
function Tn, similar to that in the case of standard factorisations of one-loop ampli­
tudes (5.8). Terms contained in Tn only contribute for multi-particle channels, provided 
the tree-level amplitude contains a pole in tha t channel. Thus for one-loop amplitudes 
with either one or two helicities different from the rest, there is no contribution from
The complication not addressed is when complex momenta in one-loop amplitudes 
develop higher order singularities. While these do not prohibit the use of recursion,
As we can see, we need the coefficients of both the leading and sub-leading terms.
factorisations, yet they must still be accounted for. In general the structure of the 
sub-leading pole or “pole under the pole” (PUP) which arises is poorly understood. 
For complex momenta we can acquire higher order poles than the single poles in
they do necessitate an understanding of factorisation beyond leading order. Suppose a 
rational term has a double pole so that
(5.67)
then
(5.68)
The sub-leading poles here are independent of the normal simple poles from other
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the standard factorisations of one-loop amplitudes (5.8) for real momenta. For a two-
particle pole K 2 = (ka +  kb) 2 =  2ka ■ kb = (ab)[ba]. For real momentum (ab) = ±[a&]*
and so both vanish at the pole. However for complex momenta we may have (ab) = 0 
but [ab] ^  0. So terms such as [ab]2 / (a b ) 2 which are finite for real momenta can 
have multiple poles in complex momenta. These can be interpreted within (5.8) as 
arising from the three-point one-loop amplitude acquiring a singularity. Specifically, 
the three-point all-plus one-loop amplitude has a pole
Al-]oop( K +, a + , b+) = V lAo°v (K+, a+, b+) (5.69)
where the three-point “loop-vertex” for pure Yang-Mills is
V u ^ ( K +,a +,b+) =  - ^ [ K a ] [ a b ] [ b K ] .  (5.70)
For real momenta p( K +,a +,b+) vanishes as sab —r 0 but it can be singular for 
complex momenta. Equation (5.69) specifies the double pole as sab —>■ 0 however, as 
discussed previously, we require the sub-leading pole in order to use recursion.
Further spurious poles in general appear in the rational terms, tha t cancel against 
those in the cut-containing parts Cn, but must be accounted for in the recursion re­
lations for R n. The coefficients of the integrals that appear at one-loop, contain a 
range of singularities that are not present in the full amplitude. There are spurious 
singularities of the form A _ p , where A is a Gram-determinant of an integral function 
in the coefficients, yet the entire amplitude is finite as A —> 0. These singularities in 
the coefficients can be of high-order in A, examples have been encountered with a case 
of P  =  5 in closely related work [20]. These spurious singularities cancel amongst the 
terms in Cn and also, crucially, with the rational term  R n. There are also singularities 
that occur at the same kinematic points as the physical singularities, but are of higher 
order. Again cancellations between the terms in Cn and R n must remove these higher 
order poles from the whole amplitude.
In the recursive approach higher order poles can generate rational descendants from 
the terms in Cn. To evaluate the residue at a higher order pole the integral functions 
must be expanded to a corresponding order and the derivatives in this Taylor expansion
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eventually yield rational terms. In this way one can obtain rational terms whose origins 
lie in both the box and bubble integral contributions to Cn.
Dealing with higher order poles and spurious poles has not stopped the use of on- 
shell recursion being used beyond tree-level, and we illustrate the case of determining 
the rational part of a five-point rational contribution to a one-loop amplitude with a 
single negative helicity in the example below, that will highlight the issue of higher 
order poles.
5.3.3.1 O ne-loop on-shell recursion -  an exam ple
For amplitudes of a single negative helicity (single-minus) or indeed all-plus, their one- 
loop computation is the first non-vanishing contribution. Furthermore, by virtue of 
their helicity structure they have no cut containing terms and as such are entirely 
rational functions. These amplitudes have been categorised completely for pure Yang- 
Mills using on-shell recursion techniques [102]. A single-minus one-loop amplitude 
allows a factorisation over a MHV tree-level amplitude multiplied by a collinear one- 
loop amplitude with all positive helicities. We shall see this gives rise to a double pole 
and coincident single pole from this contribution.
We now compute the recursive contributions to the entirely rational one-loop am­
plitude Al~]ooT>(a~,b+,c+,d+,e+) via on-shell recursion [1 0 2 ], using the [a,6 )-shift in 
(5.47). We can draw the recursive diagrams required to build this recurrence rela­
tion in the normal on-shell prescription as a sum of connected tree-level and one-loop 
amplitudes, as illustrated in figure 5.7.
(a)
c+
O’) (c)
Figure 5.7: These are the possible connections of tree-level and one-loop amplitudes that 
contribute to the recursive expression for A5"loop(a~, b+, c+ ,d+ ,e+), where T  are trees and 
L are loops.
We have two contributions from simple poles in figure 5.7(a) and (b), while the 
double pole with its coincident single pole are contained in figure 5.7(c). For the
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recursive construction we will require two one-loop four-point amplitudes as follows,
^i-ioop, + ,+  + j+ \ iATp [ab][cd]
4 (°  ’b ' C ' d ’ 96^ ( a b ) { c d ) '
ai-ioop/ ,+ + ,+x _  (bd)[bd\ 3
4 5 1 5  9 6 7 T2  [ab](bc)(cd)[da\
and the MHV and MHV n-gluon tree-level amplitudes (3.51).
Taking into account the two helicity configurations from figure 5.7(a), only one 
survives due to the requirement ka must enter on an MHV amplitude to contribute a 
non-vanishing result. Therefore the expected form of the recurrence relation for the 
five-point one-loop amplitude is,
A‘-lo°P(a - ,  6 + c+, d+, e+) ~  4 tee(a - ,  - K ~ , e + ) ^ - 4 -|oop(S+ , c+, d+, K+)
+ 4 “ (6 +,c+, - t f - J  * 4 - '° °P (a - , AT+, d+, e+ ) (5.72)
be
+ 4 -'°°p(6+ c+, -A '+ )-Jr 4 “ (a-,A :-,d+ ,e+) .
We shall take each term  separately. Firstly, the helicity configuration tha t is non­
vanishing in figure 5.7(a) tha t corresponds to the first term  in (5.72) can be calculated 
as follows,
figure 5.7(a) =  4 ' “ ( a - >i f - , e + ) ^ - 4 - loop(A '+,6+ ,c + >d+)
(5.73)
K 2“ ae
i.Np ( g ( - K ae) ) 3 1 [cdl\bKae]
96tt2 (ae) (e(—if Qe)) *ae (cd)(bKae) 
iNp {be] 3  
9 6 7 T2  (cd)2 [ab\[ea\
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Secondly, the second term  in (5.72) can be calculated from figure 5.7(b) as follows,
figure 5.7(b) =  A?*(b+,c+  - k ^ ) - ^ A ^ ( a r , K + , d + ,e+)
be
=  iNr  [Sc] 3  1  { K ^ l K t c e }3
9 6 7 f 2  f t - K i c f i M - K t c ) ]  [aATkKk bcd){de)[ea]
iNp (ad)^[de](ce)
9 6 7 r2  (ab) (be) (cd)2 (de) 2
(5.74)
Let us now concentrate on the last residue tha t contains the double and single 
poles as (be) —> 0. The residue that is calculated requires the all-plus one-loop three- 
point amplitude connected to the four-point tree-level amplitude with K 2C the on-shell 
propagator. The calculation is
figure 5.7(c) =  ^ ' loop(6 + , c+, - K ^ c) ^ A ^ ee(d~, K ~ ,  d+ , e+ ) . (5.75)
be
We can use the three-point loop vertex defined in (5.69), for the legs k\, and kc going 
collinear as follows,
A 13-'°°<’(b+,c+,d+) =  - i ^ E .  1 M N M  =  ;± . V/Woop(6+jC+jd+) ( 5  76)
This is where the double pole appears from, since we retrieve the extra factor of l / K 2c 
from the on-shell propagator in (5.75). However, this is not enough to define the 
behaviour arising from the pole under the double pole, and so the soft factors were 
introduced by Bern et al [102], such tha t the residue was modified to include the next 
to leading order behaviour in 0 ( K 2C).
figure 5.7(c) ^ rf+' e+>
x ( l  +  tf£S*r“ (a, K+,  d).StIee(c, - K ^  6 )) (5.77)
iNp (ac) 2 (ab)[bc] f  ^  (ad) (be)
9 6 7 T2  (be)2 (cd) (de) (ea) \  (ab)(cd)
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where the soft factors are given by
S tIee(a,s+,b) = and S tree(a ,S- , 6 ) =  (5.78)
(as)(sb) [as] [so]
as introduced in (5.7). The modification is a combination of soft factors tha t include a 
sub-leading pole with explicit Sf,c, but also carries no overall spinor weight. Thus the 
postulated terms of (5.72) are replaced by the calculations in (5.73), (5.74) and (5.77) 
first introduced by Bern et al [102]. The final result for the single-minus one-loop 
amplitude is
I l- loop (a“ , 6 + ,c+ ,d + ,e+) -
iNp
96n2
[be]
(cd)2 [ab] [ea] +
(ad)3 [de](ee) 
(ab) (be) (cd) 2 (de) 2 
(ad) [6 c](ca) 2(ab) [6 c](ca) 2  
(bc)2 (cd) (de) (ea) (be) (cd)2 (de) (ea)
(5.79)
which has to account for the pole under the pole (PUP) behaviour of double poles. We 
shall explore further in the following chapters the general behaviour of the leading and 
sub-leading terms coming from double poles in complex momenta.
Chapter 6
One-loop n-point single-minus 
Yang-M ills am plitudes
In this chapter, we present a recalculation of the n-point Yang-Mills one-loop amplitude 
J4 1 ' loop(a_ , 6 + ,c+ , . . .  , n + ). We abbreviate the amplitude to one-loop single-minus, that 
we shall derive by on-shell recursion with sums over factorisations for the BCFW [a, b)- 
shift:
=  ^a i
\  = \  +  z \ a , (6 -1 )
with a new method for dealing with double poles. As discussed in Chapter 5, factori­
sations inducing double poles occur when considering the one-loop splitting amplitude 
(5.76) as (be) -» 0 for on-shell recursion procedures. Previously, this factorisation was 
dealt with by implementing an evaluation on the pole with an ansatz introduced by 
Bern et al [102]. We summarise their application to the n-point amplitude that was 
also shown by the same authors [1 0 2 ], before setting up the non-standaxd factorisations 
in terms of an axial gauge summation of diagrams. We provide the explicit construc­
tive derivation for the five-point amplitude to replicate (5.77), before moving on to the 
n-point amplitude. We show that the result has universal properties of interchange 
MHV amplitudes, tha t will feature in Chapter 7 for generalisations to pure gravity.
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6.1 C om plex factorisation
Factorisation in collinear channels, at least at one-loop has proven more subtle in 
complex kinematics than real kinematics. For real momenta, in the collinear limit 
ki || kj, the spinor products (ij) and [ij] vanish with the same rapidity. The additional 
complication in collinear channels with complex momenta, is due to the fact that one 
of the two spinor products remains non-zero in on-shell three-point kinematics. Thus 
when the case of an all-plus loop splitting amplitude arises in complex momenta, its 
associated collinear behaviour from (5.14) is,
Spliti-1°°p(i+ , j + ) ~  (6.2)
This behaviour does not manifest at tree-level, since all-plus splitting amplitudes vanish 
due to the vanishing three-point tree vertex. The typical tree-level collinear behaviour 
is 1 /[ij] or 1 / ( i j ) ,  that for real momenta is equivalently singular in magnitude, A ~  
1/y/Sij. However, for complex momenta poles can develop at which (ij) vanish but [ij] 
do not.
This leads to double poles in the z param eter space when recursive techniques are 
used at the one-loop level coming from contributions such as (6.2). These are poorly 
understood due to the need to probe beyond the leading double pole when extracting 
the coefficients of the poles via the residue theorem. This is because Cauchy’s theorem 
for the sum over residues includes all possible induced poles. So as a pole develops for 
1  / ( i j ) 2 in (6 .2 ), the residue will in principle require a non-vanishing contribution from 
the sub-leading 1  / (ij) pole,
_  / I  1  \  A B
Res I ~  0  +  -j—r • (6.3)
V2  to )  /
This sub-leading pole is exposing the pole structure of the one-loop splitting amplitudes 
under vanishing complex momenta. Thus the coefficient B  in (6.3) is not related to 
any other factorisations for which (ij) -» 0  might contribute, but must be found to 
compute the correct factorisation.
We shall motivate the need for a new kind of non-standard or complex factorisation 
that can automatically probe the sub-leading pole region. In general this would benefit 
on-shell recursion techniques by not requiring the addition of soft factors as seen in the
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one-loop example computed in Chapter 5. To better understand how these factors arise 
without having to resort to introducing new factors by hand, axial gauge rules are used 
to build analytic functions for the single-minus one-loop amplitude in particular. We 
shall derive the coefficient of the sub-leading pole under the pole previously known as 
soft factors using the axial gauge formalism. This contains all the analytic behaviour to 
replicate the double pole and the coincident single pole. Therefore, we shall supplant 
the common factorisation with a new non-standard or complex factorisation arising 
because of the complex momenta inducing double poles.
In [102] the all-plus loop splitting factorisation of the single-minus Yang-Mills one- 
loop amplitude was considered and a universal form for the pole under the pole (PUP) 
proposed. The form of the PUP was postulated to be
l l  + J ] 5 (a 1,Ar+,a2)A'2S(61,A -,6 2)j  , (6.4)
where the soft factors were those used in the one-loop on-shell recursion example in 
Chapter 5; (5.78). W ith these additive factors the normal one-loop recursion correctly 
retrieves the known one-minus one-loop amplitudes. The consistency requirements for 
recursion in QCD were shown to be sufficient to determine these factors in [153] by 
exploiting Lorentz invariance.
The proposed form for the n-leg amplitude is
4 ,-loo» ( a - , , n + )
=  A 1n-!°r(d+ , . . .  ,n + , o“ , k + ) - ± r A$°'(b+, c+, - K r )
I
be)  j f 2 ^ 3  L i * x bc)
be
n —1 I
+  E 4 K +2((i +  1 )+ . ■ ■ ■,n + , a - ,  ...,< + , - K + J
i= 4 K b. . . i
+  .. . , n + , a f k ^ ) j j ± y 2 V 1- ' ^ ( b \ c + ,  - K + )
x (l + * £ s tr“ (a, k+, d)sttee(c,-k^,  8))
(6.5)
where hatted variables indicate they must be evaluated at K% i =  0  for the [a , 6 )-shift 
(6.1). Expression (6.5) matches tha t of Mahlon [154] up to n  — 15, found using off-shell 
quark currents and recursive techniques. The first form of the n-leg result was obtained
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Figure 6.1: The modified all plus collinear loop splitting amplitude, written at the in­
tegrand level as an ^-dependent off-shell current, rn with a common LHS. The current 
can contain in principle any helicity configuration provided at least one external leg has 
negative helicity. Contributions required for on-shell recursion procedures require shifting 
the ‘hatted’ momenta on the residue after the integral.
using off-shell recursion [60]. In the next section we provide a constructive derivation 
of the sub-leading terms based on a diagrammatic analysis using axial gauge rules [2 0 ].
6.2 C om putation  setup
The schematic setup will be in general to replace collinear factorisations that occur 
along all-plus loop splitting amplitudes with a sum of diagrams tha t form an off-shell 
current rn. There are two common vertices that carry the loop momenta in every 
diagram, tha t also contain the two particles going collinear. Thus rn represents the 
diagrammatic sum of all tree-level diagrams with two legs off-shell. We show the general 
setup pictorially in figure 6 .1 , with the two common vertices, multiplied by a blob rn , 
connected by loop momentum dependent propagators. These complex factorisations 
require a loop integration over ddC, which can in principle be performed before or after 
the residue theorem has been applied for (x y ) —> 0 .
The tree-level off-shell quantity or current rn , has two non-null legs and will contain 
at least two negative helicities in general, one coming from one of the off-shell legs 
denoted in figure 6.1. Herein lies the extra pole structure to be determined via the 
summation of beyond leading order contributions. For the case of the off-shell current 
appearing as an MHV current, a t leading order it provides an overall 1 / (xy) factor,
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and so we require diagrams tha t survive to order 0( (xy) ° ) ,  which will be explained 
explicitly in the next section. Currents with more exotic mixtures of helicity structure
such as (--------- !"++) will in principle yield sub-leading poles as both holomorphic and
anti-holomorphic spinor products vanish, which is currently an open problem.
In general this current rn is a sum of tree-level diagrams that depend on the loop 
momenta £, and as such we require tha t the on-shell recursion procedure is maintained 
by working in the limit tha t all loop propagators are close to null; £2, (£ — y)2, (£-\-x)2 —>■ 
0. Sub-leading terms in the pole structure of the factorisation survive in this limit, such 
tha t we can simplify the contribution in the MHV case, as will be explicitly derived 
in the rest of the chapter. Throughout, we view the unshifted amplitude as a  sum of 
functions, each of which corresponds to a Feynman diagram involving real momenta. 
Specifically, the loop momenta are real such that where diagrams are indicated with 
BCFW  shifted legs, the shift applies to the function obtained by evaluating the diagram 
with real momenta.
The contribution from figure 6.1, using the axial gauge three-point vertices (3.46), 
is then
j df lx \e \Q)W\Q) ( (I ~ V,<l) \  2k Tn{. . . , { £  +  x )~h, {y  -  £)h, . . .  ,n)
(xq)(yq) \ ( t  +  x , q ) J  £2(£ +  x)2(£ -  y ) 2
where q is a reference momenta that the final calculation is independent of. There 
are two helicity configurations to sum over, h =  ±  across the internal lines. The £- 
dependent spinor products to the power 2 h comes from the contribution of the scalar 
running in the loop. This is due to the overall single-minus amplitude having vanishing 
contributions from the other supersymmetric multiplets in the one-loop decomposition 
(4.14). The entire contribution to the gluon in the loop is then reduced in this example 
to just the scalar contribution. The sum over the two internal helicity configurations 
flowing in the loop can be thought of as an effective sum over two real scalars. The only 
remnant of the effect of the scalars in the loop come from the factor to the power 2 h in
(6 .6 ), which arises when promoting null momenta to massive momenta (using (3.47)) 
for the two three-point vertices on the LHS of figure 6.1. All other loop-dependent 
quantities on the RHS of the figure contained in rn can be promoted to massive mo­
menta too, leaving the prefactor ( fe+xf)) • Thus the factors to the power 2 h and
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—2 h from the LHS and RHS respectively cancel when combined. Therefore the inte­
grals have full d-dimensional ^-momenta when all ^-nullified spinor dependencies are 
removed using (3.47).
We perform the integrals in d = 4 — 2e dimensions, however the d^~2^ £  integrals 
would yield a mass /i2  in the dimensionally regularised integrals. At 0(e) in the limit 
all propagators are null there are no masses induced and the integrals do not
appear. Therefore one can use d = 4 for the loop momenta £, integrate over d*£ and 
utilise on-shell methods as we saw in the unitarity examples in Chapter 5 (see Appendix 
A for full details on computing the integrals). We shall see tha t the leading factor of 
(x y ) _ 1  comes from effectively integrating around the region \£\ =  0. Specifically, since 
(£ -F x ) 2 =  £2 +  2 £ • x  +  x 2 =  £2 +  2 £ ■ x, around \£\ =  0  the integration region appears as
~  f o \t\d l d W m W 2 + 2e ^x ) { \ ^  + U y )  ~  ~  ( x y ) '  (6'7)
After integration, we compute the particular residue from Cauchy’s theorem that 
exposes the poles from the complex shift
(6 .8)
( x y ) - > 0
th a t yields the desired coefficients of the double pole and any underlying PUP contribu­
tion. Thus we can show that this new factorisation successfully probes underneath the 
leading order pole behaviour, to determine the coefficients in (6.3). The work we present 
in this and the following chapter utilises this method to extract the correct coefficients 
of the poles induced in loop level recursion techniques. In this chapter specifically, 
we verify the n-point single-minus Yang-Mills one-loop amplitude (6.5) using this tech­
nique. Furthermore, we apply the technique to the corresponding single-minus one-loop 
amplitudes in pure Einstein gravity in Chapter 7.
The rest of the chapter deals with illustrating the uses of the complex factorisation 
to supplement on-shell recursion in pure Yang-Mills. We first introduce the method of 
summing the required diagrams in axial gauge for an MHV off-shell tree current with 
five legs 7 5 , to verify the calculation from (5.77) [102]. We then extend the method 
to n-point in the MHV case by forming compact expressions for the current rn , in the
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Q n - s  f =
I  — c
±
+
Figure 6.2: The MHV off-shell current T$(a~, (b+£)~, (c—£)+, d+, e+), that contributes to 
the non-standard factorisation Cn~s f. The sum over the two internal helicity configurations 
generates an overall factor of two.
£2 —> 0 limit. The n-point result of [102] is verified using this method tha t explains the 
form of the previously introduced soft factors (5.78).
6.3 T he full axial gauge treatm ent at five-point
First consider the [a, 6 )-shift (6.1) to apply on-shell recursion to derive the single-minus 
one-loop amplitude .A5 ’loop(d- , 6 + , c+ , d+ , e+). We are applying precisely the shift as 
it was in the example computed in the one-loop on-shell recursion example in Chapter 
5. We substitute the contribution from the factorisation containing the three-point 
all-plus loop in figure 5.7(c) with the possible one-loop contributions to the residue 
at (be) —»• 0 tha t fall under the grouping in figure 6.1. Thus we are considering the 
set of diagrams that make the off-shell current 7 5  (a- , (b +  £)~, (c — £)+, d+, e+ ) to the 
contribution C n~s f as shown pictorially in figure 6.2.
Since there are off-shell momenta flowing into the RHS of figure 6.2, the momenta 
are capitalised to emphasise they are off-shell and are defined,
B  = £ + b ,
(6.9)
c  = e - c ,
such that B  — C  =  +  kc. The off-shell four-vectors can be redefined in the spinor
language up to factors of B 2 or C 2 using our equation for massive momenta (3.38).
There will be ^-dependent propagators for some of the diagrams, indicating integrals 
of higher sided polygons required than just the standard three-point loop vertex from 
figure 5.7 that appeared before. See figure 6.3 for the groupings separated into two cases: 
with MHV like currents required for the first set and ^-dependent diagrams including 
two boxes and a pentagon in the second set. The first set of diagrams in figure 6.3 will
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C n —s f =
C+
.M H ’
6 +
a
+ +
c+
a
d+
+
c+
6 +
d+
+
b+
a
Figure 6.3: The two sets of diagrams that contribute to the integrals in Cn~sf . All 
original standard MHV diagrams are in the first set. Diagrams sub-leading in 0(sbc) 
include in this case two boxes and a pentagon.
contain the double pole term in the conventional MHV current, but in axial gauge will 
require the off-shell (kb + kc)~ for the contributions to T4 *h v . It is possible to consider 
the next to leading order behaviour in 0 (sbc) from a diagram by diagram approach 
to include not only the contribution where kb and kc are fused together, but also any 
possible loop diagram that contributes to the latter set of diagrams in figure 6.3.
Particles kb and kc are going collinear, such tha t the integrals are performed around 
£2 —> 0, so all ^-dependent propagators (thick lines in figure 6.3) are close to null. 
This allows us to still make use of the residue theorem and compute the resulting 
contributions after integration for complex momenta on the [a, 6 )-shift. We will be 
performing integrals around £2 =  0 , which means any full ^-dependent propagators will 
be easily decomposed into spinors using (3.38), with a vanishing contribution from B 2 
or C 2. An example of this is taking the first box term from the latter set of diagrams 
in figure 6.3, which has the ^-dependent propagator
(C -  kd ) 2 = C 2 -  \d\C\d) = & (6.10)
Thus 0 (H 2, C 2) in the propagators are sub-leading for the integrals and are effectively 
0((bc)) corrections due to the integration around \£\ =  0 in (6.7). This shall be of 
benefit later when simplifying the contributions to the current 7 5 .
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6.3.1 Axial gauge diagrams
Recall the possible three-point vertices in the axial gauge (3.46) where q is a reference 
vector, but now generalised for two off-shell momenta, simulating momentum £ flowing 
through the vertex
( + + r _, i (Cq) 2 \x\C\q) i [Cq]2 \q\B\x)
’B  ' c  ) =  v f < B ? > 2  (xq) ' T3{x ’B  ’c  ) =  ( 6 -n )
as a result of using 3.38 to promote all ^-dependent spinors to full momenta. Cases 
where one of the two off-shell momenta may also be null reduces to;
r3 (x+ B + y~) = - ___ L J * > !  T. , x -  B -  v +) = _  J  L l l M
3( ’ ' V ’ y/2 (Bq)* (xq) ' ^  ' V ] ^ 2  [Bq? [*9] ’
(6 .12 )
which are all vertices tha t are required to build the diagrams appearing in r n. The 
vertices (6 .1 1 ,6 .1 2 ) when combined for n-leg diagrams, each come with an associated 
off-shell propagator. After cleaning out the (Cq)2, [Bq]2, etc. factors, terms are revealed 
that are of the form
[x\t — Ki j\q) [q\i +  K m n \y)
( / - * « ) *  ’ 0 1  d + K m,ny  ' (6-13)
per ^-dependent vertex, where K i j  or K ^ n  may include any cyclic ordering of the null 
momenta in the problem.
The process of summing all axial gauge diagrams can be simplified by choosing 
\  =  Aa to nullify off-shell momenta for three reasons. Firstly, due to considerations in 
section 3.3 on axial gauge rules, all four gluon vertices have leading (aq) factors, and 
so vanish for our choice of q. Secondly, identifying q with the complex momenta shift 
in the recursion procedure only permits the shifted leg a~ to appear in an MHV vertex 
and the other shifted leg b+ to enter on a googly vertex. Lastly, this also avoids any 
extra spurious (aq) poles th a t would have been introduced. Thus it is also beneficial 
to select Xq = A*, to match the recursion optimised choice for making the propagators 
in the standard factorisations null. Hence we can construct all necessary diagrams for 
this setup that contribute to the pole structures required in this one-loop amplitude
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using connected three-point MHV vertices and a single MHV three-point vertex (6.11) 
where the ka enters into the diagram.
6 .3 .2  C o n tr ib u tio n s  to  th e  fin a l re sid u e  d ia g r a m m a tic a lly
C+ d+
- C +
B~
d+
>+  -  + <
B
a
- C +
B~
d+
- C +
- C +  v  d+V
B-
+A
Figure 6.4: Five diagrams are included in building the off-shell amplitude 75 in figure 
6.2, where the capital momenta indicate off-shell momenta, i.e. B = I + b and —C  =  c —l. 
There is only one helicity configuration that is non-vanishing, that permits one MHV vertex 
where a~ enters, and two MHV vertices for the other legs.
The possible tree-level loop dependent diagrams that contribute to the integrals 
C n~si  for the case of five external legs are given in figure 6.4. We see that the contri­
bution to the sum of integrals includes two box integrals and a pentagon integral from 
the diagrams with extra ^-dependent propagators. The contribution to C n-sf from 
figure 6.4 is then,
C n—S f =  f  d4e V>\£\q)[c\£\q) {Cq) 2 T5(a , B' -C+,d+,e +)
J  (bq)(cq) (Bq ) 2  P B ^ C 2
where we have picked out one helicity configuration in the figure. The second helicity 
configuration yields exactly the same computation, so we get a factor of two overall.
Bringing the correct spinor weight for the quantities B  and C  in the form {Bq)2 / {Cq) 2 
outside of 75, it cancels with the factor to the power —1 from the LHS. It also ensures 
tha t all other appearances of B  and C  are “q-capped”, such that ^-dependent factors 
can be promoted from massless spinors to the full off-shell momentum using (3.38).
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The off-shell current 7 5  is then the sum of the five diagrams on the RHS of figure
6.4,
r5 ( a ~ , B ~ , - C \  d+ e + ) =  <B?>* (  -  C ) C \ q M d  + e \ a ) * M
+
{Cq) 2 \  {dq)(eq)[aq][q\B -  C\q)sbcsde 
{q\BC\q)[qe]2 [de](ea) e{d -  C)\q)[qe]2
(6.15)
{dq)[q\a +  e\q)[aq\sbcsae (dq)[aq][q\a +  e\q)sae{C2 -  \d\C\d))
_______ [d\C\q)[e\d. -  C\q)[q\B\a)[q\B +  a\q) 2
(dq)(eq)[aq][q\B\q)2 ([a\B\a) +  B 2) (C2 -  [d\C\d))
{q\{d + e)C\q)[q\B\a)[q\a + B\q) 2 \
(dq)(eq)[aq][q\B\q)2 (ed)([a\B\a) + B 2) )  ’
where momentum conservation is kept by ka +  B  — C  +  kd +  ke =  0. We can simplify 
this expression significantly by employing the recursion optimised choice for q a t this 
stage. So, with q —> AaAj,, and using momentum conservation, the contribution of the 
five diagrams is,
(Ba ) 2 (  (a\B(d + c)\a)(ca)r 5 (0 - , B - , - C + ^ , e + )  U ^  =  g > 5 (
+
{da) {ea) [ab] {ed) {be)
{a\B(d +  e)|a)[6 e][de] [d|C|a)[e|5|a)[6e]
{da)[ab\sbcsae {da)[ab]sae(C2 -  \d\C\d))
\d\C\a)\e\B\a)[b\B\a) {a\B(d + e)\a)[b\B\a)
{da) {ea)[ab\(B2 +  [a\B\a)){C2 — [d|C|d)) {da){ca)[ab]{ed)(B2 +  [a\B\a))
(6.16)
The off-shell currents rn , will in general proliferate to calculating many diagrams as n  
grows, but we illustrate the method of employing the axial gauge rules to illustrate the 
reduction to a set of simple triangle integrals in the £ 2  —> 0 limit. T hat will inevitably 
allow a rewriting of the off-shell current in this example in a more compact form, 
without the need for summing all diagrams as the number of legs n  grows.
The first two terms fall into the first set of diagrams in figure 6.3 and are thus 
triangle integrals. An explicit {bc)~l factor enters in these first two terms in (6.16), so 
they correspond to the double pole contribution, combining with the (6 c) “ 1 from the 
LHS factor, as illustrated in (6.7). However there is also a 2  dependence on the shift 
of [ae] _ 1  th a t appears in the second term  of (6.16). This requires the double pole term  
to be expanded to next to leading order in 2 , where 2  =  ~{bc)/{ac) +  <5 for small
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The sub-leading term  in the expansion of the series for small 6 will contribute to part 
of the PUP contribution.
The three remaining terms when considered in the limit of B 2  and C 2 close to 
null define the rest of the PUP contribution. The ^-dependent propagators in the sub­
leading terms, initially provide a problem of handling box and higher sided polygonal 
integrals in general. Furthermore, the integrands of boxes or higher sided polygons 
have no explicit pole as (be) —» 0 and only generates a pole after integration (6.7). 
Terms of 0 ( B 2, C 2) through integration around \£\ — 0 in (6.7) are effectively 0((bc)°) 
terms. Thus the denominators in the latter set of figure can freely apply vanishing B 2 
and C2, while further manipulations can clear out all instances of B  and C  from the 
denominators to the same order.
We explicitly show the five-point simplification using spinor algebra, which in the 
B 2 and C 2 —>■ 0 limit reduces to a common set of triangle integrals. We perform the 
simplification to group together like terms,
7 5 (a- , B ~ , —C +,d+,e +) = (Bay
(Ca ) 2 (da) (ea) [ab]
[d\C\a)[e\B\a)[be] \b\B\a) [d|C|a) [e|P |a)
(a\B(d +  e)|a) 
(be) 
(a\BC\a)
(ca) +  [be][de]
(ed) ' [cb] [ae]
+  l ' [ a e p i c j d ) '  “  [a'ls'la) ' [d |C |d> ~ ' '(ed) ' J )  + ° ^ bc'>°'>-
(6.17)
We shall now demonstrate how the factors of B  and C  can be cleaned right out of the 
denominator to the same order. Firstly, around the region of integration we can make 
the substitutions
\d\C\a) _  (Ca) + o m )  = ( c ^  + Q( _
(6.18)
[d\C\d) (Cd) ' "  (cd) 
such tha t the instances of C  in the denominator can be cleaned out at will. To re­
move the [a|£?|a) from the denominator of the latter terms one must be more strate­
gic. One can think of the last two diagrams in figure 6.4 as the two axial gauge dia­
grams required to build an off-shell current with a single negative helicity including legs 
(—C + ,d + , e+ , P~).  As C 2 =  0 there is only one massive leg P - , and the contribution
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of this current is proportional to P 2, as the summation yields
r ( - C + ,d + ,e + , p - )  =
p 2 ( p qy
(6.19)
(Cq)(Cd)(de){eq) '
Thus the propagator (a +  B ) 2 from the last two diagrams in figure 6.4 cancels with P 2 
contained in the off-shell current, t ( —C + ,d+ ,e+ , (a -f B)~).  We shall see a generali­
sation of this off-shell current with a single negative helicity later, th a t will help with 
writing the compact form for the n-point case. Thus, we put the final two terms in
(6.17) over a common denominator using B 2 =  C 2 =  0,
T5 { a - , B ~ , - C +,d+,e+) = (Bay
(Ca)2 (da)(ea)[ab\
(a\B(d +  e)|a) 
(be)
(ca) [6 e][de]
_ (ed) [cb] [ae] _
(Ca)[e\B\a)[be] _  [ib\B\a) (Ca)(a\B(e -  C)\d)\
\ae\(Cd) [a|J3|a> (Cd)(ed) J '
(6 .20)
To manifest the cancellation of B  in the denominator we require a manipulation using
momentum conservation e -  C  — — (a + B  + d), and B 2 =  C 2 =  0 again,
7 5 (a- , B ~ , —C + , d+ , e+ ) =
(Bay
(C a) 2 (da) (ea) [ab]
(a\B(d +  e)|a) 
(be)
(ca) [6 e][de]
+ (Ca)(Cd)
[e|P |a)[6 e] [b\B\a)(da)
ae\ (de)
(ed) [cb] \ae\ 
+ 0 ({bc)),
(6 .21)
where the entire prefactor (Ca)/(Cd)  can be reduced using (6.18). So now we can write 
the entire contribution to C n~si  dropping the 0((bc)) terms,
C n -S f =  J dAi (a\B(d +  e)| a)
£2B 2C 2 (ba)(ca)(da)(ea)[ab\ ^ (be)
(ca)
(ca) [6 e][de]
(ed) [cb] [ae] _
+ (cd)
e |P |a )[ 6 e] [b\B\a)(da)
ae (de)
(6 .22)
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where we have reduced the problem to set of triangle integrals of the form,
d4£ [b\£\a)[c\£\a)[X\B\a)0 = J (6.23)(2 ?r) 4  P B 2C 2
Using the result from (A.13) that is calculated in Appendix A, we see that at five-point 
all triangle integrals (6.23) are readily evaluated to,
9 6 7 r2  (6 c)
6 .3 .3  T h e  f iv e -p o in t  r e s u l t
3 =  ^ < M m 2 6 +  c|a>. (6.24)
Using (6.24) we are left with the contribution to the integrated non standard factori­
sation,
C n—s f [6 c]
9 6 7 r2  (be) (da) (ea) [ab]
(a\(2 b -I- c)(d +  e)|a)
(be)
(ca) [6 e][de]
(ed) [cb] [ae]
+ (ca)(cd)
[e|26 +  c|a)[6 e] [b\c\a)(da)
\ae\ (de)
(6.25)
Thus we evaluate the residue of the non-standard factorisation, using the [a, 6 )-shift 
in (6.1), when (be) —> 0. This yields a sub-leading term  in (be) when the shift encounters 
the (6 c)_2 [de] _ 1  term,
Res ( - C n s\ a  , 6 + ,c+ ,d+ ,
[6 c]
(a |6 c|a) 
(be) 
(ca)
(ca) +
(6c)—>0
[6 e] [de] (ac) +
9 6 7 T2  (6 c) (da) (ea) [ab] 
[6 e]2 [de](ac)(6 c)
+ (cd)
(ed) [c6 ]((ac)[ae] +  (6 c)[6 e]) [c6 ]((ac)[ae] +  (6 c)[6 e])2_
[e|26 +  c|a)[6 e](ac) [6 |c|a)(da)
(6.26)
_((ac) [ae] +  (6 c) [6 e]) (de)
The sub-leading pole tha t was introduced cancels against one of the factors of k& in the 
term  [e|26 + c |a ) , whilst the other factor of two is removed using, (a|(26 +  c)(d +  e)|a) =  
(a |6 (d +  e)|a) by momentum conservation. This result matches the desired Bern et al 
double pole and corresponding sub-leading pole (5.77).
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The five-point example highlights the cancellation between the factor of two coming 
from the integration around the loop by the sub-leading part of the expansion of the 
residue around the double pole. It can be shown that for an n-point calculation of this 
form, the contributions to these off-shell currents can always be reduced to triangle 
integrals multiplied by spinor coefficients in the f 2 —> 0 limit. Furthermore, since all 
integrals tha t appear are of the form (6.23), the problem reduces to finding a more 
compact expression for the off-shell current r n(a“ , B ~ , —C + , d+ , . . . ,  n + ).
6.4 n-point calculation
- i
c - ( + ) +(-1
- ( + )+ £i—d
. M H '  
n — 1
+
. M H V  1 
n  — i + 2 Ja
a
Figure 6.5: An organisation of the diagrams within rn showing triangle contributions to 
C n-S f on the left with boxes, pentagons, etc., in the B 2 = C 2 = 0 case to the right.
We can expand rn in the desired £2 —> 0 limit into two sub-currents, which are either 
MHV currents or currents with a single-minus as show in figure 6.5. The first structure 
in figure 6.5 gathers all the triangles, that we label r^ri. This contains an explicit 
factor of (6 c) “ 1 from the common s^c propagator, and generates a further pole upon 
integration and so gives rise to the double pole contributions. The other structures only 
generate single poles, that come from the boxes, pentagons, and so on, as we saw with 
the five-point example earlier, and we label them  t£ . The diagrammatic expansion gives 
both of these contributions in terms of off-shell MHV tree currents t ^ h v . Furthermore, 
off-shell currents with a single negative helicity encountered earlier (6.19), now denoted 
r sm will be used for simplifying the boxes, pentagons and so on.
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6 .4 .1  U se fu l o ff-sh e ll cu rren ts
We can use the general results, specialised to Xq = Xa for the currents with one off- 
shell momentum, and only P  with negative helicity, since any currents with P  positive 
helicity include the null leg a~ , which vanish. This is because the sum of any axial 
gauge diagrams that include leg a~ must have an MHV configuration, and since all 
other legs are positive helicity the leg P  must therefore have negative helicity. The case 
of all null positive helicity legs only occur for the simplest off-shell current and so P
has negative helicity to generate the sum of MHV axial gauge vertices. The results, 
given by [154,155], include the case of all-plus helicity null legs, that we denote the 
single-minus current,
s m / p -  2 + n +) = ________________   ( 6  27)
1  ’ 1  ’ • • • ’n >  (al){ 1 2 ) .. .{n -  l ,n)(na)  ’ { 1
which was used in the explicit five-point computation (6.19). We also use the off-shell 
MHV current,
M H V /  -  p -  *+  + n  ________i (Pa)2 P 2________ (  [qn] _  ^  {a\Pjj \a}\
( a f ) ( f 9 ) - - -{ {n - l )n ) (na )y[aq][an]  ^  P 2P 2_± )  ’
(6.28)
where Pj = kj+i +  • • • +  kn +  ka. Although the last equation carries an explicit P 2 
factor in the numerator, the j  = f  term  in the sum contains a 1 / P 2  since Pf ~ \  =  —  P  
which survives in the P 2 —» 0 limit. We will need a simple generalisation of (6.27),
Tsm{ p -h  ^f+h n+)  =  M  j  r sm( p - ,  / + ....n + ). (6.29)
This result follows diagram by diagram in r sm as only three-point MHV vertices are
present. So every MHV vertex that the non-gluonic particle encounters introduces a 
factor of
/  \  2 —2h /  \  2 —2h /  \  2 —2h /  \  2 —2h
M sesn  _ | (pout«) j = ( ^ = 4 )  , (6.30)
\iKPout] j  \  (Pintt) J  y[«bout|a) J  \  (Pina) J
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where the product of these gives the factor in (6.29) for each diagram.
6 .4 .2  D ia g r a m m a tic  c o n tr ib u tio n s
For r^n we have,
.MHV  
n—1
B C
■ M H V /„ -(C a ) 2  (a |B C |a) (a ,(b +  c) ,d+ , . . .  , n + )
(6.31)
(Ba ) 2 Sbc (Pb+cO) 2
The dependence of r tri on the off-shell momenta B  and C  is very simple. Furthermore,
it contains an explicit 1  /sbc factor which, together with the pole from integration,
The remaining contributions to rn arise from the second class of diagram in figure
6.5. The integrand does not have an explicit pole as (be) —»• 0 and only generates a 
single pole after integration. Since this arises at C 2 , B 2 —» 0, we can take C 2 =  0 so 
that the r sm structures in figure 6.5 have only one massive leg. In this limit we can use 
the formulae of (6.27) and (6.28) for currents with a single massive leg, and to leading 
order in (6 c), we obtain
where the Ki = k{+1 H kn + ka are fixed by momentum conservation within the r MHV
structures and we have made use of the simplification in the t 2 —> 0  limit,
reproduces the double pole coefficient upon evaluation at the residue of (be) —> 0. This 
also contributes to the sub-leading pole, due to further shifted variables in r MHV..MHV
(cd) (de) . . .  (ia)
MHV
( K i d ) 2K f
(6.32)
(6.33)
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6 .4 .3  In te g r a tio n  an d  B C F W  e v a lu a tio n
In this form we see that all of the contributions to (7n-s f involve the same basic integral 
as we encountered at the five-point example calculated earlier, and so we use
/ 4  [b\e\a)\c\l\a)\X\B\a) _  i (a |6 c|a)d l  P B W  " 9 6 ^  (be) W 2b + cW '  ^
leading to
C n~s f (a~, 6 + , c+ , d+, e+ , . . . ,  n + )
i [be]
967T2  (be)
{a|,d( 6  +  c)|a) r MHV(a , ( 6  +  c) , d+ - - - n ) (ca)[b\/3\a)
Sbc (Pb+Ca) 2 (cd)(de).. .(na)\ab\
— 1 (ca)(a\/3Ki\a)  r MHV(a , - K { , (i +  1)+ , . . . , ra+)
(6.35)
y —
i=d ^  ^  ^  (Kia)2Ri
where (3 = 2b +  c. By introducing 7  =  — 6  so that (3 +  7  =  b +  c, we have
(7 a) (ba) (cd) (ca) /c
M  =  « W  =  W  ( H ) ' ( }
The identification of j3 and 7  come from the integration around the loop, tha t substi­
tutes the two legs B  and C  with an off-shell and null 7  in the sum of axial gauge 
diagrams for rn. So to leading order in (be) we have
Cn~s f(a- , 6 + , c+, d+, e+ , . . . ,  n + ) 
i [6 c
9 6 7 T2  (be)
(a\/3(b + c)\a) t m k v  (a , ( 6  +  c) ,d+ - - - n ) ^  (7 a) [6|/5|<x)
71 —  1 
+  £
56c (A +Ca ) 2  (id) (de) . . .  (na) [ab]
(a|/foila)(7 a) 2  Tsm( - « f  , 7 + ,d+ • • -i+) r MHV(a_ , (i +  1 )+ • • - n)
i=d K f r f  (Kia ) 2 (K ia ) 2
(6.37)
where the internal momenta, «i, are specified by momentum conservation within the 
r sm currents, as the Ki  were in (6.32). The quantity in the square brackets is now 
essentially a current for off-shell /3, equivalent to rn (a_ ,/3 _ , 7 + ,d+ , • • • , n + ). This may
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seem an unorthodox step to express the amplitude purely in terms of (3 and 7 , but it 
will be of great benefit in re-expressing the PUP contribution later on. The second 
term  of (6.37) can be absorbed into the sum by adopting an appropriate definition for
Using the explicit form for t m h v  in the r tn contribution we have
C n_sf( a~ , 6 + ,c+ ,d+ ,e+ , . . . , n + ) =
i [be] (a\/3(b + c)\a) (  [qn] | (a\(b + c)d\a) y i  (a\Kaj +i..nj\a)
9 6 7 T2  (be) (ad)(de) • ■ ■ ((n -  l )n)(na)  \Jag][an] t bcdsbc sa,j+i..nsa,j..n
(a\/3Ki\a)(ja)2 r sm( - K ~ , 7 + , d+ r MHV(q~ , - K ~ , ( i  +  1)+ • • -n)
K i*i  < ^ a > 2  (K ia ) 2
(6.38)
where we have extracted the j  = d term  from the r MHV to highlight the explicit 1  / sbc 
factor. As discussed previously, the quantity of interest is,
R e s ^ -C n s f (a , b+, c+ , d+, e+ , . . . ,  n +)^ (6.39)
(be) = 0
The residue of the double pole term is extracted using,
H c - f W  1  ^ 1  / (a c )  [6 |c +  d\a)(ac)\
\(bc) z t bcdsbc) {bc)=o (b<-)(a \(b + c)d\c) \  (be) {a\{b + c)d\c)
The first term  here is precisely the double pole contribution of [102] 
4 ° 2 I(d+,. . .  ,„+<a - ,k ic) - ^ V 1-'°°r(b+,c+, ~k+)
{ K l ) 2
i (ac) (a\/3(b + c)\a)
96-7T2 (be) 2 (cd)(de) • • • ((n — l)n)(na)
(6.41)
The second term in (6.40) contains only a single factor of (be) in the denominator such 
that it combines with the rest of the sub-leading pole terms. Its coefficient is unaffected
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by the shift, so we can write the full sub-leading or PUP contribution as:
C pup =
i [be] 
967r2  (be)
(a\(3(b + c)\a)
(ad)(de) • • • ((n — l)n )(na)
(  IQn] _ (a | ( 6  +  c)d\a) [b\c +  d\a)(ac) _  ^ - 1  (a|.Ffaj +i..n,7 | a ) \
\ N H  [6 c](a | ( 6  +  c)d|c ) 2  ^  saj-+i..nsaj-..n J
(a\PKi\a)(ia) 2 r sm(-Act~ , 7 + ,d + •••»+) r MHV(a~, - i f r ,  (j +  1 )+ • ■ • n)
^  («ia ) 2  (K m ) 2
(6.42)
where f denotes that the quantity in square brackets is to be shifted and evaluated at
2  =  — (be) /  (ac) .
6 .4 .4  R e in te r p r e t in g  th e  P U P  c o n tr ib u tio n
The sums in the PUP expression form most of the terms in the expansion of an on- 
shell MHV amplitude. We can use the simple interchange properties of the Parke-Taylor 
MHV amplitudes and T s m  to gather many of these terms into a finite on-shell MHV 
amplitude, with a 7  <-)■ d swap, that will form r MHV(a~,/3- ,d+ , 7 + ,e+ • • -n+ ) with (3 
null. Prom a diagrammatic perspective we have,
mhv, -  o- d+ y + .+ _+, _  [d\K1\a){Pa)'2 r MHV(a~, -ATf,7+, e+ ■ ■ n)
(a  , p  , a  ,7 , e  ) -  ^  { K ^ K l
(6.43)
Interchanging the 7  and d legs in the r sm amplitudes in the final sum introduces a 
simple prefactor —(ad)('ye)/((a/y)(de)). We can then replace all but the first term of 
the final sum in (6.42) with r MHV(a“ ,/3- ,d+ , 7 + , e+ • • • n + ) and the first two terms in
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the diagrammatic expansion (6.43),
C P U P
i [be] 
967r2  (be)
(a\p(b + c)\a)
(ad)(de) • • • ((n — l)n )(na)
[ \<ln) _  (a \(b +  c)d\a)[b\c +  d\a)(ac) _  y j  (a\Kaj +1..nj \a ) \
\Jag][an] [ 6 c ] ( o | ( 6  +  c ) d | c ) 2 s a , j + i . . n Sa,j . .n  J
(a\(3 K2 \a)('ya)2 Tsm( - K 2 r / +,d+) r MHV(a~, • • - n +)
K l ^  («2 a ) 2  (K2Q) 2
_  ( a d ) M  ( \d\Ki |a)(7 a ) 2  r MHV(a~, - I f f ,  7 +, e+ • • • n)
(0 7 ) (de) ^  (da) A ^ /O a ) 2
(a|/fa 2 |a )(7a ) 2  r sm(-K 2  , d+, 7 +) r MHV(a", -AT2~> e+ • • • n +)+
^2^2  2«)2 (K2a):
- ^ r ^ ( a - , r , d +, 7 + ,e+ . . . „ + )
(6.44)
Once shifted and evaluated at 2  =  — (bc)/(ac), the final r MHV becomes an on-shell 
MHV amplitude and we can use the Parke-Taylor form for this term. Using (6.28) for 
the off-shell r MHV factors we see tha t all of these contain the following common term,
[gn] ( q | ^ t i,n ;> >  ( 6  45)
[a<?] [an] ^ a , j + l . .n ^ a , j . .n3—®
The overall coefficient of this term  vanishes before we apply the shift. The sum in
(6.28) for the off-shell r MHV(a_ , , 7 + , e+ • • • n) also contains an j  =  7  term. On the 
pole this term cancels with the sub-leading second term in the residue of the double 
pole (6.40). Therefore we are left with just the r MHV(a~,/3_ , d+ , 7 + ,e + • • •n + ) term,
C PUP =
i [be] 
9 6 7 T2  (be)
M M M ! TMHv(a- i r i d + i 7 + > e + . . . n+)
(aj)(de) (fia) 2
(6.46)
In performing the shift, the variables A^, A7  —> Ac at the pole, and we obtain the on-shell
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form of the MHV contribution,
c m - (««)
that exactly reproduces the soft factor of [102] given in (6.5).
Thus, we have recalculated the Bern et al soft factor by interpreting the sub-leading 
contributions from off-shell currents to one-loop integrals that introduced off-shell mo­
menta /3 and 7 . Once evaluated on the pole A/g,A7  —> Ac, the currents reduce to the 
on-shell case that is highlighted here (6.47), in a simple interchange form of an MHV 
amplitude. This supplements the normal recursion procedure to complete a construc­
tive derivation of the one-loop single-minus pure Yang-Mills amplitudes. This form for 
the PUP contribution will be useful for pure gravity as we shall demonstrate in the 
following chapter.
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Chapter 7
One-loop n-point single-minus 
graviton am plitudes
In this chapter, we shall derive a modified on-shell recursion procedure for one-loop 
(pure Einstein) gravity amplitudes with a single negative helicity. We abbreviate this 
purely rational quantity to: single-minus one-loop graviton amplitudes. We utilise the 
machinery of BCFW recursion and the techniques developed in Chapter 6 , with some 
generalisations. We shall propose a prescription for the non-standard factorisations we 
encounter, based on the KLT relations [21].
Rational amplitudes at one-loop in pure Yang-Mills have succumbed to BCFW  
shifts [102, 105]. Those shifts induce double poles and coincident single poles tha t 
modified the standard procedure, for cases of complex momenta going collinear in loop 
amplitudes. The factorisation of loop amplitudes containing complex momenta is only 
recently becoming clearer with the input of new non-standard factorisations, as we saw 
for pure Yang-Mills in Chapter 6 . There specifically, we showed how to deal with Yang- 
Mills single-minus one-loop amplitudes. We derived the origin of the underlying pole 
under the double pole structure induced from the all positive loop splitting amplitude. 
The same technique translates to gravity amplitudes in a similar way tha t we shall 
recap from Chapter 6 .
In contrast with Yang-Mills theory, very few of the one-loop graviton scattering 
amplitudes are known. Only for n  =  4 [94,156,157] and recently n  =  5 [20,91,158-162] 
has the computation of the full one-loop graviton scattering amplitude been completed.
I l l
7.1 T he calculation
Despite the supersymmetric decomposition (4.29), computations for more than four 
gravitons is difficult. Until very recently only the supersymmetric parts of the n  =  5 
MHV amplitude were known, however in [20] the concept of complex factorisation for 
complex momenta going collinear was used to obtain the last MHV scalar component
Previous work on the application of on shell recursion for gravity amplitudes includes 
the work of Brandhuber et al at tree [140] and loop level [163]. They defined the all 
positive helicity loop amplitudes up to n = 6 , but highlighted the difficulties of applying 
the standard recursion procedure on the n = 5 single-minus one-loop amplitude.
The rational n-point one-loop gravity amplitudes can in principle be recast in a 
recursion procedure similar to the Yang-Mills case with standard and non-standard 
factorisations. Progress in computing the non-standard diagrams was first achieved in 
the single-minus case for n  =  5 , 6  in augmented procedures for recursion [158]. We shall 
use a generalisation of the Yang-Mills non-standard factorisation to derive a complete 
recursion procedure for the one-loop single-minus n-point graviton amplitudes.
7.1 The calculation
We now set out the calculation for the contributions to the gravity single-minus one-loop 
amplitude M ^ loop( a " , 6 + ,c+ ,d+ , . . .  , n + ), using on shell recursion with non-standard 
factorisations as we did in the Yang-Mills case (6.5). Specifically, we consider the [a, b)- 
shift as before from (5.47), and analyse the standard and complex factorisations, shown 
pictorially in figure 7.1.
The pure Yang-Mills recursion relation (6.5) provides identical factorisations to the 
pure graviton case. However, we need to include the sum over perm utations of the 
distinct orderings of the unshifted legs on each side of the factorisation. We denote this 
set of diagrams with permutations over 3V>(:r E y ), where arguments x  are permuted 
through the possible choices in set y, with arguments not in x  assigned accordingly (see 
figure 7.1). For example, a five-point factorisation over a collinear pole would contain 
a three-point amplitude on one side, that only has one free choice for the unshifted 
external leg. There are three ways of choosing the lone leg on the three-point side or 
equivalently three subsets of two legs possible for the other side of the factorisation.
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b+ t  + b a~ I
+  V d (c € c , . . .  ,n )
i +  1 )  +
+  V d (c, . ■ ■, i  E c , . . . ,  n)
Figure 7.1: The factorisations that occur for M*'loop(a_ , S+, c+, d+, . . . ,  n+). T  rep­
resents a tree-level MHV or MHV amplitude, while L represents a lower point rational 
one-loop graviton amplitude. The diagram containing r®rav is the modified non-standard 
factorisation for the all positive helicity one-loop splitting amplitude. The € y) are
permutations over the diagrams for the choices of assigning legs x through y.
Thus we can immediately write down the contribution from diagram 1  in figure 7.1 
that contains (n — l)-point one-loop single-minus graviton amplitudes,
where there is an explicit sum over the permutations of external unshifted legs T d (c G 
c , . . .  ,n).
The set of factorisations including a sum over i in figure 7.1 includes all but one of 
the contributions involving lower point graviton all-plus loop amplitudes. We write in 
the compact form,
+  T£>(c . . . i  g c , . . .  ,n) 
where there is an explicit sum over the ways of attaching the unshifted external legs.
be
(7.2)
For example, the 6 -point, i = d contribution would include the sum over the ways
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of picking two of the unshifted legs from (c, d, e, / )  for the 4-point MHV on one side of 
the factorisation. Specifically, the sum includes
M iree(e+, /+ ,  a - ,  ^ ) * M 41-1“ p(S+ , c+,d+, - £ + , )  (7.3)
bed
plus the contributions where the legs (c+ , d+ ) can be either: (c+ , e+), (c+ , / + ), (d+ , e+ ), 
(d+ , / + ), or (e+ , / + ), with the opposite pair for the other side. The unshifted results 
are obtained in (7.2) by applying the shift at the pole K$  i =  0 at each instance of i 
in the sum.
Lastly, we must deal with the instance where, as (be) —> 0, the loop splitting ampli­
tude gives rise to double pole and pole under the pole (PUP) contributions in the on 
shell recursion. This occurs for gravitons in the same way as it did for gluons, where 
the all-positive helicity graviton one-loop amplitude:
M 1 ' loop(6 + , c+ , K +) = -------------------------------------------------------(7 .4 )
14407T2 Sbc
has a pole for complex momenta with legs kb and kc collinear. This combines with 
the propagator 1 / to provide the double pole, similar to the case in Yang-Mills
(5.76). The diagram of figure 7.1 with the r%Tav blob would have occurred as a normal
factorisation in (7.2) for i =  c, but we shall modify it accordingly to probe further pole 
structure. It is now reinterpreted in a similar prescription to the Yang-Mills case in 
Chapter 6 . We shall replace the case of the all-plus gravity split loop amplitude with 
a pair of gravity vertices including the null leg c+ and shifted leg b+ connected via 
propagators dependent on a loop momentum t. These are connected to an off shell 
gravity current r | rav following the procedure of figure 6 .1 .
We ultimately compute all diagrams tha t contribute to  the pure gravity off shell 
current r£rav in figure 7.1, as the integral
td ( [b\£\a)[c\e\a) (Ca ) 2 \ 2 T%iav(a , B  , C + , d + , . . . , n+)
V (ba)(ca) (Ba)2)  P B 2C 2 ’ K }
where the LHS of the expression comes from the Yang-Mills axial gauge three-point 
vertices in (3.46) squared. The non-standard factorisation will have to be shifted and its 
residue extracted as (be) —> 0. The off shell current r | rav is a summation of ^-dependent
z^n-s f   J^grav I
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diagrams. Again, £ is the loop momentum over which we integrate, where we consider 
the off-shell momenta in the problem as
5  =  ^ +  6 ,
(7.6)
c  = e - c ,
that we have seen previously in (6.9). However, the difference between the pure gluon 
and pure gravity off shell current Tn&v, is tha t we will need to include all possible 
orderings allowed in gravity. Thus we also have to add to Cgr“®f the permutations over 
diagrams (p£>(c g c . . .  n) that will be included at the end.
We utilise the KLT relations to build the required products of off shell diagrams as 
products of Yang-Mills currents we have already described. The extension of the KLT 
relations to off-shell currents has been used before [2 0 ] but requires some motivation 
considering the statements made. We argue that due to the factorisation imposing 
collinearity of kb and hc, the loop momentum £ is almost null due to integration around 
the £2 —» 0 limit. The region of integration is forcing the off-shell legs as close to null 
as possible, while retaining the information from NLO terms (i.e. integrals containing 
boxes, pentagons and so on). The nature of the on-shell recursion procedure provides 
this condition. This is combined with taking the limit of null momenta in the r | rav 
currents, that makes the simplifications manifest similar to the Yang Mills currents 
in the previous chapter. Thus, the required orderings of products of gauge theory 
amplitudes via the KLT relations works for r i rav with two legs just  off shell.
The n-point KLT relations (4.25) are now rewritten under our labelling prescription, 
re-using B  -I- C  =  b +  c for the off shell legs,
v,a)  (7.7)
T%Tav( B , C , . . . , n , a )  = i ( - l ) n + 1  t ™ ( £ ,  C , . . . ,  n , a ) x
/(* i, • • . •, ifc, B , n , j  i,
,3*2
+  35klt(C ', d. . . . ,  n -  1 ),
where (Pi are the permutations of ( i i , . . . ,  ik) € (Pi ( C , . . . ,  n / 2 ) and (P2  are the permu- 
tafn'ons of ( j i , . . .  , jV) £ 2 *2 (7 1/ 2 +  1 , . . .  , n -  1 ). k =  n / 2 -  1 , k' = n / 2  — 2 , giving a total 
1/ 2  — 1 )! x (n/2 — 2 )! terms in the square brackets. The overall terms are permuted 
in (Pklt? for legs in both r YM currents with (n — 3)! permutations. Therefore the
of (n 
over
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entire KLT relation has (n /2  — 1)! x (n /2  — 2)! x (n — 3)! terms. Here n is assumed to 
be even; the case of odd n  is completely analogous.
The functions /  and /  are given by
f i j i  = sUi > n) II  s^m’n) + S  ffUpJm)
m —2
m= 1
k- 1
k' m— 1
p =  1
p = m + 1
k
(7.8)
where we have made B  an explicit argument of / ,  and
0 , otherwise.
(7.9)
This compact expression will be our guide for eventually providing all the terms nec­
essary for the non-standard factorisation.
Firstly the type of integrals encountered for general cases where loop momentum 
occurs in both /  and /  is considered in the following section. Then, we present the 
simplifications exhibited in the PU P contribution, by computing the required diagrams 
at 5-point explicitly. For n  > 5-point we require Yang-Mills off shell currents where the 
negative helicity gluon in the gauge theory amplitude is free to wander away from the 
off shell legs. This will be dealt with in its own section. It turns out, after some work, 
tha t these currents with a wandering negative helicity (wandering-minus), have a fairly 
simple extension to the analogue of the n-point Yang-Mills case. Finally, we present 
the n-point contribution to these complex factorisations (7.5), to complete a recursive 
ansatz for the n-point single-minus one-loop graviton amplitudes.
7.2 Tackling loop integration in pure gravity
The type of integrals where only MHV tree amplitudes appear will contain an arbitrary 
power of £ in the numerator, in general. For n  > 5, the KLT relations increase the 
power of i  depending on the number of sb x or s c y in each term. We can construct the 
types of loop integrals to compute for any n-point contribution to Cgr“®f where the t ,Jm
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are replaced by MHV amplitudes, using Feynman parametrisation (A.2), encountered 
in Appendix A,
— 1 —  = f 1 dX l . . .  d x * . (7 . 10)
A 1A 2 ■ • ■ A n J0 \x\ A \  +  • • • +  xnAn]n
So, we shall consider integrals of the form,
1 MHV o f 1 a a a I dd£ &{xi + x 2 + x z -  \) f[b\£\a)[c\£\a) \ 2 f  \P {  \<i
grav = 2 / 0 dxidx2dx3 (2^)4 \ p  +  21 ■ (x2b -  x3c)P V m c a )  )  ( SBd  K )  ■
(7.11)
For generic integrals of high orders of loop momenta, we have seen there are tedious 
deconstruction techniques, such as Passarino Veltman. Fortunately we require only 
those terms that are singular as s&c —> 0, and can make use of the following truncation 
of the formula [164],
f  d 4l  1^11^2 • • • £(jn _  i ( —l ) n P m P v 2 ---Pcrn I _____ \_____ \ ( l l O )
J  (27r)4 (£2 4- M 2 +  2 £ ■ p)3 47t2 2 (M 2 — p2) (M 2 — p2)0
where sub-leading terms in p2 up to i 4 can also be found in Appendix B of [164]. This 
allows direct substitution of i  —> p = 3 :2 ^ 6  — x 3kc upon integration, up to numerical 
factors. Thus we can identify terms of 1 / p 2 as l/st,c and safely ignore all terms of
order (p2)0 as they vanish after the shift. So we can write down the result of the loop
integration where only factors of X2kb and £ 3 kc remain, akin to the case in Yang-Mills 
integrals seen in (A.5). See Appendix section A . 2  for full details on evaluation of the 
remaining integral. There is not a compact expression for the integrals (7.11) for any 
generic p, q, due to the re-parametrisation of sbx and sc y,
SBx “ *■ ((X -  X2 )Sbx +  XzScx)P .
SCy (X^sby +  (1 -  x 3 )scy)q . (7.13)
However the remaining integrals contain products of the form x 2 + 1  and x ^ 1, that yield
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Gamma functions,
L dX2L  J,<fa8 J ; f l a g f l ° r r (5 +  r  +  »)2) (7'14)
that evaluate to simple factorials.
The rules for applying the substitutions in (7.13) require a re-definition of the 
functions /  and /  from the KLT relations, given in (7.7),
A: —1 /  k \
/ ( « ! , . . . ,  ?fc; £ )  =  s {B , i k) I s{B , im) +  ^  g{im ,iP) I ,
m =  1 \  p = m + 1 J
k> (  m- 1 \  (7.15)
/O 'l, ■ • •, jfcO =  s(ji,rc) j s(jm,n)  +  g{ jp jm )  I ,
m=2 \  p— 1 J
where the lists i and j  can admit any permutations from Ti or T 2  respectively, as 
defined in (7.7). Both lists can admit C  for some permutations. Therefore the function 
/  can contain B  and C  while, C  can only appear in / .
Extracting the factors of £ 2  and £3 , we label the four possible functions that arise 
from the substitution of (7.13), in terms of a polynomial in g,
/ 66( . . . , C , . . . ; £ )  =  ' ^2g(x^\ x l b) f { . . . , b , . . . ; b )
P b ,%
f bc( . . . , C , . . . ; B )  =  J ^ ^ ( £ f b, 4 c) / ( . . . , 6 ,  . . . ; c )
Pb,qc (7.16)
f ch{ . . . , C , . . . \ B )  =  ^ 2 g ( x l c, x q3b) f ( . . . , c ,  . ..;&)
Pc,Qb
fcc{. . . ,  C, . . . ; £ )  = ^2 g(x 2ci x lc)f(-  ■ ■, c , . . . ;  c)
P c ,q c
where the sums over coefficients pi, qi, for i = b,c are given by the substitutions in (7.13). 
Doing the same with / ,  the two possible functions as a result of the substitutions of
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(7.13) can be written,
/ 6 ( . . . , C , . . . )  =  ^ p ( x £ \ x ^ ) / ( .  . . , 6 , . . . )
PbiQb
/ c( . . . , C , . . . )  =  £  g{x^c, x q3c) f {.. . ,  c , . . . )  (7.17)
Pc,Qc
that we collect for /  and /  into,
/ ( . . . ,  C , . . . ;  i?) =  ^ g { x % , x qj ) f { . . . , i , . . . - , j )
i , j = b , c P i , Qj
/ ( . . . ,  C , . . . ) =  ^  ^  p ( x f , x f fc) / ( .  . . , * ; , . . . )
k=b,cPk,<]k
(7.18)
Now the product of /  and /  when (7.13) is applied can be put in terms of a product 
of the functions defined in (7.18), with an overall polynomial function in X2 and x 3  to 
sum over,
i , j , k=b , cPi , k , Qj , k
(7.19)
where the coefficients p and g are determined by the substitution,
B  -> (1 -  2 :2 ) 6  +  Z3 C
(7.20)
C ->• 2 : 2 6  +  ( 1  -  x3)c
We can handle the integrals over the factors of 2 : 2  and 2 : 3  using the result from
(7.14), since an overall prefactor of 2 :2 X3  comes from the left hand side of the loop, to 
express the general integrated contribution from (7.11) as
r 1 p\—X2 _
^ ?v V =  /  dx 2 dx3x 2x 3 f ( . . . . C . . . . }
Jo Jo
-  V  V  r (2 +  Pi +  Pfc)r (2 +  Vj +  gfc) f t  i - w /  k } 7^ '2 1 ^
J L - k  r(5 + P, + Pfc + 9i + 9k)
where the coefficients p and q are determined term by term in the expansion of / ,  /
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(7.19) given by equations (7.16) and (7.17), due to the substitutions of (7.20).
See Appendix A.2 for a worked example, or proceed to the following section for the 
result at 5-point. This leads to increasingly cumbersome fractional contributions for 
n  >  5-point MHV contributions to Cgr“®f.
7.3 C om plex factorisation for the 5-point case
The diagrams of interest are those that contribute to the following integral,
r n - . f l  -  f  ( W \a)W \a)  ( C a f V  7f sv(q - ,g - ,C+, r f+ ,e+)
grav  5 J (6a)(ca> p B2c2 ■
We shall express r | rav using the 5-point KLT relations (4.24) in terms of products of 
the known Yang-Mills off shell currents,
r f av(a , B  , C +,d+,e +) = sBcSdeT™{a , B  , C +,d+,e+) r ^ M(a , C +, B  ,e+,d +)
+  SBdSCeT5YM(a _ > B ~»d+, c + , e+ )r ™ (a~, d+, B ~ , e+, C +)
(7.23)
where only the first term  contains a pole as sBc  0 , due to the appearance of a term  
with a 1/(BC)  factor in each r YM. The second term  of (7.23) is finite in this limit, 
therefore we can replace instances of r YM by on shell MHV gauge theory amplitudes. 
We extract the loop momentum dependence from the second term  using,
(CX)  (CX) (ca )  (cX)
W  W R  W  (< ^  ( ]
along with the corresponding simplification for B.  The contribution from the second 
term of (7.23) that we label the b term  of C^~®f, is then
C n - s f | f > _  f  j d J W \ a) W \ a) \  S B d S C e  (ca)/ < * (  J
srav '5 J  V (ba)(ca) J PB*C* (ba)* (? 2&)
x A ^ HV(a“ , b~, d+ , c+ , e+ )A ^ HV(a~, d+, b~, e+ , c+ )
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We are now confronted with a momentum integral of order £6 in the numerator. This 
is one of the simplest cases of the type of integral encountered in the previous section. 
So applying the same process from Appendix A.2 to (7.25), outlined previously to give
(7.21), we can perform the loop integrals to find,
^grav 15  — 1 6 7 J- 2 3 gQ (be) “I- 3sceScd d" ^^bd^be d" 5S{,^ Sce)
]  v4 ( 7 -2 6 )
Evaluating at the pole of interest, (be) —»• 0, we can make the following substitutions,
c (ba) „ (cx) r . (ex) r . . .
s 6« -  *cx =  ■^y[a:|c|a>, (7.27)
such that the contribution of (7.25) to the final answer is,
r n - s f | f c  =  1 ~ l  M  , 4 M H V / -  -  H+  _+  p t u M H V /  -  j +  -  +  r +^
grav | 5  1 6 7 T2  360 (6 c)
x (2[d|c|a)[e|6|a) +  3[e|c|a)[d|c|a) +  3[d|6|a)[e|6|a) +  5[d|6|a)[e|c|a))
\ca)
(7.28)
7 .3 .1  O ff sh e ll c o n tr ib u tio n  to  C “ ®f |_giav 15
Turning to the first term in (7.23), tha t we shall label C ”T~y f |“ , we require the leading 
and sub-leading off shell terms from each Yang-Mills current. Making a suitable def­
inition for r MHV(a“ , —K ^ ) ,  we substitute in the Yang-Mills factors (6.37), according
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to the two orderings,
SBCSdeT™{a , B  , C + ,d+ ,e+ ) r ^ M(a , C +, B  , e+ , d+) = sbcsde 
(a\B(b +  c)|a) r MHV(a“ , ( 6  +  c)~, d+, e+ )
I Y ' lC a )2la\niC ’C+>d+>--->i+)'rMHV(a >~K i ,(« +  l ) + , •••,«+)
{alBK,la) ----------------i=d
(a |C ( 6  +  c)|a) r MHV(a , ( 6  +  c) , e+ ,d+ )
$bc (BbcO*)^
I Y ' t E . i \ » l * \ C K  b. l  TSm( - K-r ' B + ’ e + ’ ' • '  >■i + ) T M H V { a - , - K - ,  ( i  +  1 ) + , . . . , d + )
+ h  } ---------------------- ------------
(7.29)
where each off shell current is split into a singular diagram plus a sum of finite diagrams 
as in figure 6.5. Using the explicit form for r sm given in (6.27), to order 1 / ( 6 c), the 
first sum in (7.29) is independent of C, while the second sum is independent of B.  The 
integrand is essentially the square of the Yang-Mills one, but we need only the leading 
double pole terms and cross terms and neglect order (be) 0 terms. Recall (6.24), such 
that we apply a similar method to compute the gravity loop integrals in the following 
special cases,
f  jAp W \ a ) 2 W \ a ) 2 [X\B\a)(a\PC\a) __ 1 [6 c] 3  (a |6 c|a) \ y \ r \n\\
J  d  £  WCWK " (4^M"360T( 1 1 1 } 1 1 1 }) ’
(7.30)
/ ^ [&K|a)2N ^ | a ) 2[ y i C | a ) ( a | ^ | a )  =  _ J _ ^  (a j c^ a )
J d t  l 2B 2C 2 (ba)2 (ca) 2 (4tt) 2  (6 c) 360 U l°la>+ 2 Lr  lcla"  ’ <7'
,4 Ab\e\a)2 [c\£\a)2 (a\PC\a)(a\PB\a)  =  1 [6 c] 3  (q|c6 |q)(q|6 c|q)
i 2B 2C 2 (ba)2 (ca) 2 (4tt) 2  (6 c) 360 ’ { }
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which are computed explicitly in Appendix A.2 . The integrated contribution of (7.29), 
that we denote Cg“ ®f |“ , is
^ , n _ s f i a    1  [be] SbcSde
v ls “  (4tt) 2  ( 6 c )  360
(a|c6 |a) r MHV(a_ , ( 6  +  c)- , d+ , e+ )
$bc ( P b c & )
I S T f r n \ 2 , n \ K  /Of,  I r S m ( ~ K i  , c+, d + , . . . ,  *+) r MHV(a , - K i t (i + l ) + , . . . , e + )  +  ^ > a )  <a|*(26 +  c)|a>----------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------
i = d
(a|6 c|a) TMHV(a , ( 6  +  c) , e+ ,d+ ) 
&bc {Pbc
i , M|fT\ r8m(“ K< ,b+ ,e + , . . . , i + ) r MHV(a , - K { , (i +  1 ) + , . . . ,  d+)+  y b a )  {a]Ki(2c +  6 ) | a > ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
(7.33)
where Ki and Ki  are defined as they were in the Yang-Mills forms (6.37). Upon eval­
uation at the pole (be) —» 0, we only keep terms of order 1 /(be) 2 and 1 /(be). The 
double pole contribution is contained in the product of two terms, each from the r MHV 
contribution,
1  [6 c] 3  sbcsde
(4 7 r) 2  (be) 360
(a|c6 |a) T M H V ( a - ,  ( 6  +  c)_ , d+ , e+ ) (a |6 c|a) r MHV(a“ , ( 6  -I- c)~, e+ , d+) (7.34)
$bc  ( P b c $ b c  (■F>bc^ ')‘^
where employing the explicit pole term  from (6.28) in each r MHV factor provides the 
double pole (denoted DP),
c ,n _ s f i a , D P  _  1 [be]3 sbcsde (a\cb\a) (a\(b + c)d\a) (a|bc|a) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a)
grav ' 5  (4 7 t ) 2  (be) 360 sbc tbcd(ad)(de)(ea) sbc tbce(ae)(ed)(da)
(7.35)
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We extract the residue of the double pole,
Res -C;n —s f | a )DP / ;■—z ~ g r a v  15 (a~,b+,c+,d+,e+)
(be)= 0
(47r)
1  [l i2  (a\bc\a) 2 (a\(b +  c)d\a) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a) f  1
2 1 1  —360 (ad){de)(ea) (ae)(ed)(da) \ z (be)2thcdtice
(7.36)
(6c)= 0
which again, will yield pole under the pole contributions as sub-leading terms in order 
(be). Analysing the shifted quantities, the residue without the prefactor is,
f 1 1
Res I — -
* (bc)2thrJbed b e e , (6c) = 0
(ac)‘
(bc)2 (a\(b +  c)d\c)(a\(b +  c)e|c)
_  1 , (a\(c + d)b\c) (a\(c + e)b\c)
(a\(b + c)d\c) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|c)
(7.37)
Thus, the entire double pole contribution is contained in the first term  of the residue,
r n-s fia,DP= -1  ,, ]2 (a\bc\a)2 (a\(b +  c)d\a) (a|(fr +  c)e\a)
grav 15 (4tt)2L J de 360 (ad)(de)(ea) (ae)(ed)(da)
___________ (ac ) 2___________
(bc)2(a\(b +  c)d\c)(a\(b +  c)e|c)
1  [be]2 Sde (a |6 c|a ) 2  (ac) 4  (ac) 4
(4 7 r) 2  (be)2 360 (ac)4 (ac) (cd) (de) (ea) (ac) (ce) (ed) (da)
_  1  M 2 (a\bc\a)2 M h v /  -  -  .+  r +>, 4 m h v ,  -  -  +  d +^
“  (4 7 r) 2  (be)2 360 (ac)* ^ 4  ’C ’e )A* ’C ’c ^  ]
(7.38)
The sub-leading or PU P terms then come from the extra terms generated in (7.37) 
that are as yet unused, combined with the cross terms that survive at order 1  / (be) 
from (7.33).
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7 .3 .2  R e -in te r p r e tin g  th e  su b -le a d in g  c o n tr ib u tio n  in grav 15
The simplification first established for the Yang-Mills case [20], where the terms in the 
PUP contribution organised themselves into an interchanged MHV amplitude (6.46), 
is the goal for the pure gravity 5-point case. Here however, we must examine the cross
(7.33). Expanding the instances of r MHV using (6.28), we rewrite the five-point result 
from (7.33),
where each quantity in the square brackets is just the square of the Yang-Mills cur­
rent from (6.38). Into this, we can insert the two sub-leading factors that came from 
extracting the residue at the double pole in (7.37), one term for each square brackets. 
In this way we present a very similar form to the Yang-Mills case in (6.42). This will 
eventually allow each Yang-Mills current in the square brackets to be expressed in terms 
of the interchange MHV amplitudes.
The two sub-leading terms evaluated from the residue of the double pole in (7.37) 
contain the cross terms between the two Yang-Mills copies already, from the effects of 
the shifted and s~bce. They are also the same under a d o  e swap. Therefore in 
their final form they are unaffected by the shift and can be inserted into the
terms between those with and without 1  / Sf,c factors from the unshifted contribution in
x
C
^da^bc
r sm(— , c+ , d+ , . . . ,  z+ ) t mhv(q , —K i , (i +  1 )+ , . . . ,  e+ )
•, i+) r MHV(a , - K { , (i +  1 )+ , . . . ,  d+)
( K i d ) 2 K f
( K i d ) 2 K f
(7.39)
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contribution to leave,
^m-sfia _  sde [6 c] 2  (a|frc|g) 2  (a\(b + c)d\a)(a\(b + c)e\a) (ac) 2
gmv I5  (4 ^ ) 2  3 gQ ((ad)(de)(ea) ) 2 (a | ( 6  +  c)d |c)(a | ( 6  +  c)e|c) (be) 2
{ {a\(c + d)b\c) (a|(c +  e)6 |c)\  =  ~ 1  lh ]4 s de
y (a | ( 6  +  c)d\c) (a\(b + c)e\c) J  (4 7 r ) 2  360
(a|c6|a) f  (a|(6 +  c)d\a) [qe\ (a\(b + c)d\a)[b\c + d\a)(ac)
(ad)(de)(ea) \  seasbc [ag][ae] [6 c](a | ( 6  +  c)d|c ) 2
+  Y h a ) 2 (a\K B\a) rSn’( - K.r -T'+ -d+- • • ~ ’i+> r MHV( g - , - K r , (j + 1 )+, . . ,  ,e+)
h  <k*“>2k? (KiO-)2K f
(a |6 c|a) ( (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a) [qd] (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a)[6 |c +  e|a)(ac)
(ae)(ed)(da) \  sdasbc [aq\[ad\ [bc](a\(b + c)e\c) 2
i K m„\ Tsm(-*7<P+<c+- • • • >i+) rMHV(a- , —K ~, (i +  1)+,... ,d+)+ g w  (a\KiO\a)---------- --------------------------------------------------------------
(7.40)
where y0 =  26 +  c, 7 = —6  and 6  =  2c +  6 , p =  — c. These identifications for the 
Greek letters come from the remnants of performing the loop integration. The off shell 
/3 comes from the integration over factors including B  = i  +  b. Instances of (3 are 
counteracted by 7 , th a t appear for the same reason they did in the original Yang-Mills 
case in (6.36). Those were to preserve momentum conservation, and write the Yang- 
Mills current as an interchange MHV amplitude in terms of (3 and 7  as was obtained 
for (6.46). The reversed role applies for integration over C = c — £, which give rise to 
6  in the second Yang-Mills current in (7.40). For this Yang-Mills current, p preserves 
momentum conservation between combinations of p +  6 , which we will see can also be 
written as an interchange MHV amplitude with arguments p and 9.
Inside the first set of square brackets after the sbc term, reproduces precisely the 
5-point case of the Cpup contribution we saw in Chapter 6  in equation (6.42). The sub­
leading factors we have inserted from (7.37) into each Yang-Mills current is crucially, 
of the same form but with d o e .  Overall, however there is both a b o  c and d o e  
symmetry between the rest of the Yang-Mills current inside each square brackets. The 
insertion of the sub-leading factors from (7.37) are not b o  c symmetric due to the
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shift already applied when extracting the residue. This causes a subtle difference in the 
cancellations for the PUP contribution of the latter Yang-Mills current.
We shall now repeat the substitutions for each PU P contribution for an interchange 
MHV amplitude, identical to the five-point case of (6.43) in Chapter 6 , for the Yang- 
Mills current in the first set of brackets. The second Yang-Mills current will have its 
PU P contribution substituted for the following interchange MHV amplitude,
,v, -  g .  p+ n+ = [e\Kl \ a ) ( e a f r ^ ( a - , - K ^ p + , d ^ )
K ’ ’ ’P ' ’ {ea) {K\a)2K \
, / m i w a x2rSm( - K2 > e+> P+) TMHV( a ~ , d )  n+  (a |fe 2 |«)(fla) ^ ------------------------------------------------------- (7.41)
+  (a\6 Ks\a)(6 a)
2 r sm(-K 3  , e+ ,p+ ,d+) r MHV(a , ~ K n ) 
(K3a)2K,l (K na)2K 2
with a suitable definition for r MHV(a~, —K~).  Thus we are following exactly the same 
substitutions as (6.44), albeit at the five-point case, which we shall neglect to write out 
in full. After the substitution for the terms using (6.43) and (7.41), we have two copies 
of Yang-Mills (7PUP contributions akin to (6.44) in Chapter 6 . While the first set of 
cancellations that occur before the shift, where all coefficients of (6.45) and
[Qd] _  ^ 2 )
[aq] [ad] "  8aj +i„dSa,i..d
vanish apply here, the second round of cancellations is more subtle. Consider then 
substituting in the required interchange MHV amplitudes into (7.40) and removing all 
vanishing coefficients of (6.45) and (7.42) tha t occur before the shift. There is an I = 7  
term  from r MHV(a_ , — , j + ,e+) (see (6.44)) and similarly for the d -H- e case, along
with the pole and PUP factors that survive. We are just reorganising the terms from
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r , a PUP
equation (7.40), that we now label Cgr“ ® |5’ , to leave us with,
c .
'n—s f |&)PUP 1 tl i4— j N  —
X
(a|c 6 |a) {a\(b +  c)d\a) [b\c +  d\a) (ac)
grav 15 (4 7 r )2 l “~J 360
(a|c6 |a) (a | ( 6  +  c)d\a)
(ad)(de)(ea) seasi,c (ad)(de)(ea) [bc](a\(b + c)d\c) 2
_ W \ a) (a\{P + dh \ a) , (ad)(ye) ('1 a}2 M H V / -  a — 1+ +  + \  
(de)(ea) spdtpld (afy)(de) (/3a) 2
(a|6 c|a) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a) (a |6 c|a) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|a)[6 |c +  e|a)(ac)
(ae)(ed)(da) sdaSbc (ae)(ed)(da) [6 c](a | ( 6  +  c)e|c ) 2
\e\e\a) (a\ (0  + e)p\a) (ae)(pd) (pa) 2 MUV . , +
(ed)(da) soetepe (ap)(ed) (6 a ) 2
(7.43)
where we expect the final cancellations to occur between terms two and three in each 
set of parentheses for any scaling of j3 (or 6 ). We now show the second round of 
cancellations more carefully, to highlight where a factor of two appears in the final 
answer. It is related to the fact that the two sub-leading factors coming from extracting 
the residue at the double poles in (7.37) are not b -n- c symmetric. Furthermore, we 
shall attach an arbitrary scale to the off shell vectors f3 and p to show the final answer 
is independent of their scaling. We take f$ to scale as xjd = 2b +  c, and 6  to scale as 
y 6 =  2c +  6 , where x  and y are arbitrary and xf3-\-^ = y0 + p = b-{-c. On the pole,
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such that the PU P terms that survive after the shift can be expressed as,
r n _ s f | a ,P U P  =  1 M 3 Sde
grav 15 (4tt) 2  (be) 360
(a|6 c|a) (a| ( 6  +  c)e|a) (ac)
— x
(ae)(ed)(da) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|c)
/  (a|c6 |a) [6 |c +  d\a)(ac)
y (de) (ea) [be](de)(a\(b 4 - c)d\c)
[d\2 b +  c|a) (a\(b + c + d) (6 [ 1  -  \ ] +  c[l -  ^]) \a)(ac) 2 
(de) (ea) (a| (26 +  c)d\c) (a| ( 6  +  c)d\c)
+  x M M r MHV( ° - , c - , d + c + e + > )
(ac) (de) J
(a|c6 |a) (a | ( 6  +  c)d|a)(ac) / (a |6 c|a) [6 |c +  e|a)(ac)
(ad)(de)(ea) (a | ( 6  +  c)d|c) \^(ed)(da) [bc](ec)(a\(bc)e\c)
[e\2 c +  6 |a) <a K6  +  c +  e) (M1  "  §] +  c[l ~ J]) Ia ) ( a c ) 2 
^ (ed)(da) (a |(2 c +  6 )e|c)(a | ( 6  +  c)e|c)
(ac) (ed)
(7.45)
where A7, \ g ,  \ p —» Ac after the shift, was also applied in the on shell MHV ampli­
tudes. This simplifies to,
Ctn —s f | a ,P U P  __ 1 [6 c] 3  S de
(4 -7t ) 2  (be) 360grav 15
(a\bc\a){ac) (  {ad)(ce) MHV, + + +.
(ce) (ed) (da) y (ac) (de)
+
+
+
(ac)2 (ab) [6 |c +  d|a) ( a \ b c d b [ x  — 2 ] + dc[x -  l]\a)(ac):
(dc)(de)(ea) (a | ( 6  +  c)d\c) 
(a|c6 |a)(ac) /  (ae)(cd) mHV
(cd)(de)(ea) y (ac)(ed)
(ab)(ac) 2 [6 |c +  e|a)
(ce)(ed)(da) (a | ( 6  +  c)e|c)
(de) (ea) (de) (a| ( 6  -f c)d\c)
(a- , c~, e+, c+ , d+)
(a|6 c +  eb[y -  1 ] +  ec[y -  2 ]|a)(ac ) 2  
(ed) (da) (ec) (a| ( 6  +  c)e|c)
(7.46)
where we can pull out the required [6 |d|a) factor to leave an overall [ 1  — x](a|d ( 6  +  c)|a) 
factor. The left over piece indeed cancels against the second term in the parentheses.
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Also, we can pull out the required [6 |e|a) factor in the second half, to leave an overall 
[ 2  — y\(a\e(b +  c)|a) factor. Again, the rest cancels against the corresponding second 
term in the final parentheses, which leaves us with,
r n _s f ia,PUP =  sde [be] 3  (a |6 c|q)
grav 15 (4?r ) 2  (be) 360
yjMHV(a c
(ac) 2
(  M M TM„v(a- )C- id+iC+e+) +  (1 _
V (ac)(de) (de)(ea)(ac)(a,\(b-+  c)d\c)
^MHV(a c 5 d+ ,e+ )
(ac ) 2  X
L M M T M H V ( a -  c - ) e +  c + i r f + )  +  ( 2  _  )  <a] e ^  +  f l f < a C ^  , '
y (ac)(ed) (ed)(da)(ec)(a\(b +  c)e|c)
(7.47)
The coefficients attached to (1 — x) and (2 — y ) match the MHV amplitudes already 
expressed as scaling according to x  or y respectively, up to a minus sign. Therefore the 
coefficients are 1  +  x  — x  and 2  +  y — y, and the terms are independent of the scaling 
in x  and y. We are left with the desired cross terms of MHV amplitudes as the result 
of the entire PUP contribution from (7.29)
r n-sfia,PUP =  Sde [be]3 (a\bc\a)
grav 15 (4tt) 2  (be) 360
A f HY(a , c , e+ ,d+)(ad)(ce) MHV + , ,
(ac) 2 (ac) (de) ( ’ ’ ’ ’ j
nA f u v (a , c , d+ ,e+ ) (ae)(cd) . Mh v / — -  + „+ d+)
~ 2 w ?  M W  (a )C ,e ,c j
(7.48)
The cancellation highlights where the factor of two is needed to draw out the can-
_  f i a  P U Pcellation for the opposing interchange amplitude. Our terms; C ^ v  |5’ together
f i bwith | 5  given by (7.28), correctly reproduces the entire PUP contribution to the
5-point pure gravity amplitude, as first found in [158], albeit in a more elegant form.
Hence the final expressions for the contributions to the 5-point gravity con­
tain simple products of MHV tree amplitudes in pure Yang-Mills gauge theory. The
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MHV factors appearing are reminiscent of the Yang-Mills interchange amplitudes in 
(6.47), with different orderings of their arguments governed by the KLT relation. Ex­
ploring further, the products of the MHV amplitudes and their orderings, governed 
by the KLT relations are enough to determine the entire Cgr“®f up to multiplicative 
factors. This can be seen by a simple rewriting of the interchange amplitude 5-point 
result C - f| f UP for (7.48) to include the double pole contribution from
(7.38) into one equation,
r ? n _ s f ,a ,D P  r n . s f | a ,P U P  sde [be]3 (a\bc\a) (ac)(ab) _  (ac)(ae) (ac)(ad)
U grav | 5  ‘ grav | 5  ( ^ ) 2 (bc) 360 [ (cb) (ce) + (cd)
^MHV(a —, c- ,  e+, (j+) j ^ M ( a~ ^  c~ ^  d+^ e+)
(ac) 2 (ac) 2
(7.49)
Given that the MHV factors have n — 1  arguments, they can still be thought of as a direct 
descendant of the KLT ordering of the first term in (7.23) with multiplicative factors. 
That is provided that post shift: t ym( . . . ,  B ~ , C + , . . . ) —>■ (• • •, c ~ , . . .) .  The sec-
_  fibond term in (7.23) can be directly translated to the ordering of the result Cgr“® | 5  given 
by (7.28), provided tha t post shift: t ym( . . . ,  B ~ , . . . ,  C + , . . . ) —>• AjfHV( . . . ,  c~ , . . . ,  c+ , . . .) .  
Hence we have the entire result for the five-point Cgr“ ®f in terms of on shell MHV am­
plitudes with multiplicative factors (see (7.49) and (7.28)). The orderings of their 
arguments can be linked to the original five-point KLT relation for the r YM currents 
in (7.23). This will become very useful when we wish to build an n-point complex 
factorisation .grav | n
Although the route to the expression (7.49) is fairly cumbersome and complicated, 
the cancellations between the majority of the terms hints at a lot of structure between 
the overall combinations of gauge theory amplitudes. The simplification of the results 
even before the BCFW  shift from vanishing coefficients of (6.45) and (7.42) occurs for 
calculations for any n-leg graviton calculation, as we saw in the Yang-Mills version in 
Chapter 6 . The factor of two was highlighted through the corresponding interchange 
amplitude required to cancel the sub-leading factor in (7.37) tha t was not b c sym­
metric post shift. This will be brought up again later in the n-point calculations. Thus 
the form of the terms presented in (7.49) suggests that to n-point calculations there 
will be similarly compact terms.
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7.4 Off shell M H V  current w ith  w andering a leg
For n  > 5-point the KLT expressions will include r YM factors where the a -  leg is 
separated from the massive legs. This needs addressing, since more diagrams contribute 
to the complex factorisation when the negative helicity leg is allowed to wander. We 
depart now from graviton scattering, to take a section to define the sum of diagrams 
required for the r YM currents with wandering negative helicity.
We extend the contribution of C n-S f to include off shell currents where the a -  leg is 
allowed to wander. By this we mean considering a generalisation of the r YM current to
a picture more like tha t of figure 6.1, albeit still an MHV current, where the shifted a~
leg can occur anywhere between the two off shell momenta. Considering the two types 
of diagrams we need from figure 6.5, the r MHV currents must generalise to wandering 
a~ also. This requires a generalisation of the MHV off shell current (6.28) under the 
constraint that the a~ leg is non-adjacent to P.  The off shell MHV current we are 
interested in is
r MHV(a", b+ . . . / + ,  P~,  g+ .. .  ra+)
   (7-5°)
where the two sets of null legs b - ■ ■ f  and g • • • n can be of any length, and again we are 
specialising to \ q = \ a. Decomposing P  into two arbitrary null momenta k\ and k2 , 
We shift ka and Aq via a CSW approach to building the current recursively. Basing the 
shift on Xq =  Aa,
Xa Xa — z A/Cl
Xki Xfa +  z \ a (7.51)
avoids some spurious poles, and helps to keep the large 2  behaviour under control. 
Recalling the scheme for promoting null spinors to four-vector momentum from (3.47),
v  =  ( 7 ' 5 2 )
we see that {Pa) remains unshifted, and we choose to set Xg = A^  •
There are factorisations when P£r+1 a ^ =  0, shown in figure 7.2 across two breaks 
in momenta, tha t we choose to label from br + 1  up to 6 /. These labels are incorporated
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bt +  l + - ( \ - b +
f  n[no sing]
E E -
bi=b— 1 br=g—l
• ■&.. .bl
Figure 7.2: The set of diagrams for ' (a~ ,b+ ...f+ ,P~ ,g+ ...n+) P 2(Pa}2
into a double sum over the possibilities for the left break bi, and right break br . Thus 
the factorisations occur when,
^br + l.-.a.-.bi ~  z [kl\Pbr + l...a...bi\a)
Pbr + \...a...bi — Pbr + 1 - a...bi
(7.53)
[ & 1  |Pbr+l...a...bi |®)
leading to an identical prescription for capping Pbr+i...a...bi spinors using (7.52). The 
double sum over the possible break in momenta, includes the factorisation P 2 =  0. The 
label [no sing] in the double sum denotes that both endpoints cannot allow for the a~ 
leg to be singled out as a lone factorisation, k 2 = 0 .
Applying the [a, fci)-shift and recursing on r (a~ ,b+ • • • / + , P ~ , g + • • • n +) / ( P 2 (Pa)2), 
we find
r (a  , 6 + - - - / + , P  , • • • n + )
P 2 (Pa ) 2
f  n[„o^„g] rSm((i)i +  1)+ /+ ] p -  g+ 6+ > p++i ^
bi—b- 1  br—g- 1 
1
p 2 ( p ay (7.54)
p 2br~\-1 .. .a. . .bi
, (6 r +  i)+  . . .  n +, a - ,  6 + . . .  &+)
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which can be substituted for the explicit forms in terms of the null spinor for Pbr+i...a...bi >
T ( a ~ , b +  • • f +, P ~ , g + • • - n + ) =
P 2 (Pa ) 2
f  n  [no sing]
6j5-1  M  ■••(br’Pbr+l-a...bi)(Pbr+l...a...biibl + 1) (7.55)
x ____ 1_____________________ (a ? ~Pbr+l...a—bi) 4________________
^br+l.-.a.-.bi • • • fili ~Pbr+l...a...bi){~Pbr+l—a...bifir +  1 ) • • • (fid)
Now we can follow the capping procedure (7.52), to promote Pbr+i...a...bi t°  a four- 
momentum,
r  (q~, b+ ••■/+, P ~ , + • • • n + ) _
P 2 (Pa ) 2
f  n  [no sing]
6,5-1  6 .5 -1  ^ • ■ • [ fcll ^  + l...a...6,IM[^1l^ r + 1...a...6il^ +  1) ••■(/<!) ^ ' 56^
x ____ 1_____________________ [^ 1 \Pbr+l...a...bi |a )4________________
^62.  + l...a...6, (a^) • ’ * [ ^ 'l |7:6r + l . . .a . . .6i | 5i ) [A :i |P 6r + l...o...6, fir +  1) • • • (fid)
Finally, the result organises itself over a common denominator where it must compen­
sate in the numerator for the adjacent (6 / , 6 / +  l) and similarly for the br terms. The 
wandering-minus current is now a compact expression for a double sum over the two 
breaks in momenta bi and br ,
r M H V ( a " , 6+ . . . / + , P - ,  < ? + . . . n + )
/  n  [no sing
E E
P 2 < P ° > 2  <°6> ' • • </°><a9> • • • <n °> br=g~l
x  ______________________ [ki\Pbr+i...g...bl| a ) 4 (6f ,6f +  l)(br, br -t-l)______________________
[&1 |P6r+l...a...6, l^r) [&1 |P6r+l...o...6, fil +1) [&l |P6.+l...a...6, fil) [&1 |P6r-|-l...a...6i l^r ""I- 1)
(7-57)
that have special meaning for each end point. Specifically, when bi = b — 1 —>• a or 
bi = f  +  1  —> d, by the prescriptions of employing Xq =  Aa . Also, when br = g — 1  —» a 
or br = n  +  1  —> d by the same arguments.
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t  — C
YM
Figure 7.3: The set of diagrams required for the Ca s f where the negative helicity leg 
a~ is free to wander away from the off shell momenta B and C.
7.5 rJM w ith  w andering-m inus
Now that we have considered the a~ leg free to wander in the MHV current with P~  
off shell (7.57), we can use it to build the contribution to the off shell diagrams 
The C n~s f that are interested in contains these off shell diagrams in the RHS of figure 
7.3, which has the arguments,
rn (a , b+ . . . f +, B  , C +,g+ . . . n +) (7.58)
where the two new null legs satisfy T  +  S = B  — C. We have now denoted the two null 
legs on the LHS of the original loop as and S+ rather than b+ and c+ to distinguish 
them from (6 + • • • / + ) and (g+ • • • n +). Thus the off shell ^-dependent momenta in r%M 
are
B  = e + 3 ,
(7.59)
c  =  t -  s,
by momentum conservation. In general when we integrate, we use B  -»
and C —> 7 , where B  — C = (3 +  7 . Fortunately, after the d4£ integral we can safely
make these substitutions for B  and C  into f3 and 7 .
Thus we need to compute the off shell current: r n(a_ , b+ . . .  / + , /3- , 7 + , g+ . . .  n + ), 
which is the set of diagrams for the general off shell current to be fed in to the KLT 
relations (7.7). There are numerous cases for perm utations of legs for wandering a~ 
where n > 5-points is considered. Therefore we modify the set of diagrams from figure
6.5 to a set depending on the position of /3. There are three distinct diagrammatic 
contributions for p  off shell, that will require the sum of diagrams shown in figures 7.4,
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7.5 and 7.6. The first includes and 7  linked in a three-vertex over a propagator in 
figure 7.4, and the latter two include the sets of diagrams with them separated in figures
7.5 and 7.6. These have directly incorporated the r MHV currents with wandering-minus 
leg from figure 7.2, that introduce a double sum over the breaks in momenta for all the 
required diagrams.
n l n o  sm|
b i = b — 1 b r = g  — 1
a
Figure 7.4: The first set of diagrams for r(a  , b+ .. . f +,f3 ,7  +,g+ • • . n +).
n  /  n [n o  sing]
EE E
i=g bi=b— 1 br = i + 1 — 1
1 +
r —
a
Figure 7.5: The second set of diagrams for r(a  ,b+ ... f +, (3 , 7 +, g+ .. .n+).
Going a step back from the three figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, the contributions to C n~s f
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E E E
i=b— 1 bi = 6 — 1  br = 7  — 1
— r
a
Figure 7.6: The third set of diagrams for r(a  , b+ ... f +, [3 , 7  +,g+ .. .n+).
are the off shell MHV currents as written below,
c „ - 5 f _  i  P S ]  / ' ( a | ^ g | a ) r MHV( P j g , S+ . . . n + , a - , (,+ . . . / + )
327^ 9) ^  Syg (P-jgY'
, V ' /  IflD I \ TSm(P7...j’ 'l'+ '9 + - - - !'+ ) TMHV(P/3...i>(i+ 1 )+ ' " ,l+ ’a >6 + " - / +)
+  E W P - »  p 2  { p  ) t ----------------------------
i=9
/ - I
/  i a d  1 , T Sra( P ^ . . i > ( *  +  1 ) + ’ "  / + ) T M H V ( p r . . . i -T '+ , 9 +  - « + > a  , b + . . . i + y
+ S J a W r ,|a>— -------------------------- p u m ------------------,
(7.60)
where we will use [T| =  [&i| to nullify the massive momenta. This choice does not 
introduce bad pole behaviour since the recursion uses an [a, T) shift, where we are 
exposing the (TS) double pole and sub-leading pole.
Using equation (7.57) we can write the form for the r MHV currents in equation (7.60) 
with the wandering-minus as the sum of the three figures 7.4,7.5 and 7.6. Furthermore, 
once the r sm factors given by (6.27) are substituted in, an overall common denominator 
can still be pulled out, up to the (i, i+l) / ( ( ia)(a,  i + 1 )) factors dependent on the sums 
over i in (7.60). The result is then in terms of double sums over the breaks in momenta,
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to give us the full contribution to the non-standard factorisation,
fTQ l 1 1 /  f  n[no sing]
c n  S f =  “  327T2 (JS) (ab) ■ • • (fa) (ag) • • • (na) ( (a|/5P^ >  x
1______________________ [3r|-PfcT.-i-i...a...b; |a)4 (6 f, b^  +  l ) ( 6 T-, br + 1 )_________________
^br+1-.a...bi l'f\Pbr + l:.a...bi \W) ft\Pbr+l—a—bi |&/ + 1 ) [^\Pbr+l...a...bi |fy) [^\Pbr+l...a...bi\^r +  1 ) 
n  /  \  / v /  - - , i  \ /  "[nosing,*]
- E ( a | / 3 P 7 { l ’ 1'+1>- -,  V  V  x
1_______________________________ [ J \P b r + l...a ...b i  |a )4(^ /> bi~\-l){br , frr  +  l)_________________________
^ b r  +  l...a ...b i [^1 P b r + l...a ...b i \ W )  [3r |- f>6r + l . . .a . . .6 J \bl +  1 )  \P b r +  l...a ...b i \b l)  [ ^ \P b r +  l...a ...b i \W  +  l )  
/ - I  I w  V / •  ■ . 1 \  * n[no sing,*]
-  V  <a|/?P7 i | a )  f  7  / .  ! /  , '  E  E  x
1______________________[3rl-Pbr + l . . . a . . .b J Q) 4 ( ^ )  &Z +  l ) ( 6 r ? ^r +  1 )_________________
^  + l...a...b, m A r+l...a ...b J^ )[^ |n .+l...a...b/ |6 z +  l ) [ ^ |n r+l...a ...bJ^)[^ |nr + l...a...bi |6 r +  l)
(7.61)
This contains most of the terms that make up a diagrammatic consideration of the 
on shell MHV amplitude for the 7  ^  g swap. Therefore (7.61) can be simplified by 
repeating a similar procedure to the specialised Yang-Mills case already considered by 
the substitutions (6.43) to organise the PUP contribution (6.44) in Chapter 6 . We 
proceed by isolating all terms symmetric under the 7  <r+ g swap, that could be sucked 
into an interchange MHV amplitude, which reduces the remaining terms into three 
pieces. The first is the double pole term, from 6 / =  / ,  br = g — 1 in the first double
sum, while the rest splits into two portions of which the first is symmetric, namely
Symni jg , and lastly the non-symmetric portion tha t we identify as x 7g.
The amplitude we are manipulating here is,
(7a) ,r YM(a =
(fia)2 ’ ’ ’ ’ (ab) • • • ( fa)(hi)
(a \fiP8 7 1 a) [T|Ps7 |a)2 ( /a )  (a^y)2
' Yy g 1 S y m m
(7.62)
P l m P / 3 y \ f m P f y \ 9 ) { g h )  A 7 9  (a7><7S>W
where we would seek to replace S y m m lg with most of the terms of an interchange am­
plitude r YM(u . . .  / ,  j3, g, 7 . h . . .  n), up to a prefactor. However, after the rearrangement
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into the form (7.62) and simplification of x 7g, (which is presented in full in Appendix 
B) it was observed tha t S y m m ig vanishes. Therefore, a suitable rewriting of x-yg yia 
the simplifications in Appendix B, provides all the PUP contribution to the complex 
factorisation with wandering a - , as
= (aft)(Q7)(Q0)(/a)2 , (/a)3 [3b \a) (aP) , (Q7)(ag)2(fa)  Plft|a)
( m ( i 9 ) ( g f ) ( g h )  + (<?/> W  PIP^I/) W> <7g)(gf)(gh)  PIP^Ip)
(7.63)
where some of the instances of momenta j3 and 7  have been reduced to spinors in their 
nullified form, but we could still promote these back to their off shell momenta by- 
capping with p | .
The form presented here for the entire contribution, repeated now for clarity is,
C n - s f  = _______ *  P $  1 _______________________ 1  (  W l \ a)[5\Pfa\a)2
32tt2 (JS) (ab) • • • ( e f )  (gh) • • • (na) I P | 7 [T |P ^ |/) [T |P ^ 7|.9)
v . (7.64)
(ap)(ai)(ag)( fa)  ( fa)2 PMa) (a>P) , («7)(ag)2 Plffla) ) 
( fP) ( ig) (gf )  (gf)  P|P/*7l/> W )  + (7 g)(gf)  P l ^ l s )  J
Making the substitutions for /3, 7  in the double pole term, we can write the pure double 
pole contribution as,
r „-sf,DP = ____* _ M _ i __________ 1 1 (a |3 9 |« )[3 |9 | « ) 2
1 32tt2 (39) (ab) ■ ■ ■ ( e f )  (gh) ■ ■ ■ (na) 3 s js [3 |9 |/> [3 |g |s >
i [79] 1 1 1 (a3) (9a > 3  (7.65)
32tt2 (39) (ab) ■ ■ ■ ( e f )  (gh) ■ ■ ■ (na) 3 (93) (9 /)  (9g) '
We still want to express the single pole contribution in terms of the interchanged
amplitudes when everything is evaluated on the pole. So when we apply the recursion 
machinery, the integrals from /3 contribute Recalling (5 +  7  =  T  +  S then we
have
<3=\ ‘j + \ s ' j = ¥ + l 9 ’ (7-66)
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which can be traced back to the integrals over B  and C  respectively, tha t we saw first 
in Chapter 6 . The results of the integrals there were all of the form |[X |2fF +  S|a). 
Now we have generalised to the wandering-minus case, there are now cases where an 
integration over C  has yielded terms with |[ y p + 2 S |a )  too. Therefore the BCFW-shift 
specific form for the single pole contribution,
£<n—s f |SP _  i P'S]
32tt2 p S )  (ab) ■ • • (e f ) (gh) • • ■ (na) \
v (7.67)
(aP)(a1 )(ag)(fa) ( fa )2 p | 7 [a) (a/3) (ai)(ag)2 p |/3 |a) \
{f  fi) ( i  g) ( 9  f )  (gf)  P | P / ? 7 l / >  W )  ( 'yg )(g f ) P I  P M  )
becomes
s f ISP1   i  P S ]
32tt2 p S )  (ab) ■ ■ • (ef) (gh) • • • (na) I
x (7-68)
(afi) (a'y) (ag) ( f  a) 2 ( fa )2 (gq) (q/3) 1 (aj)(ag)2 (Sa) \
( fP) ( l9 ) (9 f )  3 (gf) (S f)  (p f)  3 < 7  g)(gf)  (S g) J  ‘
While on the pole, A^, A7 —> Ag, leading to
C n - s f | S P  =_ .  i  PS] 1________ (aS ) 2
32tt2 p S )  (ab) • • • (ef) (gh) • • ■ (na)
(  (a9 ) ( f a) _  2 ( fa )2 _  1 (ag)2 ^
\ ( f 9 ) ( S g ) ( g f )  3  <sf ) 2(gf)  3 (Sg)2( g f ) )  ’
with a clever Schouten identity between the remaining terms we are left with
~ n—s f , S P  =  i [T9] 1________ (ag)3 ( 2  (a /)  _  1 (ag) \
1 32tt2 p S )  (ab) • • • (ef) (gh) ■ ■ • (na) ^3  ( 9 f ) 2(Sg) 3 <S<7>2(S/> J
(7.70)
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which in terms of interchange MHV amplitudes, can be written
c n - s f | S P  =  i 1^ 3] ( 2 {Se){af)
1 32ir2 (yg) \ 3 ( e f ) ( a S )  "  ’ ’S , / ’ , 9 ’ " ''
(7.71)
Furthermore, along with the result for the double pole contribution (7.65), the entire 
contribution of the non-standard factorisation with a wandering a~ can be expressed 
in terms of one MHV amplitude,
r n - s f =  i [T 9 M m hv(q • • • e + , / + , 9  ,g+, h + -- -n+) ( (a2) (a /)  _  (ag)\
9 6 t t 2 ( J S )  <aS> { ( 5 3 )  <S/> (S  g ) J
(7.72)
where the contribution is evaluated on the residue {3G) —> 0. The only shifted variables 
affected are the two instances of T ’s in the denominator of (7.72), leaving us the n-point 
wandering-minus solution for Yang-Mills,
R e s ( i( 7 n- S f(a“ ,6+........./ + ,  j + ,  S+, g+ , . . . ,  n +) )
\ 2 /  (JS)=0
=  j [^9] 4^MHV(u~ • • •e+ , / + , 9~ , f f + , h + • • - n+) / (a?) _  (af) (ag)\
9 6 7 t 2 ( T S )  ( a S )  \ ( J 9 )  < S / )  (9g) J
(7.73)
in terms of one MHV amplitude. For the set of legs b+ ■ ■ ■ f + missing, — vanishes 
and (7.73) agrees with the Bern et al result [102]. Notice tha t the factor of 2 that 
surfaced from the cancellations in the 5-point gravity amplitude (7.48) can be traced 
back to an insertion of the more generalised Yang-Mills off shell current derived above. 
The form of the current (7.72) lends itself to direct insertion into the KLT expressions, 
albeit with different numerical factors from integration. Indeed, if you substitute in the 
products of Yang-Mills currents from (7.72) according to the first term of the KLT form 
for Cgr“® f |* in (7.23), the form expressed in (7.49) readily drops out, up to factors tha t 
come from integration. The full analytic derivation of the tedious simplification of x^g
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along with the terms contained in S y m m ig (that is a complicated way of expressing 
zero), is an extreme example of finding underlying structure for the wandering-minus 
current with off shell (3. Hence the relegation to the Appendix B of the details, while 
the final answer yields a simple structure. Hence we have a powerful tool to utilise the 
KLT relations to build the contributions to Cgr“ ®f to complete the modified recursion 
relation for the one-loop single-minus graviton amplitudes.
7.6 The n-point complex factorisation: Cgra®f
Now we consider the contributions to the complex factorisations in graviton scattering, 
according to the n-point Cgr“®f from (7.5), th a t we recall now,
r „ - s f =  f  ( W \a - )W \° )  (Ca)2V  r r v( q - , - B - , C + ,rf+ , . . . , » + ) 
rav J  V (ba){ca) ( B a y )  P B * C 2 K ’
to complete the calculation via the usual shift and extraction of the residue on the pole 
(be) —> 0.
Substituting r grav (using the KLT relations), for products of gauge theory off shell 
currents, now armed with the wandering-minus Yang-Mills current (7.72) makes the 
process much simpler than ever before.
7 .6 .1  E m p lo y in g  th e  K L T  r e la tio n
The n-point KLT relations (4.25) are reexpressed as in (7.7), re-using B  +  C  = b +  c 
for the off shell legs,
Tgrav( £ , C , . . .  , n , a )  = i ( - l ) n+1 r ™ ( £ ,  C , . . . ,  n, a )  ^  / ( n ,  • • • , «fc)/(ji, ■ • •, jk')
x t J m(H, • • . , j k' , a )
+  2*klt{C,d , . . .  , n  -  1),
(7.75)
where the permutations IPi, 7 2 over lists i and j  respectively, along with the permu­
tation !?k l t  obey the same rules as defined by (7.7). The functions /  and /  are given
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by
k - 1 /  k
f  (^l) • • • j B)  =  s(B,  1 1  I s ( B , im) +  ^   ^ 9{^mi ip)
m = l \  p = m + l
fc' /  m -1  \  (7 .7 6 )
n  ( s(j  rrn ^  ) +  }  ] im) I
m = 2 \  p = l y
where we have made B  an explicit argument of / ,  and
=  < > j .  (7.77)
1^ 0, otherwise,
where we marked out B  as the special leg to appear as the first argument in the super­
gravity amplitude. This ensures tha t one of the gauge theory amplitudes A { . . . ,  B , . . . )  
comes with a ss ik factor, such th a t when =  C, the pole in the amplitude is cancelled 
by the corresponding momentum invariant. Therefore, there is only a true pole in the 
Tgrav expression for the terms where there is an explicit pole in the other gauge theory 
amplitude. This will provide the necessary singular structure for the off shell currents 
split across three cases.
7.6.2 Terms including a double pole
Firstly, there are terms tha t will appear of the form,
r ™ ( . . . d+ , C + , B “ ,e+ .. .) t™ ( . .. , f +, B ~ , C +,g+, . . .)sBc s Xy(sBw +  sCw)
(7 .7 8 )
where each r ^ M factor contains an Sf,c pole in one of its terms, and null legs w , x , y  are 
arbitrary. When combined with the pole from the loop integration, this leading term  
would yield a triple pole, but tha t is counteracted by the explicit sBc  above. Thus we 
shall redefine the leading /  function to remove the explicit sbc  pole in the following
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way,
fc-i /
m — 1 \  p-
Furthermore, in the limit of £2 —> 0, all instances of the latter factor inside the paren­
theses in (7.78) reduce to [w\b +  c\w). The ^-dependence only appears in the leading 
r YM factors as in (7.29), therefore the loop integral result for these terms is always 
the special case (7.32). Factors of B  and C  can immediately be replaced with /3 and 
7  respectively, such tha t we can utilise the Yang-Mills result with wandering-minus 
current (7.72). We can then immediately write down the contribution to from
cases such as (7.78), th a t we denote with a ,
r n-s fia ( - ! ) ”» M 3 „ 4 S V(q~ • • ■, d+, c~, e+ , . . . )  / (ab) (ae) (ad) \
grav 1 (4tt)2 (be) bc (ca) ^ (cb) +  (ce) (cd) J
^MHV(q~ . . . , / + , c~ , , .  ■.) ( (ab) (a /)  _  (ag)\
(ca) ^ (cb) (cf) (eg) J
/ lead(c, . . . ,  n /2; b)f(n /2  +  1 , . . . ,  n — 1)
360
(7.80)
where we have used the wandering-minus solution (7.72), and / lead highlights the inclu­
sion of null legs b and c. From this position it becomes much easier to see the mixture 
of leading and sub-leading poles coming from each Yang-Mills current, that was studied 
at five-point extensively already (7.29)-(7.49). Thus from terms of type C'gr~®f |a , we
can expand the two leading 1 /  (bc) terms to create the double pole term  that we shall 
f I D Pdenote C£r~y | . The cross terms between the leading 1 /(be) term  from one current
and the two terms from the other in (7.80) yields a total of four possible combinations
f i P U P afor the sub-leading terms. These shall be labelled of the type Cgr“ ® | ’ th a t shall
be dealt with later. Hence, we can consider all the double pole terms directly from the 
KLT relation (7.75) for the choice of leg ik = C , and restricting all currents (7.72) to
'y ] 9{im, ip) (7.79)
-m+1
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the leading 1 /(be) terms from (7.80) only,
r n—sfiDP _ ^( l ) n + 1  - 1  [6c]4 (ab)2 
grav 1 (4tt)2 360 {be)2 {ac)2
>ln_i(c , d+ , . . . , n + , a  ) V  / lead( n , . . . , z fc, c ; 6 ) / ( j i , . . . , j fc/)
(7 -81)
x i4n_ i ( f i , .. . , i k , c ~ , n , j i , .. .Jk>,a~)  +  ? k l t  (d ,e , . . .  , n  -  1),
and all amplitudes are on shell. Now, T3  are £ ^ ( d ,  e , . . . ,  n / 2), with
A: =  n / 2  — 2 , highlighting the permutations are over a list one element shorter to 
distinguish it from Ti in (7.7). ( j \ , . . . ,  jw)  £ r? 2 {n/ 2 + 1 , . . .  , n  — 1 ), with j '  =  n /2  — 2, 
as before, giving a total of (n / 2  — 2 )! x (n / 2  — 2 )! terms in the square brackets.
For example, taking n =  5, the list (*i, . . .  , Zfc) is empty, while (j 1 , . . . ,  jV) admits 
just d+. Thus / lead =  1  and /  =  Sde, to give us the single term  in the square brackets, 
that is the entire double pole contribution from (7.38),
/-rn-sfidp  i -1  [be]4 (ab)2 _ , , . , _ , ,
Cgra» Is — (4jr)2 360 {be)2 (ac)2Sde ’ ,C ■ * ,C ’ ’°  (7.82)
7.6.3 A pplying B C FW  shift to  double pole term s
In this setup, there are no longer sub-leading terms generated on evaluation of the 
residue on double pole terms (7.81). Schematically, the only terms affected by the shift 
other than the double pole, are those appearing in /  or / ,
p r ~ [ ^ z^ n —s f I D P  f  Sfax Sqx  \  \    -o,n _ s f i D P  /  Sfci T  $cx  \  / y  o q \
\  grav 1 ( m
Therefore the double pole contribution to the n-point non-standard factorisation, after
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the shift is
C'-'I
n ^ s f \ d p  i ( - l ) n+1 1 [be]4 (abY
grav (47r)2 360 (6c)2 (ac)2
^ n_i (c_ ,(i+ , . . . , n + , a _ ) ^  / lead( i i , . . . , z fc, c ; 6 ) / ( j i , . . . , j fe/)
y 3 ,7 2 I 7 -8 4 )
x An_i (z i , . . .  ,Zfc,c_ ,n,  j i , . . . ,  +  IPklt^ c, . . .  ,n  -  1),
where / lead is defined in (7.79), and the permutations were defined for the lists i
and j  in (7.81). Recall this is only the ordering for one particular factorisation, namely 
the diagram presented in figure 7.1. Therefore all double pole terms must include a 
final sum over the factorisation diagrams, that from the figure are permutations of 
J*£>(c G c , . . . , n).
7 .6 .4  P U P  c o n tr ib u t io n s :  c la ss  a
The PUP contributions tha t we labelled Cgra®f |PUP,a from (7.80) only appear from 
cross terms, as we showed in the 5-point case, see (7.29)-(7.49). Notice that there 
is no preference of the position of the a~ leg in the MHV amplitudes, and for any 
instance that legs B  or C  are adjacent to a~ , the corresponding factors that give (aa) 
in the wandering-minus factors from (7.80) vanish. Therefore, for the form of the KLT 
relation presented (7.7), one of the four possible combinations of sub-leading factors
_  f  i P U P  avanishes from Cgra® | ’ due to B  adjacent to a a t all times. Thus the entire PU P
contribution from the case where legs B  and C  are adjacent in both Yang-Mills currents
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from (7.80) is,
p n - s f l P U P , a  l ) n  " I  N 4 ( a b )
grav 1 (An)2 360 (bc) (ac)
An_ i ( c f , d + , . . . , n + , a “ ) ^ 2  (  f ]ead(h,  ■ ■ ■ , ik , c- ,b) f ( j i , . . .  , j k>)
?3,?2 \
X A.n—i (z'l, . . . , 2 fc, C2  , Tl, j i , . . . , j^r, CL )
„ f n ( a’ik) (a>Ci +  l)
H ' r a  '  J  +  yKLT(d’e’ 1]’_
(7.85)
where we have stripped out the leading Sbc pole from /  and written / lead from (7.79). 
Again, permutations are one element shorter than normal, with k = n /2  — 2,
k'  =  n /2  — 2, to reflect the MHV amplitudes contain (n — 1 ) arguments. Numerical 
labels for legs cj" and c2 are to distinguish which MHV amplitude has the factors such 
as (C2 , ik) to be included in the perm utation T3 , for example.
7 .6 .5  P U P  c o n tr ib u t io n s :  c la s s  b
The second case of the type of term  that contributes to C,gr“®f|PUP occurs when one 
of the gauge theory amplitudes permits a perm utation of legs where B  and C  are 
separated, but preserves B  adjacent to C  in the other gauge theory amplitude,
r J M(- • • , f +, B ~ , g +T • • , /i+ , U + , i + , .. . ) t J m(. . . d+ , £ - , C + ,e+ .. .)sBc s xySBwSCz •
(7.86)
Where a factor of sBc  comes from /  again, and legs w , x , y , z  are arbitrary. In this 
case, the currents are all part of the sub-leading PUP contributions, due to the explicit 
sBc ■ Thus we only require the leading pole term from the wandering-minus solution
(7.72) for the second gauge theory amplitude. However we need to include the Feynman 
param etrisation of the loop momenta to complete integrals of the type seen in (7.14). 
The other gauge theory amplitude can be replaced by an on shell MHV, once the
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^-dependence has been removed, recalling
{CX) {CX) (ca) t {c X )
/ r <\ ~  7 —v ~r~v  +  0( (6c) j , (7.87)
(C a) {Ca) \ca) \ca)
and its corresponding result for B.  Thus to order 1 /(be), the currents can be written 
independently of the loop momenta, providing we supplement the integrals with (x2x 3) 
from the LHS of the loop, multiplied by a (1 — X2 — X3 ) factor from the wandering-
minus current where B  and C  are adjacent, (see Appendix A.2 . 2  for full details on this
type of integral). The remaining integration comes from the sb w and sqz factors once 
expanded in terms of the new parameters. Remembering from the 5-point case tha t on 
the pole, we can substitute A& =  | ^ A C inside the MHV amplitudes to leave
s~tn—s f \ P U P > b  _  - I  M 3 Sbc , M H V /  -  -  +  u M H V /  -  , +  +  v
grav  | (4 7 r)2 (6c) (ca) ■ • •, c , . . . , c  , . .  .)sin_1 [a . . . a , c , e  . . . )
{ab) rl~x2 , v 1 .
x Jcb) J  d x 2  J  dx3x 2x 3(l -  X 2 -  x 3) ( J l  -  X2)sbw + x 3scw) [x 2shz +  (1 -  x 3)scz
(7.88)
where the remaining integral is not so different from (7.14).
So for any term of the KLT expression of the form (7.86) tha t we have highlighted 
one example of, the integrals over the new parameters in / ,  /  become important. We 
have already dealt with these kinds of integrals by defining the expansion of / ,  /  accord­
ing to (7.18) and (7.19) for the substitutions of B  and C  in (7.20). We present the KLT 
terms in terms of either MHV amplitudes with n legs where B  and C  were separated 
in t ym, or MHV amplitudes with (n — 1) legs where B  and C  were adjacent, giving a 
pole term, l/(&c). The two cases also include sums of Gamma functions involved from 
the functions / ,  / ,  which are modified by one integer in the Gamma function in the 
denominator due to the extra (1 — x 2 — x 3) factor.
Terms of the form (7.88), then fall into two categories when trying to present them  
in the form of the KLT relations (7.7). Firstly, the Yang-Mills current with B  non- 
adjacent to C  can occur for some perm utation of the KLT relation CPklt for the first 
r YM term, that we shall group into Cgr~®f |PUP,bl contributions. Secondly, The Yang- 
Mills current with B  non-adjacent to C  can occur for some perm utation of the inner sum 
over 7 1 for the second r YM term, tha t we shall group into Cgr~%f |pup,b2 contributions. 
The first case in the KLT relations can be isolated by choosing %k = C , to shorten
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the perm utation list from Ti —> T 3  as we have seen before in the double pole case. 
Here however, we still need to include all perm utations over the positive helicity legs 
in ? k l t ,
C n-s i\PUPM _  i ( - l ) n + 1  [6 c] 3  (a |6 c|a) A n(c -,c+,d+ . . . ,  (n — l ) + ; n + , a  )
grav 1 (4 tt) 2  (be) (ca)2
V ' (  V  V  r ( 2  +  Pi +  Pk)r ( 2  +  qj +  qk) lead -
2 ^  \ 2^,  r ( 6  +  pi+ P k  + qj + qk) ............y3 , ? 2  '  i,j,k=b,c Pi,k iQj,k V Pt-TFk-T'ij-rVkJ
x A n - x i h , . . .  , i k , c~ , n +, j x , . . .  , j k' , a~)^  +  ? k l t  (c+ , d+ , . . . ,  (n -  1 )+ )
(7.89)
where / lead( . . . , j )  appears in (7.79), and CP3 , CP2  are the same as they were de­
fined for (7.81). The sums over the coefficients Pi,qi for the Gamma functions come 
from the definitions of (7.19) from the substitution of (7.20). Any perm utation over 
^ k l t ( c + , d+ , . . . ,  (n — 1)+) that puts c_ ,c+ adjacent in the first MHV amplitude we 
set to zero, as it was dealt with in the double pole cases.
The second case in the KLT relations for B  and C  adjacent in the first r YM cur­
rent we can take from the first overall KLT permutation, thus there is no T k l t  re­
quired. The sum over CPi, CP2  continues as normal, but again we send any terms where 
A n ( . . . ,  c~, c+ , . . . )  —» 0 as they are dealt with in the double pole terms. So we have for 
the second case of type 6 2 ,
c n . s f ,PUPM _  i ( - l ) n+ M  <q|6 c|q) + +
rav 1 (4tr)2 (bc) (ca)2 n_U ’ ’ 1
r f  r  v  r (2 + Pi + Pk)r(2 +  q, +  qk) ,ead -
r (6  +  f t + p* +  „  +  f t ) f  (790)
A n(ii i i ifci C i Jli  • • • i Jk' i Q ) 11
where / lead(. ; j ) i s  identical to the definition for / lead( . .. , i . . . \ j )  in Cgra®f
The sums over the coefficients pi, qi for the Gamma functions come from the definitions
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of (7.19) from the substitution of (7.20). are ( ? i , . . . , i j )  € Ti(c, d , . . . ,  n/2),
(Zi,. . .  , l f )  € ‘J>2 {n/ 2  +  1, . . . , n  — 1), j  = n /2  — 1, j '  = n /2  — 2, to highlight this is the 
full length set of permutations again.
7 .6 .6  P U P  c o n tr ib u tio n s: c la ss  c
The third set of terms th a t contribute to the complex factorisation are those where the 
off shell legs B  and C  are non-adjacent in both of the gauge theory amplitudes,
t J m ( . . . , £  ,  . . . , C + , . . . ) t ™ ( . . . , £  ,  . . . , C + , . . . )  {s b c  +  SBV) s XySBwSCz  (7.91)
and hence contribute no direct poles. Then the only pole comes from the integration 
around the loop, and instances of sbc  from /  or /  vanish entirely after the shift. Since 
both gauge theory amplitudes can be replaced by on shell amplitudes, we recall (7.87) 
to remove the ^-dependence, at order l/(6c). Again, we substitute A;, =  | ^ A C inside 
the MHV amplitudes. Thus, the only ^-dependent terms occur from the LHS of the 
loop and the functions / ,  / .  These we have dealt with before in section 7.2.1 where we 
defined the general sum for in (7.21). Hence the final contribution to is,
C.n—s f IPUP,c i ( - l ) n+1 [bcfgrav
£( E E
,3*2 i,3,k=b,cPi,k,Qj,k
A n (c , c + , . . . , n + , a  )
(47r)2 (bc)
T(2 +  pi +  pk) T(2 +  qj +  qk)
T(5 + Pi+Pk + qj + qk) (7.92)
x j4n ( i i , . . . , i j fe , c  , n + , j i , . . . J fc/ , a  )^ +  ? k lt ( c + , d + , . . . ,  (n  -  1)+ )
where the sums over the coefficients Pi,qi for the Gamma functions come from the 
definitions of (7.19) from the substitution of (7.20). CPi, CP2  are over the full length 
permutations for lists i and j  as we saw in (7.90). Any cases where either MHV 
amplitude has a perm utation where c+ , c_ are adjacent, the term  is set to zero, as 
these were dealt with in the double pole terms or earlier cases.
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7 .6 .7  P u t t in g  it  a ll to g e th e r
The three PUP cases a, b, c we have outlined can be combined into a total contribution 
where we have identified parts of the n-point KLT relations as transforming into An 
and A n- i  partial gauge theory amplitudes. This depends on whether B  and C  were 
adjacent or not in the original r YM current. We define the total contribution to the 
complex factorisation as,
s i n —s f   s i n —s f I D P  ^ m —s f  I P U P , a  s ^ n —s i \ P U P , b i  s i n —s f \ P U P ,  fa  . s i n —s f I P U P , c
^ g ra v  '-'grav | ' ^ g ra v  | • ^ g ra v  | ' ^ g ra v  | ' ^ g ra v  |
(7.93)
where the individual pieces are given in equations (7.81), (7.85), (7.89), (7.90) and 
(7.92).
^  > . JJ p
The BCFW shifted Cgrav | we have already discussed in (7.84), as it is a “pure” 
double pole that only introduces a minus sign to the contribution. To shift the PUP 
contribution, a minus sign is also introduced, but we also must shift instances of b in the 
numerator tha t occur in the / ,  /  functions. Thus the entire shifted PUP contribution
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to Cgn- f is given by,
^ T f i pup  = ( ~ l ) n  ^ [be]3 j  1 (a\bc\a) 
grav ' (47r)2 (bc) y 360 (ac)3
A n- i(cj , d+ , . . .  , n + , a  )
+
(c2 ,*'fc> (ci,ci +  l) (c2n) 
(a|6c|a)
(ac):
x E
3*3,3*2
An(c ; c+ , d+ . . . ,  (n — 1)+ ; n + . a )
E E r(2 +  P i  +  Pfc)r(2 +  q j  +  ^ . l e a d  ^  ^
. . i  .  v  ( f r o )  P i ,k iQ j , k  I,3, k = \ c \ b j ^  ,c
r(6 +  Pi +  Pk  + q j  +  gjfc)
X i4n_ i ( i i , . . .  ,zfc,c ,n+,  j i , . . . ,  ) j  +  ? klt(c+ , d+ , . . . ,  (n -  1)+ )
(alfecla) . , _ i  v+  —;—y j - A n - ^ c  ,d+ . . .  , n +, a )
(ac)2
E ( E E
Tl’y2 \ ? A._A v M cPi-fc’^ >fcl J , K - \ c \ b  ^  ,C
r (2 + +  pfc)r(2 +  qj +  <7fc) r l e a d /  • ■ w /  ^
r(6 + + pfc+ «,■ +  «*) ;  (...................... j
X An(zi > • • • i iki  C » ^ 5 j l  i • • • ) Jk1) ® )
+ An(c , c+ , . . . ,  n + , a )
E( E E
71’T2 i j fc_ A T (M P*tk,Qj,kltJiK—AcA-b jc
F(2 +  Pi +  Pfc)T(2 +  gj +  qk) 
r (5  +  Pi +  Pk +  qj +  (fa)
A n( i i , . . . , i k,c , n +, j i , . . . , j k' ,a  ) j  +  ? k l t ( c + , d+ , . . . ,  ( n  -  1 ) + )
(7.94)
where the permutations are; (Pi is (zi , . . .  , i k) € (P(c, d , . . .  ,n /2) ,  k = n /2  -  1. (P2 is 
( j i , - - - , j k ’) G (P2(n/2 +  l , . . .  , n - 1), fc' =  n / 2  — 2. (P3 is ( z i , . . . , z fc) G (P3(d, e , . . . ,  n/2),  
A: =  n/ 2  -  2. Any instances of A n( . . . ,  c_ , c+ , . . . ) occurring under a perm utation 
allowed by (Pi(c, d , . . .  , n/2)  vanish in our definition, as they have been dealt with in
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other double pole cases. The sums over the coefficients pi , qi for the Gamma functions 
come from the definitions of (7.19) from the substitution of (7.20).
We have provided a non-trivial prescription tha t requires summation over combina­
tions of momentum invariants in terms of simple Gamma functions. The result of the 
non-standard factorisation is entirely in terms of MHV amplitudes, plus / ,  /  does not 
contain leg a~ for any permutation, so only b+ is affected on the BCFW  shift. Hence, 
the only occurrence of shifted variables occur in the functions / ,  /  th a t shift according
t0 b =  {^)
The permutations over Tklt occur for all positive helicity legs of their arguments. 
Altogether, the different double pole and sub-leading cases make up modifications of a 
single n-point KLT relation. The MHV amplitudes all have factors of (ac)4, as we have 
not yet accounted for the summation over other non-standard factorisations occurring 
in figure 7.1. Therefore the perm utation of T d (c G c , . . . ,  n) must come outside the { } 
brackets in (7.94).
f i D P  "  "IT f i PU PImplementation of this complex factorisation Cgrav | +  Cgrav | is most easily
realised via computer coded models. The n-point KLT relation computer coded to 
single out the double pole and three pole under the pole cases with substitutions for 
MHV amplitudes can generate the required n-point Ggra®f solution. An implementation 
in M athematica code for the solution is available, but can be readily generated using 
the rules described throughout this section, and the n-point KLT relations (7.7).
7.7 Ansatz for n-point recursion relation
The definitions for C£r~yf in the previous section, along with the standard factorisations 
described in (7.1) and (7.2) can therefore be combined into an ansatz for the n-point
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single-minus one-loop gravity amplitude,
+
n—1
M  i-l°op(o-  _ 6+j c+d+< _ „ +) =  | +2((i +  1 ) + , . . . ,  n+, a~ , k ;  ■)
i= 4 .
X - j J i -M ,Uoop( 6+, - K +  () + 9o(c,
b...i
M ^ ( d +, . . . ,  n+,  a - , k + ) - L - M ? » ( b +, c+ , - K Q
be
i (—l ) n+1 1 [6c]4 (ab)2 
(47r)2 360 (6c)2 (ac)2
x An_i (c- ,d+ , . . . , n +,a~)  ^  / lead(n , • • • , b_ i ,  c;6)/(Zi , . . . , / / )
x ^n-i(*i? • • • > i j - i ,  c , n, Zi, . . . ,  I f ,  a~) +  IP k lt^ , e , . . . ,  n  — 1) 
( - ! ) " » [6c]3 [  1 (a|6c|q) [
(4tt)2 (6c) 1 360 (ac)3 J
^  / » l o a r l  /  .  .  \  " V  (ha)  \  7 T /  .  .  \  a /  .
—l ) nz[ f a
7
x / Iead(H’ - ■ • ’^> c; ac A 6 |^ ) / 0 ' i ,  • • •, jk' )An- i ( i i ,  • • • , U , c J , n , j i , . .. , j k>,a~)
3*3,3*2
^ f n (a, i k) (a,ci  +  l) ( a n ) ^ , ^  ^   ^ _ lN‘
X ( 2< ^  ~ (c^TciTl) -  <^) J + yKLT(d'e- • • -  B - x).
+  ^ L ( c - ; ( + / . . . , ( » - 1)t ; n + , a - )
{ac)*
X E (  E  E  r ( i l + P i + P t ) r ( 2  +  ^ + f }/ lead(-■ •»;j ) / ( - • •k ■ • •)
j w * V . .  r (6 + p * + »  +  «-) +  ®)t j ,k=\c\ b^ , c
x A n _ i ( i i , . .. ,7fc, c _ , n + , j i , . . .  , j V , a - )^ +  ?KLT(c+ ,d+ ,
(a|6c|a) _ ,, , _
+  An_i(c  , d+ . . . , n + , a )
(ac)z
*E( E E ^  ++f r  f  Zlead(- ■  i -;M- * ■  •)
V . t  **£■* ( + K +  *  +  » )t,j,k=\c\ b- ^ , c
. ( * » - 1)+)
x E
3>i,3*2
E E
. . .  V  ( ^ a )  Pi,kyQj,k l,J,k=\c\b(^ ,C
r(2 +  P i  +  Pfc)r(2 +  qj +  gfc) 
r(5 + P i  + p k +  qj +  qk)
A n ( i i , . . . , i k,c , n +, j i , . . . , j k' ,a  ) ) +  ? k lt (c ,  d , . . .  ,n  -  1) +  7 d ( c  6 c , . . . , n )  
(7.95)
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where the perm utation sums for T i ,  CP2 , T 3 , 2 * k l t  and Tp are explained after equations
(7.94), (7.7) and in figure 7.1. The three former perm utation sums all come from the 
certain cases of the form of the KLT relations presented in (7.7). Any instances of 
A n ( . . . ,  c ~ , c + , . . . ) occurring under a perm utation allowed by T(c, d , . . . , n/2)  vanish in 
our definition, as they have been dealt with in other double pole cases. The sums over 
the coefficients pi, qi for the Gamma functions come from the definitions of (7.19) from 
the substitution of (7.20). We have provided a non-trivial prescription tha t requires 
summation over combinations of momentum invariants in terms of simple Gamma 
functions. The result of the non-standard factorisation is entirely in terms of MHV 
amplitudes, plus / ,  /  does not contain leg a~ for any perm utation, so only b+ is affected 
on the BCFW  shift. Hence, the only occurrence of shifted variables occur in the 
functions / ,  /  that shift according to b = j ^ A cA\ c a )
The final ansatz for the recursion relation has a non-standard factorisation in terms 
of combinations of gauge theory amplitudes. The result for as presented in
(7.95) contains no shifted variables and requires only the definitions for / ,  /  given in
(7.19) from the substitution of (7.20), and the MHV amplitudes (3.51). However, the 
results presented for the standard factorisations from figure 7.1 contain functions with 
hatted  variables from the recursion procedure tha t are evaluated at each pole where
{ = 0. The entire recursion relation as presented will inherently grow in complexity 
very quickly due to all the perm utation sums and factorisations including lower-point 
amplitudes. The total number of factorisations th a t can occur as n grows is under 
control though, and the ansatz can be coded up to generate any n-point single-minus 
one-loop amplitude from 5-point onwards.
This ansatz has been shown to numerically match the previous results of the five- 
and six-graviton single-minus one-loop amplitudes, calculated in [158]. It was used 
to generate the seven-graviton single-minus one-loop amplitude that obeys the cor­
rect symmetries and collinear factorisations to lower point results to suggest th a t it is 
correct. There are further non-trivial checks tha t could be performed. For example, 
generating new results in some color-kinematic dual form that obey the BCJ relations 
should agree with our results. Furthermore, there may be simplifications possible in 
other ways of expressing the KLT relation tha t have yet to be investigated.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The desire to understand gauge theories by categorising the amplitudes of the S-matrix 
is driving particle physics forward in many new directions. Much of the developments 
have been driven in recent years by the need to understand NLO multi-parton processes 
at the LHC. Such as determining improved measurements of the QCD “background” 
against which new physics is distinguished such as the new scalar boson found last 
summer. For nearly thirty years, the considerable advancement in technology and 
theoretical techniques has led theorists to strive for results presented at their most 
simple or elegant; a tough task since the simplicity of the n-point MHV amplitudes 
were discerned by Parke and Taylor [59]. Considering how many Feynman diagrams 
would need to be computed at for example 20-points, the reduction to the Parke Taylor 
form (3.51) indicates gauge theories overall are far simpler than first thought.
Techniques for handling the NLO one-loop amplitudes have seen major develop­
ments that have not been so straightforward, dealing with a number of issues not 
encountered at tree level. Those include incorporating dimensional regularisation to 
deal with infrared and ultraviolet singularities and handling branch cuts in momenta. 
These have been dealt with by unitarity [44]; reusing on-shell tree amplitudes as its 
ingredients. In general there is now a well defined prescription for the cut-containing 
terms using generalised unitarity [110-121], certainly at one-loop level and even beyond 
in supersymmetric field theories [122-132], The power of reusing technology from tree 
level has inspired many other approaches. The CSW rules have also been utilised at 
one-loop, which have been successfully applied in supersymmetric theories [165-167]
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and the cut-constructible parts of Yang-Mills amplitudes [168].
Rational terms that appear at one-loop, in both pure QCD and graviton scatter­
ing, have proven the hardest to discern. Furthermore, the original tree-level BCFW  
recursion relations [133] have been developed to deal with the rational terms R n a t 
one-loop [102-106], albeit determined up to boundary terms for non-vanishing parts of 
an amplitude as z  —» oo. This is one possible method for determining Rn  when using 
generalised unitarity in four dimensions for the cut containing terms. This also allows 
for the simplest application of the unitarity method. However, BCFW  on-shell recur­
sion can determine entire one-loop amplitudes that lack branch cuts, negating the need 
to cancel spurious poles in the cut-containing parts. Other methods of attack for ratio­
nal terms in QCD include resorting to integration in 4 — 2e dimensions included in the 
cut-containing parts [116-118], or other recursive methods [102-106]. Developments 
in graviton scattering for rational terms include augmented recursion procedures [158] 
and now complex factorisations [20].
In this thesis we have developed techniques for analysing the single-minus one- 
loop S-matrix elements in pure Yang-Mills and pure Einstein gravity. The focus has 
been introducing a constructive approach to dealing with non-standard factorisations in 
one-loop recursion relations where complex momenta induce higher order singularities. 
Recently, the issue of inducing double poles in complex momenta in one-loop recursion 
has been understood by modifying the factorisation of all-plus loop splitting amplitudes 
in section 6.1 to a new description of non-standard or complex factorisations in section 
6.2. This was realised by using axial gauge techniques, that preserve the structure 
of on-shell amplitudes, by nullifying any off-shell momenta with judicious reference 
momenta choices.
It is worth highlighting that the particular gauge choice in these calculations bene­
fited us in many ways. Firstly, the gauge choice of Xq = Xa which forced all four-vertices 
in the theory to vanish by virtue of (aq) prefactors. Secondly, identifying q with the 
required nullifying momenta for the recursion procedure allows us to easily switch be­
tween null and off-shell four-vectors when considering factorisations where K 2 =  0. The 
second choice of making Xq =  then forces the number of possible diagrams down 
dramatically by insisting leg b+ can only enter on a MHV vertex while the first choice
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permits a~ to only enter diagrams via an MHV vertex. Lastly, any spurious poles such 
as (aq) were avoided with our choice of reference momentum.
The new non-standard factorisation was detailed for a particular rational one-loop 
amplitude; firstly the five-point single-minus Yang-Mills amplitude in section 6.3, re­
calculated from the example in Chapter 5. This highlighted th a t in the limit £2 —> 0, 
the diagrams reduce to a very simple set of integrals. Taking the calculation to n- 
points, required summing contributions to an n-point off-shell amplitude rn , which 
split naturally into two sub-currents, (see figure 6.5). The first being those that were 
the leading pole contribution, tha t due to further BCFW  affected factors in the de­
nominator, produced pole under the pole (PUP) terms when the residue at the double 
pole was extracted (6.40). The second case were all sub-leading in the pole structure, 
th a t as £2 —> 0 allowed a fairly concise reinterpretation for those contributions (6.37).
After integration and extraction of the poles from the residue, the double pole and 
PU P terms were reorganised with some work into a form matching the original Bern 
et al result (6.47). Through the constructive derivation in this section, we have shown 
how the double pole and PUP terms come from combinations of loop diagrams tha t 
make up a leading MHV amplitude plus another sub-leading MHV amplitude with legs 
interchanged (6.47) [20]. The interchange MHV amplitude, contains factors that are 
affected by the BCFW  shift, coming from the loop integration. Thus we have proven the 
conjectured sub-leading pole for the single-minus one-loop amplitudes in Yang-Mills, 
using axial gauge techniques. Like usual Feynman diagram techniques, the method can 
prove rather cumbersome. However, the technique was successfully applied to acquire 
the rational terms of the five-point graviton MHV amplitude analytically [20].
Furthermore, the same technique was applied in Chapter 7 to determine a recursion 
relation for the pure graviton one-loop n-point amplitudes; M 1_loop(a- , 6+ , c+ , . . . , n + ). 
Building a better understanding of the S-matrix for a perturbative description of gravity 
is providing data  on the current conjecture of the finiteness of Jsf =  8 supergravity 
debate, see Chapter 4. The developments in perturbative graviton scattering took 
their lead from the efficient techniques developed in Yang-Mills theories, utilising the 
KLT relations [21]. We argued th a t the KLT relations hold for two legs marginally off- 
shell, allowing direct substitution of the Yang-Mills currents rn , from Chapter 6 into 
the explicit five-point calculation of the non-standard factorisation. A concise form was 
achieved by the same methods of reorganisation into interchanged MHV amplitudes for
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the five-point result. These were shown to be directly linked to the KLT orderings used 
originally (7.49).
The KLT relations required a new off-shell MHV amplitude rn where the negative 
helicity leg was allowed to wander between the other positive helicity legs. The fi­
nal form for the wandering-minus current included just three terms which significantly 
simplified all terms tha t would be applied in the n-point KLT relation. The full reor­
ganisation of this current was relegated from section 7.4 to Appendix B, which contains 
the full details of pulling out the simpler underlying structure from the complicated 
sums over diagrams and breaks in momenta. This allowed all possible orderings in the 
n-point KLT relation to be dealt with, and the process of dealing with the different 
double pole and PU P terms was described through section 7.6. By benefit of the simple 
loop integrals inherited from Yang-Mills, all the instances of loop dependence in the 
rn currents were substituted for wandering-minus currents (7.72) in terms of off-shell 
momentum /?. The loop integration coming from the momenta invariants in the KLT 
relations was also dealt with, introduced as sums over Gamma functions in section 7.2.
The full n-point complex factorisation was categorised, after extraction of its poles. 
It correctly reproduces the five- and six-point results [158] when substituted into the n- 
point single-minus one-loop graviton recursion relation. The final ansatz for the relation 
presents the standard factorisations of lower point one-loop gravity amplitudes plus the 
complex factorisation, which was used to generate the seven-point single-minus one-loop 
gravity amplitude. It obeys the symmetry requirements and collinear factorisations to 
suggest tha t it is correct. Thus we have derived a new ansatz for the pure gravity 71- 
point single-minus one-loop amplitudes using our construction. In actually computing 
the lower point amplitudes and in building the recursion relation, there were astounding 
simplifications at many steps along the way, not least the Yang-Mills wandering minus 
current tha t reduced to three terms. Further checks on results gained from this relation 
need to be addressed, such as the possibility highlighted previously of generating an 
amplitude via BCJ relations to check against. There may well also be other versions of 
the KLT relation tha t require investigation on simplifying the final result. Also, in its 
current form the ansatz preserves the remnants of the choice of hatting legs a and b in 
the recursion, which for the KLT relation in the non-standard factorisation may now 
be simplified as there are no hatted variables remaining.
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Thus we have shown how the use of axial gauge techniques preserve the structure 
of on-shell amplitudes when constructing one-loop amplitudes. There is no need to 
restrict ourselves to purely rational one-loop amplitudes or just gluons in the loop, to 
apply the complex factorisation when complex momenta go collinear. For the future, 
work on rational terms in the MHV one-loop amplitudes for supergravity theories th a t 
contain double poles must be addressed. Here the rational terms contain many more 
spurious singularities tha t must cancel against those in the cut-containing terms, and 
the integrals to combat are more tedious. This technique has already been applied in 
the limit where the off-shell current does not diverge at all in the case of the MHV scalar 
five-point, graviton amplitude [20]. However, the six-point and higher MHV one-loop 
amplitudes will induce double poles where the pole structure of the tree amplitude is
more complicated. For example, the six-point MHV amplitude (-------1- +  + + )  allows
factorisations for complex momenta on an [a, x)-shift, with a divergence in the (x y ) —> 0 
limit. However, the complex factorisation will contain terms proportional to 1 / (xy) and
1 /[xy\ in the off-shell amplitude 76(----------h ++)•  Thus double poles and sub-leading
PUP contributions as both holomorphic and anti-holormorphic spinor contributions 
vanish need to be accounted for.
Further extensions of complex factorisations along the same lines include any one- 
loop amplitude with number of positive helicities n+ > 4 and number of negative 
helicities n_ > 2 .  This opens up the study of rational terms in one-loop amplitudes 
for the seven-point NMHV and eight point NMHV and NNMHV amplitudes to name a 
few. Therefore, both the study of off-shell currents and the behaviour of loop splitting 
amplitudes in the region of vanishing complex momenta requires much further work. 
For gravity amplitudes, the process reuses the KLT relations in an unusual off-shell 
setting, but in the limit of loop momenta going on-shell. This could lead to many 
developments in determining new one-loop amplitudes in gravity theories.
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Appendix A
Loop integration
A . l  Yang Mills integrals
We consider the evaluation of the loop dependent integrals that occur in Chapter 6. 
These calculations yield simple results that will feed back into the off shell currents 
Prom (6.23) we have reduced the problem to set of triangle integrals of the form,
.  f  d“e 16K|a)lo|<’|q>lX|B|a)
J  (2t t )4 P B 2 C 2  ' 1 1
Using Feynman parametrisation, we redefine the products of propagators A\  A 2 ■. • A n 
using,
/Jo—  =  I d x i . . . dx h i ; x i - m n - i y  (A2)A\ A2 • • • An J0 xnAn]p
to rewrite our triangle integrals (A .l) as follows,
a n Z1 1 , , r ^ \b\e\a)[c\e\a)[X\B\a)
Jo 1 2 3 ( 2 ^ S{Xl+X2 + X3~ 1)[Xl(2 + X2B2 + X3C2}3 ( }
Performing some algebra on the new denominator, making use of the delta function on
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the Xi,
\x\£2 +  x 2B 2 +  2 :3 c 2] 3 =  [£2 +  2£ ■ (x 2kb -  x 3 /cc ) ] 3  =  [(£ +  x 2kb -  x 3k c ) 2  +  x 2xssbc]3 .
(A.4)
W ith a particular change of variable in mind, £ = p  — x 2kb +  xskc, the integrals can be 
written,
3 =  2 Z 1 & 1dx2rfx37j % j ( x 1+ x 2+X3 - l ) 16|P +  X3-Ci^  -  ^b \a)[X \p  -  (x2 -  1 )t +  x3c|q) 
Vo (27r) [p2  +  ®2®3S6c]
(A.5)
W hen analysing (A.5), expanding in powers of p; the odd terms vanish by parity, the 
quadratic terms vanish as the integral with p^p" in the numerator contributes an 77^" 
which in our case fives (aa) factors. Thus only the constant piece survives,
n o  C  ^  d4P *r_ I t  I t  1 \ - x 2X3[b\c\a)[c\b\a)[X\(l -  x 2)b +  :r3c|a)j  2 I ax idx2a x z \ 4   ^( * ^ 1  ~t~*E2 T r 3  1 ) „
Vo (27r) \p2 +  X2r3Sfcc]
(A.6)
leaving us an integral that we can readily compute. Specifically, we make use of the 
known dimensional regularisation integrals, taken from Appendix B of [164]. The re­
sults are given in terms of Gamma functions,
f  ^  1 r ( ^ - “) 1 (A7)
J  (2jr)2“ (P  +  M 2 + 21 ■ p)A ( iv )“r (A )  ( M 2 -  p2)A- “ V ' '
such that for M 2 =  0 and m  > 2, we can apply it to (A.6),
f  * p 1 1 1 ( A «
J  (27r)4 [p2 — A]m (47r)2 (m — l ) (m — 2) Am_2 
Thus we can evaluate the integral over p;
1 f 1
0 =  i fA / dxidx2dx35(xi +  x2 +  x3 -  1)
(470 J o
x2X3 [b\c\a)[c\b\a)[X\(l -  x2)b +  x3c\a) 
x2x$sbc
(A.9)
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The remaining Xi integrals are handled as follows. Suppose we have some extra mo­
m enta Y  inside the final spinor string, then in general these triangle integrals will 
always be of the following form:
1 f 1
J =  i-/ .  / dxidx2dxz5(x\+X2 + x z - \ )
(4?r) Jo
X 2 X 3 [b \c \a ]  [ j’ |a )[X |(l -  X2 ) b  +  £ 3 c  +  Y\a)
X2X%Sbc
The x\  integration can be performed using the ^'-function;
i [6 |c|a)[c|6 |a) f 1 x
/  d x 2 [ X \ x s ( l  -  X 2 ) b  
Jo
3 =  -  ; . -\ 2 I 3 {\ + ^ c  +xzY \a )(4tt) 2  sbc Jo 2
i [6 |c|a)[c|6 |a)
1— X2
[  dx2[X\(l  -  x 2)2b+  ^  ^  c +  (1 -  x 2)Y\a),
Jo *(4tt) 2  sbc 
and finally the x,2 integration;
i [6 |c|a)[c|6 |a) ( 1 - £ 2 ) 3  ( 1  -  £ 2 ) 3  (i -  x 2 ) 2  . i
3 =  " ( S ) 5 ------£ ------[X |^ — 6 + — ~ C + 2 ^
1 (aMV |2 6  + c + 3y|a>.
(A.10)
J =  _  i [6 |c|a)[c|6 |«) C  I ' -**  dx3[X\( 1 - z 2)b + X,c + Y\a).  (A .ll)  
(47r) 2  Sbc Jo J  o
secondly the x 3  integration;
(A.12)
(A.13)
9 6 7 T2  (bc)
A .2 Gravity Integrals
A .2 .1  D e a lin g  w ith  h ig h er  ran k  in  t
For n  > 5-point, the KLT relations increase the power of I  depending on the number 
of sbx or sc y in each term. Therefore, the simplification afforded by (A.7) is not 
guaranteed for powers of t  in the numerator. We can construct the types of loop 
integrals to compute for any n -point contribution to Cgr“®f in (7.93), where the t„ m 
are replaced by MHV amplitudes.
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Again, our first step is to replace the propagators using Feynman param etrisation 
(A.2),
,  * =  I '  dXl ■ ■ • (A.14)
A 1A 2 ■ ■ • A n J0 \x \A\  +  • • • +  x nA n]n
We are taking the KLT relations off shell such that two momenta are ^-dependent th a t 
require integration over, including in sbx and s c y invariants, in general. In singling out 
term s in the KLT relations that yield MHV tree amplitudes for us, such as (7.25), we 
require integration over loop momentum of high order as n-points grows. So, we shall
consider integrals of the form,
i M h v  „ [ '  j,. S d d t  <i(xi +  X2 +  X 3 - I )  ( [ b \ t \ a ) [ c \ t \ a ) \ 2 ( _ y  /  \«
V v  2 / 0 d x i d x 2 d x 3 ( 2 n ) i [ P  +  2 l - ( x 2b - x 3c ) Y  (  <b a ) ( c a ) )  ( SCV  '
(A.15)
where the ^-dependent propagators were rewritten using (A.4). For generic integrals 
of high orders of loop momenta, we have seen there are tedious deconstruction tech­
niques, such as Passarino Veltman. However, taking as a reference the dimenional 
regularisation formulae from Appendix B of [164], we have,
f  d ^ e  >, _ _  r ( A - o , )  (A16)
J  (27T)2" (12 +  M 2 + 21 ■ p )A (4ir)ur(A) (M 2 -  p2)A~“
for rank 1 loop momentum. From the same source we find that for rank 2 loop poly­
nomial, we have,
d2uJt  £fl£u 1 [ T(A — cu) 1 r ( A - l - o ; )
(27r)2"  (P  + M 2 + 2 1 . p)A -  (4?r)“r(A ) [PaP'' ( M 2 -  p2)-4- "  +  2  (M 2 -  p2)-4” 1- "
(A. 17)
Fortunately we require only those terms tha t are singular as —> 0, and can make
use of the following truncation of the formulae,
f  l ^ l V2. . . l (Tn _  i (—l )n PmPi/2 • • -Pctti , /c\/____ 1 \ /* -jo\
J  (27T)4(*2 +  M2 +  2*.p)3 _  ( 4 tt)2  2 (M2 — p 2) { ( M 2 - p 2)o) K ’
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which holds for any rank of loop momentum. Subleading terms in p2 up to £4 can 
also be found in Appendix B of [164]. This truncation allows direct substitution of 
i  —>• p — X2 kb +  xskc into the spinor products and the sbx, sCy invariants. Thus we 
can identify terms of 1 /p 2 in (A.18) as l / s bc and safely ignore all terms of order (p2)0 
as they vanish after the shift. So we can write down the result of the loop integration 
where only factors of X2kb and x%kc remain, akin to the case in Yang Mills integrals 
seen in (A.5). The integral then becomes,
aMHV =  1 r 1 dxidX2dX3s ( * ' +*> + * * - 1)
grav (4?r)2 J0 — —  X2X3Sbc {ba){ca)
X ^(1 -  X 2 ) s bx +  XsSf^Y  ( x 2sby +  (1 -  X3 )scyy  (A.19)
where the integral over x\  can be done using the delta function as before (A. 11),
 f ^ l 3  / * 1  / * 1  3 ^ 2  s \ P  /  \  9
J  dX2 J  dx^X2X^ ^(1 — X2)sbx +  X^SqxJ ( x 2sby + (1 -  x 3)scy)  .
(A.20)
We are left a much simpler two dimensional integral than  we could have been left with 
if not for vanishing terms thanks to the BCFW  shift. There is not a compact expression 
for the integrals (A. 15) for any generic p, q, due to the reparametrisation of sbx and
scy ,
sPBx ((! ~ X2)sbx + x3Sacf
SC y  ( X 2 S by  +  (1 -  x 3 ) S c y ) q (A -2 1 )
However the remaining integrals contain products of the form x^+1 and a^"1"1, that yield 
Gamma functions,
I  dX2J0 2 < ^ 2 +I* l+1 =  +  (A -22)
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th a t evaluate to simple factorials. Thus we can express the general integrated contri­
bution with
nMHV _  * foc ] r ( 2  +  pi  +  pk)T{2 +  qj +  qk ) -
4 tt2 <6c> i £ r ' b r (6  + f t + »  +  „  +  * )  n - ' — w n  )•
(A.23)
where the coefficients p and q are determined term  by term  in the expansion of / ,  /
(7.19) given by equations (7.16) and (7.17), due to the substitutions of (7.20).
This leads to increasingly cumbersome fractional contributions for n  > 5-point 
MHV contributions to Cgr~®f. We shall evaluate the example of (7.25), albeit the loop 
dependent part only,
<**>
that appears in Chapter 7, for which the result is presented in equation (7.26).
Once the Feynman parametrisation (A.2) has been applied, along with the rewriting 
of the denominator using (A.4), we have the following integral,
3ex =  2 I dx1dxadxs ^  +  X3 ~ 1  ( )  SBdSCe.Jo ^J |UJ'2“X3 (2jr)4 [P + 21 ■ (x2b -  X3c)]3 V (ba)(ca)
(A.25)
Using (A. 18), we compute the p-integration, after identifying t  —> p — x 2b +  x 3c using 
(A.8), we have
aex =  - I dXldX2dX3s± l ± I l ± I l ^ l  A * *  I W M W ' 2
(4?r)2 Jo x 2x3sbc \  (ba)(ca) )  (A.26)
X ((1 -  X2)sbd +  X3Sa^j ( x 2Sbe +  (1 -  X3)sce^ .
Cleaning up some of the factors and doing the x\  integration using the delta function,
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we are left with,
n -  1 M^ex — (4 7 r)2 (be) J  dX2 J  dx3X2x 3( ( l  -  x 2)sbd +  x s s ^ )  ( x 2sbe +  (1 -  x 3)sce') .
° ° (A.27)
So, expanding out the four momentum invariants we first apply the integration over
^3,
n _  1 N‘'ex —
3 r l
(A n0 /l \ /  dx2 ( -  2(1 -  x 2)sbd(3x2sbe +  (3 -  2x3)sce) (47r)- (be) J0 12 V
-  x z S c d ^ x ^ h e  - f  ( 4  -  3x3)s c e ) )
1 —12
0
(A.28)
evaluating the limits we are left with,
- 1  [6c]3 f 1 (1 -  x 2)3x 2
= (a \2 / i } \  f  d x 2 ~ — fo^ X2 f a s bd(3x 2s be +  (1 +  2x 2) s ce)(4tt)2 (be) Jo 12 V (A.29)
+  S c d ( 4 : X 2 S be  +  ( 1  +  3 X 2 ) S C e ) ^  •
The last integral we evaluate in one line to save expanding to many factors,
^ex =  (4 7 r )2 ^c)" 360 i ^ SbdSbe +  2sbeScd +  5smS ce +  3sccjsce)  , (A.30)
which is used in part of the calculation of Cgr~^ |5 in (7.26) from Chapter 7. In terms 
of sums of Gamma functions, the integral (A.23) would expand out in the following 
way,
n _  1 NJpv --
3 r l  r  1 -X 2  ,
<A \2  iu \ I dx2 I dx3( (x 2x 3 ^ 2x 3)sbdsbe X2^ 3SbeScd
(47r)2 (be) J0 J0 '  (A.31)
+  ( X 2 X 3  +  X 2 X 3  -  X 2 X 3  -  X 2 X 3 ) S b d S C e  +  ( x 2 x |  -  X 2 X 3 ) s c d S c e )  .
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such th a t we can use the set of integrals from (A.22) to give,
„ _  i N 3 ( f r (4)r (2) r (3 )r (2 )\ . r (3)r(3). .
ex “  (4tt)2 (6c) ^  r(7) r(6) )  M  be T(7) ^
, / n r (3 )r(2 )  r (2 )r(2 )  r (3 ) r ( 3 ) y  , ^ r(2 )r(4 )  r (2 ) r ( 3 ) y  \
\  r(6) r(5) r(7) J M “ I, r(7) r(6) )  '
(A.32)
which is identical to the result given in (A.30).
A .2 .2  M o re  e x a m p le s
We consider three more cases, all of which are explicit results tha t are used in Chapter 
7 to deal with the leading pole terms and cross terms in (7.29), from one of the KLT 
terms from the five-point single-minus one-loop amplitude. We repeat it now,
SBCSdeT™{a , B  , C +,d+,e+) r ^ M(a , C +, B  , e+ , d+) = sbcsde 
(a\B(b +  c)|a) r MHV(a“ , (b +  c)~, d+, e+)
&bc
I Y " tC a )2t.i.\m< IA TSra(_K'~>C + ’d+' ■ ■ ■' i + ) rM HV(a ~ . ~ K r . (> + 1 ) + , • • • ,  e + ) +  y . C a )  (a \B K i\a )------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
i=d
-M HV ( n  —(a|C(6 +  c)|a) r MHV(a ,(6 +  c) , e+ ,d+ )
$bc  ( P b c ^ ) ^
I '* r in ^ U \C K  IA TSm(_K<7 - ■B + >e + ' • • • ’ *+ ) ’■MHV(« “ . - K ~ , (» +  1 )+ , • ■ ■, d+)+ } J B a )  (a\CK{\a)------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(A.33)
to highlight where the loop dependence arises.
Firstly, we shall deal with two very similar integrals, that arise from cross terms 
between leading and subleading pole terms in (A.33). The loop momentum dependence 
is restricted to the leading B  and C  dependent factors in both parts, such that we are
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left with the following types of integral to evaluate,
,  f  ,i t W W W \ o ) 2[X\ B \a ) (a \P C \a )
°1 = J d e --------’ ( '
and
n [  , t W \ a Y W W [ y \ C \ a ) ( a \ P B \ a )  
h  = J d £ P&&(ba)Hca)>  '  ( A ' 3 5 )
We apply the same tricks using (A. 14) and (A.4), as before, to rewrite the integrals 
over new variables Xi and p = £ + X2kb — x 3kc,
d^p0i = 2 dxidx2dx3—— j 6 ( x i + x 2  + x 3 - l ) x
(A 36)
[b\p +  £3c|a)2[c|p -  x 2b\a)2[X\p -  (x2 -  1)6 +  £3c |a )(l -  x 2 -  £3)(a|6c|a)
[p2 +  x 2X3Sbc] (ba)2{ca)2
and
dAp
U2 =  2 / dx idx 2dx3 —— I 8 (xi  +  x 2 +  £3 -  l )x  
Jo (27r)
[6 |p +  £ 3 c|a)2 [c|p -  X2b\a)2[Y\ -  p +  X2b +  ( 1  -  &3 )c|q)(l -  £ 2  — £ 3 )(a |c 6 |a)
[p2  +  x 2x 3sbcf  (ba)2{ca)2
(A.37)
where the (1 — X2 — £3) factor came from expanding the leading loop dependent factor 
from t m hv. The integration over p is considered as before, using truncation on (A. 18) 
to directly leave us with the £2, £ 3  integrals, after £ 1  integration is done using the delta 
function,
^  =  — 7a—\2~7JT\ f  dx2 f  dx3x 2x 3{\ -  x 2 -  x 3)[X\{\ -  x 2)b + x 3c\a) ,(4?r) {be) J0 Jo
(A.38)
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and
”1— X2
h  = I dx2 I dx3x 2x 3(l - X 2 -  x 3)[Y\x2b +  (1 -  x 3)c\a)f  f  
Jo Jo
(A.39)
Applying the integral over x 3 and then x 2 to both integrals, and evaluating the limits,
1  [be]3 (a\bc\a)
1 (47r) 2  (be) 12
1  [6 c] 3  (a |6 c|a)
f  dx2x 2(l -  x 2)4[X\2b + c\a) 
Jo (A.40)
(4 7 r) 2 (be) 360
[X\2b + c\a)
and
n = ___ 1  [6 c] 3  (a|c6 |q)
2 (4 7 r )2 (6 c )  12
1  [6 c] 3  (a|c 6 |a)
[  x 2(l -  x 2)3[Y\x2b +  (1 -  z 2 )c|a) 
Jo (A.41)
[y|6 +  2 c |a).(4tt) 2  (6 c )  360
These integrals can also be completed for a general power of x 2 or x 3 coming from 
an expansion in / ,  /  over loop dependent factors. For n > 5-point integrals, sums 
over the expansions in / ,  /  according to (7.18) using (7.20) for cross terms of the sort 
that appear in (A.33) are required. These match the formula of (A.23), up to an extra 
integer in the Gamma function of the denominator, due to the extra overall ( 1  — x 2 — x 3) 
factor,
a c r o s s    _ _ [6c]3 r(2 +  P i  +  Pfc)r(2 +  qj +  qk) . j
■ W  -  4 ^  (ic) £  . f -  T {6 + P i+ P k  + q +qk) n - ' - . i m ............ J-
(A.42)
Lastly, the integral from the leading pole term combines the loop dependence from 
the leading r MHV factors, where we apply the same tricks using (A.14) and (A.4). Then 
rewrite the integrals over new variables Xi and p  =  I  +  x 2kb — x 3kc,
dAp
33 = 2 dx idx2dx3 S(x i +  x 2 +  x 3 -  l )x
Jo ( } (A.43)
[6 |p +  r 3 c|a)2 [c|p -  X2 6 |q ) 2 ( 1  -  x 2 -  £ 3 )2 (a |6 cla)(a|c 6 |a)
\p2 +  x 2x 3sbc]3 (ba)2(ca)2
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Again, the integration over p is considered as before, using truncation on (A. 18) to 
directly leave us with the X2 , x% integrals, after x\  integration is done using the delta 
function, so tha t pieces proportional to p drop out,
33 = ~ (4 7 r ) 2  (be) (QM a)(Qlc6 la ) JQ dxi 
1  [6 c] 3  (a |6 c|a)(a |c 6 |a)
(47r) 2  (be) 360
where we have computed the final two integrals in one step. This type of integral with 
the factor 1/360 appears for every n-point calculation tha t involves the double pole, 
due to the simple dependence on the loop momenta highlighted in the leading terms 
from the r YM factors in (A.33).
r  1 - X 2
/ dx3X2X3( l  -  x 2 -  x s )2 
Jo (A.44)
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Reorganisation of the wandering 
minus current
Using equation (7.57) we can write the form for the r MHV currents in from Chapter 7, 
equation (7.60) with the wandering minus as the sum of the three figures 7.4, 7.5 and 
7.6, to give us the full contribution to the non-standard factorisation,
• rT q i 1 ,  /  /  n[no sing]
e "~St =  “ 3 2 ^  <7S) (ab) ■ ■ ■ (fa) {ag) • ■ • (na) ^  x
^br + 1-.-a...bi ['?\Pbr+l...a...bi \W) [^\Pbr+l...a...bi\h +1) [^{Pbr+l.-.a.-.bi |fy) \^\Pbr + l...a...bi\^>‘r
n  /  v /  v /  - - , i  \  f  n  [ n o  s i n g , * ]
- T , ( a \ p P y , | a )  ^  ^  /• w  E  E  x  
1_______________________________ [3r\P b r + l...g ...b i  |a )4(fy? i^ +  l)(br> &r +  l)_________________________
■ ^ .+ l . . .o . . .6 i  [^ l-^ > r+ l...a ...fe i |^ r )  [3r |7 ?6r + i . . . a ...6J + 1) [3r |- f>6r + l...o ...6 j  \ h ) [ ^ \ P b r + l...a ...b i \W  +  1)
/ - 1  / ^ \ / . . \  / . •  _■ , i \  i  n  [ n o  s i n g , * ]
X
bi—b—l  6r=7-
l [9r|-f>6r+l...a...6ila )4( ^ ) ^  +  1)(^d &r +  l)
- I  w  N • • . * [ si
-  V  < a | /3P 7 i | a )  ?  /-  \ /  i \  E  E
■^br-l-l a 6j [3r\P b r+ l~ .a ...b i  |&r) [ ^ \P b r + l.. .a . . .b i \h + 1) [3r|-f>6r-|-l...a...6i\h) [ ^ \P b r +  l...a ...b i \W  + 1) ^
(B .l)
We bring out symmetrical terms in 7  and g , i.e. those sums without 7  or g a t the
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end points. We will put away symmetrical terms into a function called S y m m ig. The 
first double sum is left alone for now, however the first triple sum is symmetrical for 
i > h, whilst the final triple sum is symmetrical for br > h. Thus we have,
• r n r q i  ,  1  /  /  n  [ n o  s i n g ]
e ” “ 3 2 ^  (? 9 >  (ab) ■ ■ ■ ( fa)  (ag) ■ ■ ■ (no) x
1_______________________________[3r\P b r + l .. .g . . .b i \a ) 4 (b l > ^Z +  f)(^r) &r + l)________________________
Pbr + l...a ...b i i m r + l . . .a . . .b l\W) \ ^ \ P b r + l- ..a ...b i\h + 1) [ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i |fy) [9r|P{v-fi...a...6j&r +1)
I  \  /  /  n [ n o  s i n g , * ]
/ „ i /3r> i „ \  \ a 9 ) ( a l )  (9<V- ( a \ 0 P , g\a) y  y  x
\ I V /  \ y  / \  /  b l - b _ i  b r = h - 1
f_____________________ [3r|Pb7.+i...a...6ja)4(b/, bi +  l ) (br , 6r + l)_________________
^ br + l...a ...b i [ ^ \P b r + l. . .a . . .b i\K) [3r|-f>&r+l...a...&i\ l^ +1) [^ l-Pfer+l.-.a.-.bj |^ z) [ ^ \P b r + l . . .a . . .b i\^r +1)
r  / j a d  i „ \ ( flp ) ( a 7 )  ( * , * + ! )  y ^  y - '  w
* 5 ,  1 h»> « • > < - « > , £ , . , 5 - . ,
1_______________________________ [ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i | a ) 4 (^Z, ^Z +  l)(^r; &r +  l)________________________
[3rin r+i...a...6i|6r)[T|P6r+1...a...6i|6z + l)[T|P6r+1...a...5i|6z)[T|P6r+1...a...bJ 6r + l ) / 
+  Sym m ig
(B-2)
where
S y m m lg = — i [T9] 1__________ 1 f
32tt2 (TS) (a6) • • • ( fa) (ag) • ■ • (na) ^
n / \ /  \ /• • , i\ f  n[nosing,*]
-v<a|^ p7 y; y  x
1 [T|PfeT.+i...a...6i |tt)4(6/, 6/ +  l)(6r , 6r +  l)
^br + l...a...bi [9r\Pbr+l...a,...bi|&r) [T|Pftr+i...a...6i \ l^ +  1) [3r|-f>6T.+l...o...6i \ l^) [T|Pbr+i...a...6i |&r +1)
/ - I  , w » . i\  i n[nosing,*]
- y  (a \0 py y y x
i^ 1U P 7 " ,U  <7S> («.>(«,.+!> ^  t h
1_______________________________ [3r| ^ >br + i...a ...& t | f l ) 4 ( ^ f ,  h + l ) ( 6 r , 6 r + l ) ________________________
Pl +1 a t,m n r+1.......61|i>r>[5lnr+l...a...61|6l + l)[Slnr+1..^ ...61|6l>[S1Ar+1.......k,|6r + l>
(B.3)
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Now the first two double sums are very similar except for the endpoint at br =  g — 1, 
up to spinor factors. Thus for br > h, we can use the following simplification between 
the prefactors,
( a |^ |« >  -  ( a ^ l a )  = W P,\a) +  (a|/JPw | a > g M
(a7) (a\0Eyg\a)(gh) -  (a\/3\'y]('yg)(ah)(jg){ah)
I \ \  {BA)
J^ 'gi(ah) ( W P7 fflQ) W  -  (a\/3Pig \g)(ah)J
<«7 )(ga)
(ig)(ah)
( a\ f iPyg\h)
to put those terms for br > h into S y m m ig also. We keep the br =  g — l ,g  terms from 
the first double sum and the br =  h — 1 term  from the second double sum. We are left 
with,
j  ^  /  /  5  [ n o  s i n g ]
(a6> . . . ( / a ) < a p > . . . ( n a > ( <a|^ |a) £  £  X
pn_s f=  _ j _ p s [  i i I 9|nosinf
32tt2 (yg) —  v
1_____________________________ [ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i |a ) 4 (fy? ^  +  &r +  l ) ______________________
^ 'br+1—a...bi t ^ l - ^ r + l \W ) [ ^ \P b r + l-..a ...b i\h  + 1 )  \ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i\^ l)  f t \ P b r + \...a...bi \W  +  1)
_ / ,o n  , ' (ag)(a7) W  /[n^ p s’*j__________ [grlP/l...a,.,bJa)3(6<,6< +  l)(a^)_______
U P  751 ; <72> f a )  (ah) Ifrl + 1 ) |6l>
(n\ a p  |n\ (a9) (al )  (M + l) w
-  ^  <a|/JP7..,|a> (iaXa.i+l) 2 .  2 .  x
i = 6 - l  ’ '  6f= 6 - 1 6 r = 7 - l
1_______________________________ [3r|- f>6 r + l . . . a ...6t Ia ) 4 (fy> +  fer +  1)______________________ \
■^- +  l...o...6i [^r|-^>6r+ l...a ...6 / |^7')[3*|-f>6T.+ l...a ...6z + 1 )  [ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i \b l)[3r\Pbr + l ...a ...bi |&r+  1 ) J
+  S y m m ig
(B.5)
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where
S y m m ig — — i  [ J 5 ]  1_____________ 1 /
327r2 (J S )  (aft) • • • ( f a )  ( ag )  • • • (na )  ^
. . . .  /  n  [no sing,*]
+ S g < “i«y»> £  E *
W i//' 1 6/=6—1 br=h
_____ 1___________________________ [3r| A T.+ l...a ...6 jQ)4 (^f) fef +  l ) ( 6 r > &r +  l ) _____________________
•^ >6r+l...a...6( [^r|^?6T.+l...a...6j |^r) [3r|736r +  l...a...&j |^ Z + 1 }  [3r|-f>6r +  l...a...6i |^z) [3r|-f>6r+l...a...6i |&r +  1} 
n  /  \ /  \ /■ • . i \  /  n[nosing,*]
- V W P ,  ,|a)(«g)(^7> (».»+!) V" y  x
^  ( 7 g )  { t a ) ( a , i + l ) ^  ^  2 - ^
1___________________________ [ 3 - |n r+ i.. .a .. .t , |a )4 (fe|,fci +  l ) ( 6 r .6 r +  l>______________________
■^ >6r + l...a...6J [^r|-f>6r+l...a...6/ \ W) [3r\Pbr+l...a...bi l&Z +  l )  [3r|-f>6r+ l  ..a...6J |^z)[3r|-f>6r+l...a ...6 i |&r+  1)
/ - l  / __\_/ __\ , lX i n[nosing,*]
X
6j=b—1 6f—/i
1___________________________ [31 A r+ l.-.a ...6 ja ) 4 (^Zi fcz +  l) (^ r ) fcr +  1)_________________
^ 6 r + l  a  6; [3 r|- f>6r + l...o ...6 i \W) [^\Pbr +  l...a...bi I^Z +  1 ) [3r |-F>6r  +  l .. .a ...6 i |&z) [3r |-P6r  +  l .. .a . . .6 J \W +  1 )
(B.6)
/ - i  / w x /• • , i\ i ™[nosins
-  V  (a|/3P7 .|a ) <°g)W ) <«,» +  l )  y  y
(79) < * a > < o , i + l > . ^ l 1 b%
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The two contributions to br in the first term  will need further manipulating so we 
explicitly write these, along with the i = b — 1 and subsequently bi =  i terms from the 
triple sum to leave,
e sP =  i m
327T2 (TS) (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) • • • (na)
/ - i
{
6 j = 6 —
f  ,  r ^ r ,  , V4
I o p  I V_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1____________ [3r\Pg...g...bi\a ) (^»fef +  l)(qp)________
+ (a\BP V  ___- W ^ - o - 6 t |a)4(fci,fcf +  l ) W _____________
01 bi=b-l P h...a..M [3r\P h...a...bl \9)[3r\Ph...a...bl \bl +  l) [3 r\Ph...a...bl \bl)[3'\P h...a...bl \h )
4- (n \B P  \n\ ^  ^  f[n° Y ^ ’*] 1____________ [J \P h...a...bi\a )3 (bl ’ bl +  1 ) ( a h )________
' ' 751 '<79) (ah) P^.a...6j[T|Ph...a...6J6i + l)[T|P,...a...6J6i)[T|P/l...a...bJh)
( n \ 8 P  \ n \ ( a 9 ) ( a 7 )  V "  1 [ 3 ' \ p b r  +  i . . . g \ a ) 2 ( b r , b r  +  l )
[ a l p P r y  g \ a )  { ^ g )  1 ,  | P 6 r + : . J  6r > [T | P br+!... a 16r + 1  >
y = 7 -
/ _1 /__\_/__\ i\ 5 ^
X-y> |/3P7 V
[3r|^ + i . . .a . . .6 r | a ) 3 (*a> (&r, b r  + 1 )
^ i+ l...a ...6 r m ^ + l - a . . . 6 ,  l^r) [^ l-ft+ l.-.a .-.b r  I®) [^ iP + l.- .a .- .b r  |^r + 1)
y t a i f i P ^  { \a ) M M J j i i i i L .  y  y
z=6 b i = b —1 br =/y —1
1________________________________[ ^ \ P br + l . . . g . . . b i  | a ) 4 ( ^ )  ^  +  l)(^r> 6r +  l)________________________
P br +  l. . .a . . .b i  [ ^ I ^ V + l —a — l^r) [^ iP ftr+ l.-.a .-.fe / \^ l  + 1 ) [ ^ \ P br + l . . . g . . . b i  \ b l ) [ 3 r\P br  +  l . . . g . . . b i \ b r  +  1 )  
+  Sym m ig
(B.7)
where we have dropped the 6/ =  /  term  from the first sum since this is the double pole 
contribution.
Now some mileage is gained by reordering the final double sum involving i , we 
reorganise them  to run up to ( /  -  1) and ( /  -  2) rather than from ( 6 - 1 )  and b ,  such
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that the following axe equivalent,
f - i  i - 1 / —2 / - i
E E = E E (b-8)
i —b b i —b—l  b i = b —l i —b i + l
and we can make the following simplification,
Y '  Y ^  (a \8P  |a \ ( m  +  1) _  s r '  s r '  (Q|<dP7 . . . i | z + l ) ( i a )  +  (a\f3P1. .. i \ i ){a, i+l )
64= 6 - l z = b ,+ l  '  ’ ' b i = b - l i = b i + l  \ / \  > /
_  v -^ {ft|/3Py...z|fr) ^  (a |/3 P 7 ..,i |? '+ l)
( i a )  ( i + l , a )6i= 6 - l i = 6 , + l  N ' '  ’ '
=  < o |/3 P 7 ...t ,|fei +  l>  W P 7 . . . / l / >
6 ^ - 1  (iil +  1' a> </“>
(B.9)
where the final term  is equal to /32 th a t we are insensitive to in the calculation.
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Thus the contribution becomes,
esP =   1
327T2 (TS) (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) ■ ■ ■ (na)
i rqrio . I„\3
(
n \B P _______________1________________[ J \P g . . . a . . . b i \< l ) 3 ( b l ,  b i  +  l)(ag)________
+  ta \ 8 P  l„\ V  - J ___________________ [3 m ...,,..6 ,|a )4<ftl ,6 ; +  l ) ( g/1)_______________
+  ln \H P  !„. 1^ 22 M l ____________ 1______________ [ 5 \P h ...a ...b , |a )3(6|, 6| + 1 ) (ah)__________
' IP 79i ' (1 9)  {ah) 6i^ 1 +
! „ \a p  \ \ ( a 9 ) ( a l )  Y '  1 P IA r + l.-o lo )2^ !  6r +  l)
' T' a' ' (79) ^ + l . . . a  I9r| n r+l...a |6r>[3'|n ,+ ,...a|!-r +  l>
S ^ / „ \ u r >  l~\  ( a 9 ) ( a l )  ( M  +  l )  w
W «•><-<+■) Jr-,
1 [3r|^ +i...a...6i |a )3(m )(6r.,6 r +  l)
-^i+l...a...bj [^r|-^ + l...a ...6 i |^ r) [^ |^ i+ l...o ...6 j  I®) \ f P \ P i + \ . . . a . . . b i \ W  +  1) 
9  f ~  2
- E E
6 , ^ - 1 6,=6-> <6( +  1’°>
1________________________________[3l-P br + l . . .a . . .b J a ) 4 (fy) ^  +  l ) (6 r >  frr +  1 )_________________________
P br +  l . . .a . . .b i  [^r|^ >br + l ...a ...b J \ b r ) [ 3 r\F>br +  l . . . a . . . b i \ h  + 1 )  [^ iP b r  +  l.-.o.-.bj |^ i)  ^ ? \ P b r + \ . . . a . . . b i  |&r +  l )  
+  Symm-yg
(B.10)
where we can suck the single sum over br proportional to — (a|/3P7...a |a) as the i =  b — 1 
term  into the double sum below it. Thus we can combine the common pieces of the 
double sum by identifying i ’s summations as equivalent to th a t of bi s up to a spare 
term  from the original i =  /  -  1 term,
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gsP = ___? _ M ______ i______________ i {
32jt2 [IS) {ab) ■ ■ ■ {fa) {ag) ■ ■ ■ {na)
tn\8P  ln\ 'V '  1__________[3r\Pg...a...b,|a)3{bi, bi+ 1 ){ag)_______
. / l o p  I . Y '_____ 1_________________P l ^ - g - f r  |a)4(6i. bi+ 1) (gh)
+  \ IP fy\ I 2—! P 2 . [ 3 1  r ,  „ . | a)[3 |R, „ k.l6 , +  n m a  „ 1 . 1 6.
+  / „ | « P  I ^ M M ^ V 6 ’*1  I________________[3 rl-Pft...g ...fc,l«)3 ( M l + l ) ( a 6 ) ___________
 ^ IP 791 ' { - 1 9 )  { a h )  ^  P i [ 5 ' |P fc.,.g ...(„ |6 i +  l ) [ ? | P )... .g ...l>, | 6 ! > m f t . . . a . . . ! , , |6 >
/al3 P  |„ \ ( a9>(aT'> ( / - ! . / >  V  ..
[ ^ l A r f l - . a . . . / - !  |a ) 3 (&r> &r +  l )
|^ 7~) [3r|-f^ >TH-l...a.../—11 / l )  \^\Pbr+l...a...f-l\W  +  1)
_  ( a 9 ) ( a  7 )  V "^1 >T^ (a | (3Py...bi \bj +  1) [^1 Pbr + l.-.a.-bi |&) ~  {a \fiP'f...bi |a ) l A r +l...a ...fe; 1^ 1 +  1 )
^  {bl + 1’a)
1___________________________[3 \H r+l...a...bi |a)3 (^ Z; ^  +  l ) ( ^ r 7 W +  1)___________________\
■^ 6r + l. . .a . . .6[ [^r|-^ r + l . . .o . . .6i \ b r ) [ 3 \ P b r +  l . . .a . . .b i \b l  +  l ) [ 3 r\ H r + l . . . a . . . b i \ b l ) [ ^ \ H r +l...a...bi  |&r +  l )  J  
+  Symm-yg
(B .ll)
where the terms left in the double sum can be simplified using the Schouten identity, 
and also all terms with Ph...a...bi combine to use the Schouten identity in a similar way.
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Once used twice, we are left with,
psP = _ J _ m ^ 1__________ 1
327r2 (JS) (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) • • • (na)
( a l f t P  I n)  1____________P I P g -a -b i lQ)3 (h  M  + 1 )  (a9 )________
(gh)(aj)(ag) __L ___________(fl|/3P7gP/l.,.Q...bJJ][gr|P/t..,a..,6;|a)3(b/,6f +  l)_______
l&I +  l)  |&l) |/») 1^ >
(n\ oP , \ (a9)(al )  ( f  — !>/> v '  -
-   W f  E x
1 [3r|A T+l...a.../-l|Q)3(^r; fcr +  1)______________
PI^T4-l...a.../-l|^r)P|-0vfl...a.../-l|/ — 1) [3r|-f>67-fl...a.../-l |&r+  1)
- t  £
fcr=7- i  fcj=6_i
1______________________ P l-^r+l...a...6; lfl)3(fy> bi + l)(br , 6r +  l)________________
+ Symrriya
(B.12)
where we some tantalising glimpses of P j  th a t will hopefully cancel with propagators 
later on.
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Expanding out the sums in br we are left with,
e sP =  _  i m  i
327T2 ( j g )  (ab) • • • (fa) (ag) ■ • • (na)
i  K r i D  i „ \ 3 ,/ lap  | \ y ^  1___________ [3r\Pg...a...bi\0')3 ( b h k  + l ) (ag)________
(gh)(aj)(ag) y -  _ _ J .___________ (a |^ P 7gP /l..,a„.b; |J][31P;»...a...b, |a)3(fy, k  +1)_______
6^ 1 ^ l . a...6 j^ l^ ...a ...6 j6 Z +  l ) [5 |P h...a...6J6 /) [ J |P /l...a...bJ h ) [ J |P h...a...bJ ^
/ I / o n  (ag)(a7) ( / - ! , / )  1___________[gr|Py...a.../-i|Q)2(Q7)
7- /_l1 ; (75) ( a /)  P72..a.../ _i m P 7...a .. . / - i l / - l ) [3 rl^ .-.a .../-il7 )
- / n l f l P  I \ {a9)(al )  ( f ~ h f )  1_________________ [3r|Pg...q.../-i|a)3(7ff)___________
U P  7- /_l1  ^ (75) ( a /)  Pg2..a.../ _1 [^ |P 5...a..7-i|7)[3r|^ . . .a . .7 - i l / - l> [^ l^ . . .a . . . /- i |5 )
, ,/on ■ x (Qg)(Q7) ( f - h f )  1__________________ [3r|Pfr...a.../-i|a)3W ____________
r  •/“11 '  (75) ( a /)  P i . .0.../ _1 [y |/ \ . . .„ . .7 - i l5 > m ^ .. .« . .7 - i l / - l )F I^ . . .« . .V - i l /l>
_  (0 5 )(0 7 ) y ^  (a|/3P7„,biP7.„Q,.,bJ J ] ________[?'|P7.„Q,„bJ q )2(fy,6z +  l)(a7 )________
6/=6-1 P1~a..M m ^y -a ...b J6 i +  l)[3r|^ 7...«...bj6z)mP7...a...6j7)
_  (fl5)(0 7 ) y ^   (a|ftPy...btPg...a...b, 13] [y|ig...a...bt |a )3(fy, h  + 1 )(7 5 )
^  b h - 1 I'y) |6| +  i> |&I> |^ >
_  (ag)(a7) y ^  _ 1 __________(a |^ P 7„.b;P/t...a...bJ^ ][y |P /t...a.,.bt|a )3(bf, bz +  l)(^h ) \
6/=6—1 Ph...a...bi |5> ffliV u...a ...6 , |&r+1) [m ...a ...6 , |*> J
+  S y m m ig
(B.13)
Now all the Ph...a...bi term s have a  common (<7/1) factor th a t can be used to  cancel 
against factors in the denom inator as follows,
[y\Ph...a...bl \a)(gh) =  [3]Ph...a...bi\g)(ah) +  [<3r\ph...a...bl \h)(9a) (B -14)
while the first term  reveals some new g <r> 7  interchangeable term s which can be pu t 
into Symrrijg,  while the second term s clean up some of the  denom inators. Moving the
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like terms into similar groupings, we are then left with,
esp =  i m
327r2 (JS) (ab) ■ ■ ■ (fa) (ag) • • • (na) ^
_  (ag)(a7 ) y ?  (a\PPy...blP y...a...bi\^1_______ |a)2(fy,fy + 1 )(07)_________________
^  6 ,^ 1  P la . . .b i  [3r|^ ...a ...6 j^  +  l)[3r|^ r..a ...6 j^ )[^ |P 7...a...6j7 )
_ / n l / ?P  | y (ag)(Q7) ( / - I , / )  1__________ [y|P7...q.../ - i |a )2(Q7)
I"  7 - / - 1 I (7 ff>  ( a / )  P 2  i0 ^ / _ 1 [ 3 1 P 7 ...0 .../ _ 1 | / - 1 ) [ 3 1 P T ..(, . . . / _ 1 |7>
/ “ ! 1 r r r i n  1 - \ 3 /, / io n  I \ 1___________V?\Pg...a...bl \a) (h, bi + l) (ag)_______
-  <a|/3P7.../ _ i|a )
br-
(ag)(a<y) ( f - l j )  1 [3r|P5...a.../_ i|a)3(7s)
(7^> <a/> P 2..a.../_1 [^|Pff...a.../-i|7>[3r|P5...a .../- i |/- l) [3 r|P5...a.../-ib)
£
(ag)(a7 ) y ?  1  (<»lffflr ..|,lPg...a...|)||:y][g'|.Pa...a...tl |a)3 ( t | , 6 | +  l)(7g)
<7 >^ 6,51, P92..«...6, m^...a...6,l7>[3r|P9...a...(,,|6i + l)m P !,...„...)„|6i>l3r|^...a...61IS>
(a9)(ay) </-!./> 1 [3’|f>j,...a.../-i|a>3(s/i>
(79> (a /)  (7|ft...a../-il9>[37l^ ...« .../- il/- l> [3 rIA...a.../-i|ft>
(ay) jag) y v  1 (a|^-P79J:)i...a..in I J] [3r|.fV..q...t, |a)2(6;, fy +1)
<79> t i l l  P l^ . .a . . . l I|i-l +  l)[5'|f)....«...t,|i-!>[3-|Pt...a...t,l9>tl
{ag)(ay) y ^  1 (a|/3P7...tlPi,.,.a...t,W[3r|Pi,.,.a,..t,|a)2{6i,6, +  l ) (ga ) \
^ i l ,  Pt...a...t, m ^...a...t,l9>[3-|Ar + l...a...t,|6/ +  l>[3-|^...a...t,|6l> j
+  S y m m ig
(B.15)
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where
Sym m ig  — — i [T9] 1__________ 1 (
327r2 (T 9 )  (ab) • • • (fa)  (ag) ■ ■ ■ (na) ^
(a g )  (0 7 ) { - j  1 (a \ /3 P Y...bl Ph...a...bl \3l[3'\Ph...a...bl \a )2 (b i ,b i  +  l ) ( a h )
^  [ ^ in i-+l...a...6/ |6/ +  l)[3r|P/l...a...6i |&i)mPh...a...6j^>
(a'y) (ga)
l ) (ga)
(ig)(ah)
f  n [no sing,*
6  ^— 6  — 1 67*—h
1______________________[3r|-Pfrr + l...a...fy [q)4(6/, 6/ +  l)(fer > fer +  1)_________________
• >^6r +  l...a ...6J [ 'f \F >br + l...a ...b i \^ r )  \f$ \P br -\-\...a ...b i\h  +  1) [T|-Pfor+i...a...bj |6 /)  [3r\Pbr + l...a...bi |&r+  1)
n  /  \  /  \  /  -  -  i  i  \  /  " [ n o s i n g , * ]
- f > i / ? p 7 f |a> <Qf >< ^ >  7 <t ’/ + 1 > ,  e  y  x
1______________________[3r|-P6r + l...Q...fcJa ) 4 (^ ;  ^  +  l)(6r , 6r +  l)_________________
^ b r  +  1 - . . a . . . b i  [ 3 r \ P b r + l . . . a . . . b i  |&r) [ T | i \ .  +  i . . .a ...6i |&Z + 1 )  [ ^ \ P b r + l - - - a . . . b i  \ h )  [T|-Pfor+ i . . .a ...6i |^ r +  1)
/ - I  / w v /■ • . i\  i n[nosing,*]
-  V  (a |/9 P 7 i \o )  )  4 /•  w  i \  E  E  ><
i ,  ’  <^> <«»>(«.*+ i > » , i 1 6 ,
1______________________[3r|-PbT.+l...a...fr; |q)4(^> bj +  l)(6r , 6r +  l)_________________
^ b r  + 1-..a...bi ^ \ P b r + l...a...bi \W ) [ ^ \P b r + l.. .a ...b i\h  + 1 )  [3r\Pbr + l...a ...b i\^ l)  [ ^ \P b r + l...a ...b i l^r +  1)
(B.16)
Now this simplifies further upon noticing that -P7 . . . / - 1  =  —ft — /• The free terms 
can be identified with the bi = /  — 1  cases and so the terms fit into the sums, leaving 
us with,
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esP =  _ _ ^ M ^ __________ 1 (
327T2 <jg) (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) • • • (na)
, (ag)(a7) y J  W Pi...biPi-a -h \ '3] _______[3r\p y...g...bl \a)2(bl ,bl + l)(a'y)________
^  b M  1 Pl.a...bi [ 3 l i >7 ...a...6l |6i +  l ) [ 5 ' | P 7 ...a...6I | b / ) P | P 7 ...«...6I |7 )
, I \ o p  | \ Y '  1___________ P I P9-a.:bi\a)3(bi,bi + 1) (ag)_______
(ag)(a*y) y -I 1 (a|^-P7...6 ,^...a...6j^]Pl^...a...6ja)3(^ , fy +  l ) (7p)
+  ' ' 2 ^  p 2
^  6* =6—1 P L a . . . b l P l ^ . . . a . . . 6 j 7 > P | P 5 ...a ...6 j6 i +  l ) P |P 5...a...6jbOPI^...a...6J ^
(ga)(ai)(ag) y  1 (a|/5P73i5/l...a...6j3lPI-P/l...a...6,|a>2(&Z,&/ + l)
6/=6—1 P h...a...bi \ ^ \ P h...a...bl \ k  + 1 )  [ m . . . « . . . 6 ,  |6 |)  P | ^ . . . a . . . 6 ,  |p)
(ga)(aff)(Q7) y  1 (a|^i7...b^ /i...a...6tlJ'][gr|f>/i...a...bJa)2(^,^ + l) \
^  6 ^ - 1  P h. ..a .. .b i  Pl^...a...6 ib ) P l n r + l ...a ...6 i |^  +  l ) P | P / l ...a ...6( | ^ )  j
+  Sym m ig
(B.17)
where the overlapping sums can be combined to cancel off the P 2 factors to leave,
* P 9 ]  l _______________________ l  f
327T2 ( jg )  (a&) • • • ( fa)  (ag) ■ ■ ■ (na)
( a g ) { a  l )  y  ( a \ p \ 3 ] [ 3 r\p 1 ...a...bl \ a)2 (bl ,bi  +  l ) ( a ' y )
^  6 ^ 1 P I P 7 . . . a . . . 6 i | 6 /  +  l ) P | P 7 . . . a . . . i , j 6 z ) P | P 7 . . . a . . . 6 i | 7 )
(ag)(a7 )  _______________________ (a |^ |J ][g r|Pg„.a..,feJ a ) 3 (6f,bf +  l ) ( 7 p ) ___________
b k ' -1 P I ^  P I P * ~ « - 6 .  M  P |P * . . .« . . .6 ,  I <?>
(ag) (a')) y !  W P  [ 5 \ p h . . . a . .M  I a)2 (h, k  +1) (ga)
^ 1 P l^ ...a ...6 j^ > P in r+ l...a...6i |^  +  l)[3r|P/l...a...6i |^>
(pa)(Q7 )(ag) ( a l /3 |J ] [ J lP ^ la ) ( /a )  \
(79) [3 - |P ^ s |/> [3 - |P #7 9 |9 ) ;  +  22 ™
(B.18)
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Now we use the Schouten identity to expand the middle sum using the (7 g) factor,
e sp =  L _ M  I _______________1_______ (
32tt2 (JS) (ab) • • • (fa) (ag) • • • (na) y
(ag)(ai)  y i  (a\/3\3][3r\P1...a...bl\a)2(bi,bi + l)(a'y)
(19) 6 i f ^ _ i m ^ . . . a . . . 6 I | 6 i  +  m \P r . .a . .M \h ) m P r ..a..M\l)
(ag)(ai)  y ^  W l ^ l [ 3 \ P g ...a ...b i\a)2(bi, k  + 1) ( 7 a )
< 7 P >  P | P i r . . . a . . . 6 l | 7 > m ^ . . . « . . . 6 I | & i  +  l ) m ^ . . . a . . . 6 I | 6 i )
7_ (B.19)
(ag)(ai)  y '  W W  |a ) 2  (6 1 , k  + 1 ) (ag)
(ag)(afy) y 4  (a|/3| J][y |P /l...a...bJ a )2(bf, 6f +  l)(ga)
( 7 # )  [ ^ l - P f c . . . a . . . 6 1 | p ) [ ^ ' | A r  +  l . . . o . . . 6 l | ^  +  l ) [ 5 ' | ^ ,/ i . . . o . . . 6 i l ^ >
(ga) (fl7 ) (ag) (a\P\3) \3\P(jig \a) ( fa) \
{7 9 ) w p ^ f m p / h M  j  y 19
and further expand by Schoutening all the 1 )  terms, and grouping by 6 /  or 6 ; + l
terms,
e sp = ___________ 1__________ i_____f M M / a |fligr y '
32?r2 (JS) (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) • • • (na) ^  ( 7 g) 
[^r\P ' r . . .a . . .b i \ a ) ( a ,  bi + l)(ary) [5|P5...a...bJa )(a ,6 i +  l)(7a)
+  [3r\P'y...q...bl \a) (b ia)(ai )  +  [3r\Pg...a...bl \a)(bla)('ya)
\3r\P'y...a...bi \bl )[3'\P'y...a ...bl |7 ) [3r|P5...a...6z|7)m^...a...6,|^)
+  [3 r\Pg. . .g. . .bl \a ) ( a ’ bl +  1) ( a 9)  +  [‘? \ P h . . . a . . . b l \a ) ( a i b l +  1) ( g a )
m P g . . .a . . .b l\ k  + 1 )  m P 9...a...bl |g> f f l | g >  P I  iV + l . - .a . .* ,  |*I +  1) 
P lJ g . . .a . . .h , la ) ( f y a ) ( a g )  | P | P / i . . . a . . . 6 » ( f y a ) ( g a )  ^
(ga) (0 7 ) (ag) <a | |  J] p |  P ^  | a) ( /a )  \
(7 9 ) P l ^ l / X ^ l ^ l s )  1 79
(B.20)
We can now reapply the Schouten identity again to combine the terms on each line via
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the following substitution,
___________ [3 r|-P7 ...q ...t i |a ) ___________________________[3r|-P9 ...q ...li|la )___________
P | P 7 . . . . . .  fc, |6 | +  1> P >  P | P 9 ...«...fc |7>  IV+1)
1 (  [ J 1P 7 ...a ...t »  _  P | P g ...a ...6, l « )  \
P |P 9...«...i,,|7> l p | f ,7...a...l,,|i>i +  l> \3\Pg...a..M\bl +  l ) )  
P | P 7 . . . » . . t , | a ) [ 3 ' | f g . . .q . . . t , l^  +  l ) - [ 3 - | P g ..,0 ...i„ | a ) p | P 7 ...q ...t , |6 ,  +  l )  
[5 1 P s ...« . . . i l | 7 > P | P 7 ...« ...6 ,|i'l +  l ) P | P 9 ...o ..A |i> l +  l>
 ___________ [9r|P 7 ...a...!> |Pg ...a ...6 | |3 ]  ( 6 | + 1 , a )___________
“  P | P 9 . . .a ...i , | 7 > P | P 7 ...«...k, l&I + 1)P | P 9 . . .a . . . i ,\k + l)
= [gr|7P,...a...i.,|31(i’i + l.a>_______
P | P 9 . . . a . . . 6 , l 7 ) P |P 7 ...a...(,,|!-! +  l ) P | P 9 ...a ...6,|fc1 +  l>
 _____________ p 7 ] ( 6 ; +  l , a ) ______________
P | P 7 ...a ...t1 |f>( +  l > P | P 9 ...q ...6, | 6 1 +  l>
and we are left with,
e sp = ___L -1 2 M _____ I__________ !_____( M M / j s i j i  y
32?r2 (JS) (ab) ■ ■ ■ (fa) (ag) ■ ■ ■ (na) ^ (7 g) b^ _ x
P 7 ] (&* +  !, a ) 2  (7 a) [ ^ ( f y a ) 2^ )
P | P 7 ...a ...61|6 i +  l ) [ ^ | ^ . . . a . . . 6 I |6z +  l )  P F 7 ...a...6, % )  \ S \ P g . . . a . . M \ k )  
[3g\(bi + l ,a ) 2(ga) [7g\(bta)2 (ga)
+
(ga)(0 7 ) (ag) (a\P\3][7\P^g\a)(fa) i q
(79) 1 y 19
(B.22)
We can see that the terms in the sum cancel term  by term  leaving the end points, while
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the bi = b — 1  term  vanishes due to the (bid) factors leaving just the 6 / =  /  — 1  term,
i [35] 1  1  (e sp =  -
32tt2 (JS> (ab) • • • ( fa) (ag) • • • (na)
{a 3 ) { a ^ ( a m  ' ^ < / a >2
<7g) ' '[5\P-l. . .* . . . , \W \P g...a...l\})
<a9>2<a7> .<a|/»|3 ] [S9]{fa)2
<7 9 ) ' ^  , \7 \P g...a. . . f \ m \ P h...a...! \S)
(ay)(ag)2 (a\P\3][3r\P0Jg\a)( fa )\
( is)  m 79i / > m 79i9> 1 v 19
Performing some algebraic manipulations on the denominators,
* [35] 1 1 (e sp =
32tt2 (39) (ab) • • • ( fa)  (ag) ■ ■ • (na) y 
(ag)(aj)2 la|(Tl/. , 2 (  1  1
■(a\P\3](f*Y(1 9 ) ( i f ) ' JW 7 V F W / >
(ag)2(aj) . , 2 (  1  1
> 1  m ( f a y
(1 9 )(9 f ) x jw 7 \ m P 0 M )
+ iaj)S af  W lfl [ f </■»>)  + 5tfron^
(7^) [^lP/37sl/)[J lP/375l^)
(B.23)
(B.24)
If we reinstate the double pole term  that contains the P j  term, we can then write 
the entire contribution we have been modifying: | ^ 2 r ( . 7 , g ,h , . . . )  in terms of 
the P | 7  term, those terms not invariant under 7 H 5  swap above as y 79, plus S y m m  
with the common ^ J ^ 9  ^ factor removed,
( 7  a)2 1 (
(Pa)2 ’ ’ » ’ ’ * (ab) ■ ■ ■ (fa)(hi)  ■ ■ ■ (na) \
x (B.25)
( a l ^ 7 |a ) [ J |P ^ |a ) 2 ( / q )  , W ) 2 \
P| 7[J lP^7l/)[J lP/9 7 ^ )(^ ) 75 (* i)(i9)(gh) 19 J
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where
Xig = ~ M M w 'mma)2 ( m a  '  mpfy i/>)
"  < 7 s> < 9 /> w <a|/?l?1</a>2( [ 3 ip ^ i />  “  ( B ' 2 6 )
(Q7 >(og) (a|/i|J][3'|Pff7 i, |a) ( / a ) \
( 7 g)(gh) f f l P f r g V m P l h M  j
It has been verified numerically th a t S y m m  vanishes, so we are left with a compact 
expression for expressing Cn-sf with a wandering minus, in terms of the double pole 
and terms dependent on the 7  g swap.
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For null momenta, we can see tha t r  reduces to the MHV contribution, such that
M W  = + T M L w m < / a > f  1 +  1
< / / J ) < / 3 7 } < 7 ? >  ( i d )  { i f )  " J ' V  P W >  [ 3 - | P / J 7 l / )
+ M M -  w i 3 i  </“> (  7 5 M 7 7 7  +  1
<79 ) < 9 f V  " J ' V ^ l ^ l / )  W P / h M ) J  
+ (Q7 )(Qg) W lJlPIPfrglfl) + (al/JP^IaX^IP^Ia)
<75> [^ i^ i/> [^ i^ 7Sip)
(a7)2 / l^irrl/x \/^ 1 1 \  , (a9)(al )  W \ $ \ ( f ° )
■ W \ * \ ( f * )  7 ^ 7 7 7  -  77775 T7V +(75)(7/>X ^  JW f f l P f h M J  (■19)(gf) \2\P(h\f)
l (ag)(a/y}(a |fl|j]  (a^)M7)[^i^/37la )2
<7S><<?/>' W / ? 75l<?> </37>P|P/37l/)P I ^ 7|P>
=  (a 7 ) 2 ja\P\3](fa)  _  M7)2 (a|jg|J](/a) (affXQ7) W I^ K /a )
(19 ) (iff) W \ f )  <7P><7/> [ ^ 7 l/> ( l9) (gf )  \5\Pfa\ f)
| (a9)(ai) (a2> <a^)<a7)[^'|P/97|a)2
(7Q) ( ya ) [J I7|q) W  +  M7)(ag)(fa) (a/3) L  _ <a|7|^l(/7>
(7p ) w w ^ 7i / > w >  <7^)te/) ( f p ) \  m p ^ \ f ) ( ^ )
| (al ) ( a9) <a2> (afi)(al )  f f lP p jl0) 2
+
<■i g ) ( g f r  ^  w * 7is> < ^ 7 ) m ^ 7i /> [ ^ i^ 7ip>
(a/3) (a^/) (ag) ( f  a) ( 7 a) [3171 a) W  A  (a9)( f l f ) \
( f f i ) ( i g) (gf )  (1 9 ) [5\Pfa\ f) (Pf)  \  (gf ) (ai f ) )
(a'y)(ag)2 (a\/3\3] _  (a^)(a'y)[3r\P01\a)2
( l 9 ) ( 9 f )  ff lPfr\9) W f f l P f r l f m P M
(a/3) (a*/) (ag) ( f  a) +  ( / a ) 2  [3 |7 |a) (afi) +  (ai)(ag)2 W |a )
( f (*)( l9)(9f)  (gf)  F \P fh \f )  m  ( I9)(9f )  PIPfh\9)
(afi)(a1 )[7\PPl\a)2
(/3j)[?\P01\f)[? \P ^ \g )
(B.27)
This has been verified for null momenta, but we could easily promote /3 and 7  back 
to their full momenta by capping with T]. The last term  highlights the pure (/3^)~l pole 
from the Parke Taylor form, and as such the single pole contribution is the remaining 
pieces without the last term.
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The form presented here for the entire contribution, repeated now for clarity,
i [?9] 1_________1 (  (a\^i\a)[7\Ph \a)2
32*2 (7S) (ab) ■ ■ ■ (ef ) (gh.) ■ ■ ■ (na)
(aP){a-y)(ag){fa) {fa)2 [ J ^ a )  (a/3) {a-y){ag)2 \3\P\a) \
< / / 5 > < 7 9 > ( 9 / >  ( 9 / >  P 1 ^ 7 l / >  W )  h 9 ) ( 9 f )  J
(B.28)
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